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2ABSTRACT
This thesis sets out to examine the e-up of the Amharic
vocabulary, principally from the point of view of Amharic as 
a Semitic language. There can be no doubt that Amharic is a 
Semitic language in accordance with all the tenets and 
methods of standard language classification. Typically 
this does not rely primarily on lexical evidence, but more 
on the "conservative" levels of analysis, such as morphology. 
The level of the lexicon probably occupies the opposite 
position to morphology in so far as it is typically the 
least conservative and the most subject to innovation and 
outside influence. It is this sensitivity of the lexicon 
to extra-linguistic factors such as ethnic contacts, 
cultural patterns and directions, influences from outside 
the community (political, commercial, or intellectual), and 
so on that provides the value of this kind of study of the 
vocabulary of a language.
The first part of this thesis examines the Semitic basis
I
of the Amharic lexicon from the angle of the straightforward 
dictionary-list and then from the evidence of various texts, 
the latter taking into account the important factor of 
relative word frequencies. The figures from these analyses 
reveal that approximately 73% of the identifiable roots in 
the lexicon are of inherited Semitic origin and that this 
proportion increases to an average of 85/ in the texts; 
that is to say, that, generally speaking, the higher frequency 
roots afe overwhelmingly of inherited Semitic origin. The 
principal other constituent sources of vocabulary in Amharic 
are, in descending order, Cushitic (fcspecially Agaw), Arabic, 
e'ez, Aramaic and Hebrew, and finally Lurope&n languages.
The second part of this thesis examines in detail, by- 
means of individual etymological discussions of representative 
items, a number of semantic fields chosen to cover a wide 
spectrum of culturally specific and non-specific vocabulary. 
The overall trend here reflects the principle that much 
of the general, or basic vocabulary of Amharic in all 
fields is inherited Semitic, whilst loan elements, of 
whatever origin, are typically names of specific objects.
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8TRANSCRIPTION
The transcription followed in this thesis for Semitic 
Ethiopian and other Semitic languages is that usually 
employed in modern works on Semitic languages. The only 
points to note are that in the transcription of modern 
Semitic Ethiopian the voiceless velar fricative, which 
is sometimes rendered by has been written here as x«
On the other hand, what is, or was the same, or approximately 
the same sound elsewhere in Semitic, including ue’ez, 
has been transcribed by h, according to the normal 
practice. Hence, Ch. xapt. Tna. §oxa, Har. xadana. etc., 
but Gz. &osa, Ar. frara. etc. Note that the fricativized
k of Tigrinya has similarly been transcribed as x: °alaxti.
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Secondly, the so-called b ghadk phath letters of Hebrew 
and Aramaic have not been distinguished from the non- 
fricativized forms here: thus, garap and not garaTJ:
delet and not deleji. etc.
The transcription of Cushitic forms generally follows 
that of the source (Reinisch, Cerulli, Conti Rossini,
Moreno, etc.) of the individual item.
INTRODUCTION
The subject of this thesis is the lexicon of Amharic and 
its relation to and connexions vd.th the other languages of 
the Ethiopian language area, both Semitic and non-Semitic. 
No language functions or develops in isolation; there are, 
on the one hand, inherited patterns and tendencies shared 
with related languages, which may or may not be in contact 
with the subject language and, on the other, the influence 
of neighbouring languages, of whatever genetic affiliation, 
and languages regarded as prestigious by virtue of the 
material, intellectual, or political superiority of their 
speakers. Linguistically, as in other ways, Ethiopia is 
far from being a closed or isolated area. In addition to 
the Semitic Ethiopian languages, of which Amharic is one, 
the Ethiopian language area contains nearly all the 
languages that have been classified as Cushitic and umotic. 
Not all Cushitic and very few umotic languages turn out 
to be particularly relevant to this study of the Amharic 
lexicon. The third language group, occurring on the 
periphery of the area and apparently only of minor if not 
negligible relevance here, Includes some East Sudanic and 
related languages. All these languages in varying degrees 
and at various times have interacted with one another, 
in this thesis i shall be looking only at the effect that 
these other linguistic elements have had on jfhe vocabulary 
of Amharic, but equally well one might examine the reverse 
process: the effect of Semitic Ethiopian languages on the
other languages of Ethiopia. The degree and manner of 
influence between these various languages are conditioned 
by numerous factors, much the same as those relating to
to
influences from outside the Ethiopian language area, namely, 
at the simplest level, geographical contiguity and, in a 
more complex vein, considerations of cultural and/or 
political superiority and prestige. Of course, in this 
connexion, it should also be borne in mind that it is not 
always the same group of languages that have had an 
influence on one another; the languages particularly 
relevant to this study of Amharic almost certainly have 
not exercised the same degree of effect over Harari, for 
example.
Outside the Ethiopian language area, but of considerable 
importance in the history of the Amharic lexicon, are 
neighbouring Semitic languages, particularly Arabic. The 
latter has not only provided a sizable body of lexical 
material of its own but has also been the medium through 
which a number of Turkish, Persian and Greek items reached 
Ethiopia. A smaller body of religious or quasi-religious 
vocabulary entered Semitic Ethiopian in the early centuries 
of the Christian era directly from Aramaic and Hebrew, one 
the one hand, and from Greek, on the other.
Finally, as might be expected, in recent years western 
European languages, particularly English, French and Italian, 
have provided additions to the lexical stock of Amharic.
These, then, briefly are the principal contributors to 
the make-up of the Amharic lexicon. Predictably there is 
also a significant body of unidentified lexical material.
This does not necessarily imply that a source different 
from the ones outlined above must lie behind these items; 
their classification as ‘unidentified* is required by the 
lack of a satisfactory formal and semantic etymology in 
accordance with the rules of sound correspondence set out
i t
in the following chapter and (just as important) the bounds 
of common sense and a feeling for what is likely or 
reasonable1 . All languages tend to contain some 
unidentifiable elements in their vocabularies, and this 
is especially prominent in the case concerning us here, 
where the lexicography of the language being studied, as 
well as that of its neighbours, is still, comparatively 
speaking, in its infancy, it has rightly been the goal 
of linguistics over the last century to provide itself 
with formal patterns of procedure and to apply to its 
material an adequately rigorous methodology like any other 
modern science. However, for practical purposes, the field 
of semantic development especially still necessarily 
retains an element of unpredictability and irregularity 
which appears to defy reduction to fixed formal rules.
It is partly due to this factor of uncertainty that this 
unidentified element in the vocabulary exists. To take 
an example, the common Semitic Ethiopian root kb* 'anoint' 
has a satisfactory formal cognate both in Heb. qbc 'fix' 
and in Akk. qabu 'say', but the semantic connexion seems 
highly improbable. It is not inconceivable that the present 
semantic range of these various items represents the end 
product of a chain of development now lost to us and not 
recoverable. Alternatively, the correspondence between 
the Semitic i.thiopian form, on the one hand, and the Hebrew 
and Akkadian forms, on the other, may be mere chance.
It is worth taking a look here at the present and 
historical ethnic make-up of our area in order to gauge 
from that angle what the linguistic possibilities might be 
in the formation of the amharic vocabulary. Above I briefly
1. For a more detailed discussion on this unidentified 
element see p.63 f&
outlined the linguistic components that appear in this 
study simply on the evidence of the language material 
itself. Precisely because Amharic is a Semitic language, 
as defined by the accepted methods of language classification ^ 
and, as such, must ultimately have shared in the 
linguistic prehistory of the other Asiatic Semitic 
languages, the prime source for lexical research will be 
among these other cognate languages. Secondly, whether 
Semitic speech entered Ethiopia from across the Red Sea, 
as indeed seems the more likely'*’, or whether it is 
indigenous to Ethiopia, there still remain the particularly 
close cultural ties with Southern Arabia, Since, 
according to standard classification procednre, the closest 
ties of Semitic Ethiopian within the family of Semitic 
languages lie with South Arabian, it would not seem 
unreasonable to look there in particular for common lexical 
features. There are, indeed, a few very interesting
2
correlations between Semitic Ethiopian and South Arabian , 
but not an overtly impressive number.
Apart from Semitic languages, however, the non-Semitic 
languages of Ethiopia have had an important part to play 
in the history of all Semitic Ethiopian languages. Within 
the scope of practicable historical linguistic rc/search 
in Ethiopia the chief non-Semitic components remain 
essentially the same as they are today. The distribution 
of the population groups speaking some of these languages 
has changed even within recorded history and some languages, 
such as the Agaw idiom of the Falashas, known to have been 
spoken until quite recently, may since have disappeared.
1. At least an identifiable and datable cultural and presumably 
linguistic influence reached Ethiopia from S.Arabia from the 
second half of the first millennium B.C. onwards.
2. See p.118 .
Nevertheless, the overall ethnic constituents and their 
languages remain the same. The major non-Semitic component 
in Amharic is by far and away Cushitic, and particularly 
Central Cushitic or Agaw, and to a lesser degree Eastern 
Cushitic (Sidamo, Galla, S«*ho~Afar, Somali), For our 
purposes these peoples and their languages can be regarded 
as autochthonous, bearing in mind the later movements and 
expansion of some of the E,Cushitic speaking peoples.
If the nucleus of the Semitic component in Ethiopia is 
placed in an area roughly corresponding to that of the 
Axumite state, which is certainly the case in the cultural 
and linguistic history of Amharic, then the geographical 
distribution of these two Cushitic groups confirms and 
supports their linguistic predominance among the non-Semitic 
elements in the Amharic lexicon, it has*i of course, long 
been realized that Agaw provided the substratum upon which 
Amharic, and Tigrinya for that matter, developed. North 
Cushitic (Beja) intrusion into the Ethiopian area is known 
to have occurred during the later Axumite period and, as 
such, is as expected of marginal significance in the history 
of Amharic, though not, of course, in that of N.Ethiopian, 
particularly Tigre. For more or less the same reasons of 
comparative geographical remoteness and recent date of 
appearance on the scene from the point of view of Amharic, 
the Omotic languages of S.W,Ethiopia are not prominent in 
this study. The same can be said of the E.Sudanic languages 
of Ethiopia. The ethnic history of Ethiopia within the 
time span appropriate to this study includes no other ethno- 
linguistic groups that might be relevant.
The Semitic Ethiopian languages can be divided into two 
major groups, North Ethiopian (Ge'ez, Tigrinya, Tigre) and
14
South Ethiopian. This geographical division would seem
to coincide with a genetic dichotomy as identified
primarily on the grounds of morphological structure^.
The nucleus of the argument for this division would seem
2
to rest chiefly on the patterns of verb inflexion .
It may be debated whether this alone is a sufficient
basis on which to postulate a North - South dichotomy.
some of the morphological features common to certain
3.Ethiopian languages may equally well be explained as
due to contagion rather than inheritance. Nevertheless,
I feel that the range and hature of the morphological
arguments here are worth serious consideration as arising
from something more than the geographical contiguity of
the languages concerned. What we must ask, however, is
whether the lexicon can provide any complementary evidence
for or against this division of Semitic Ethiopian. There
is a number of lexical isoglosses which distinguish*©
S.Ethiopian as a whole from n.Ethiopian, though this in
turn appears initially to be counterbalanced by certain
lexical ties between Amharic and N.Ethiopian, especially
Tigrinya, An important qualification must be made here,
however, namely that the Amharic-Tigrinya isoglosses are
of a different order from the t>.Ethiopian ones. The former
nearly all belong to the culturally sensitive field of
3
social organization , whilst the latter may typically be 
characterized as 'basic’ vocabulary^ and, as such, are less 
likely to be due to direct borrowing or contagion than the
1. see R.Hetzron, Ethiopian Semitic. Manchester 1972.
ibid«t p. 22—9*
3. See P.l>fr . 
k. See p.l02,flF.
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Amharic-Tigrinya isoglosses. Such contrary instances do 
not necessarily invalidate the lexical or, indeed, the 
much more important morphological evidence for the «orth- 
South split. Amharic has long been subject to the cultural 
influence of the north and was indeed later to become the 
principal linguistic medium of Ethiopia some time after 
the shift of the political nucleus of the country towards 
the south, in consequence of the common Christian faith, 
/umharic and the Amharas also inherited many of the 
traditions, linguistic and cultural, just as much as 
political, of the north, whilst the other S.Ethiopian 
languages for the most part have either remained on the 
periphery of this traditional Christian Ethiopian cultural 
sphere if not actually outside it. Some, like Harari, 
have turned their cultural and consequently their linguistic 
sights towards the Arabic speaking world in conjunction 
with conversion to Islam.
In genetic terms the closest S.Ethiopian languages to 
Amharic are Argobba, Harari and East Gurage (Sdlti, ft&3.Sne, 
Zway and dnnSkor). Of these Argobba is certainly the 
closest to Araharic both from the point of view of the 
morphology and the lexicon; much of the vocabulary of the 
two languages is identical or almost identical, so much so 
that Argobba has been called a dialect of Amharic^.
The term ’dialect* is still, however, rather imprecise;
Argobba is certainly not recognized as a dialect of Amharic 
by native speakers. There is some lexical support for 
this subgroup pf S.Ethiopian languages (Hetzron’s ’Transversal 
South Ethiopic’), though because of the proximity and 
cultural interdependence of other S.Ethiopian languages, 
alleged genetic divisions are not so readily reflected in
1. Leslau, ’An analysis of the Argobba vocabulary1, JAL. VI, 
1967, p. 102.
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the lexicon here as in the case of North v. South Ethiopian, 
The remaining S.Ethiopian languages, with the exception 
of Uafat, have at times all been grouped together under 
the terra Gurage, a rather inexact term linguistically 
which was also used to encompass the East Gurage languages 
named above. According to Hetzron’s classification1 
there are thirteen of these languages, the most important 
of which for this study are Gafat, Soddo (or Aymeliel) 
and Chaha (Caha). Their importance here lies chiefly in 
the fact that they are at present better documented than 
the others, rather than for any genetic reason. Of course, 
all the Semitic Ethiopian languages have been taken into 
account in this study wherever appropriate documentation 
is available, though it will not be found necessary always 
to quote all relevant furms from these languages in the 
main part of this thesis.
Semitic and Cushitic are not totally separate language 
families, but both belong to the 1 super-family' or phylum 
Hamito-Semitic (Afroasiatic) along with Egyptian, Berber, 
Omotic and perhaps Chadic. This is not without significance 
when we turn to tracing the origins of individual 
lexical items in Amharic. Although the c nnexion with 
Semitic is very remote, infinitely more so than between 
the various Semitic languages themselves, occasions do 
arise when the precise origin of a given lexical item is 
in dispute and cannot be easily resolved as definitely 
Semitic or Cushitic. In some cases these may represent 
examples of different developments of common inherited 
lexical stock, uur attention to this kind of phenomenon 
is drawn in particular when a common Semitic Ethiopian
It hetzron, op.cit.. p. also table on p. 119*
it
item, like fr3gur 'hair* or dnbdrt 'nafcel', or maybe even 
dnnat 'mother'^*, could be explained either as a peculiar 
and unpredictable development cf a common Semitic root, 
or as a loan from Cushitic, or, treading both paths at 
the same time, as a mixed or contaminated form. I tend 
to think that the identification, or partial identification, 
of a homophonous or nearly homophonous Cushitic term 
v.ith a Semitic one by the Semiticized Cushites (or 
Cushiticized Semites), who at some stage in the early 
history of Semitic Ethiopian are likely to have been in 
part bilingual, must inevitably have been brought into 
play in some instances. To take the first example above,
to ignore totally the exact semantic and close formal
-  - 1— '
correspondence of the Sem.Eth. t&gur (Gz. sJ^ijr) and 
Cushitic items like nil. 5d&wdrt Saho ta^ar, Som. dogor* 
in the face of the formally more remote Semitic scr
neb. sefar, etc.) would seem &o me to be bending 
the facts. Another example might be Amh. ;um ’mist’
(Gjs, ,duae). which could be either a development of the 
same Semitic root as seen in Ar. ftaym, or a loan from 
some cushitic source, cf. bid. £omi^jo ‘cloud*, Kambatta 
,;oma. Of course, there are instances where Cushitic 
languages must have borrowed and adapted a Semitic item 
and these must be carefully differentiated from genuine, 
indigenous Cushitic forms. For example, the Kemant item 
sdxa *clay, mud* regularly corresponds, in accordance with 
the sound rules, with Amh. Jd^a of the same meaning.
w
However, when we turn to the other Agaw forms (Bil. daraq a,
w w
khm. roq a . Quara dax a ) and to other Cushitic forms
(Galla doke, Bom. d$qo). it becomes clear that the Kemant
1. See p.12,7 ,UO,ll5, resp.
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form cannot be inherited Agaw, but must have been taken 
from Amh. cdka and this at an early enough stage to allow 
for the necessary phonetic changes to produce Sdxa .
The Amharic term must, then, originate from a different
2
Cushitic source •
Another point to bear in mind whilst searching for and 
identifying the origins of Amharic lexical items is the 
position of Semitic Ethiopian within the Semitic family.
The internal classification of Semitic need not be gone 
into here, of course. It is, however, relevant to repeat 
the early connexions with and possible derivation from 
the Semitic speech of S.Arabia of Semitic Ethiopian, This 
would consequently lead one to expect a degree of 
common ground between the lexicons of these two language 
groups. As said above, there is, in fact, a number of 
interesting lexical ties between Semitic Ethiopian and 
S.Arabian, but nowhere as nearly impressive as might have 
been anticipated. This could, of course, be due as much 
to our limited knowledge of S.Arabian, coming as it does 
solely from epi0raphic material, as to anything else.
As in almost any comparative lexical work on Semitic, 
material from the Arabic dictionaries figures very frequently 
amongst the list of cognates. This is partly due, of 
course, to the highly developed state of Arabic lexicography, 
which far outweighs the none the less ample contribution 
of other ’classical1 Semitic lexicons and the present, 
far from perfect documentation of the living languages, 
such as those of Ethiopia or S.Arabia. More particularly, 
the omnipresence of Arabic material in the etymologies of 
Semitic Ethiopian items may also be attributed to the
1. See D.L.Appleyard, *A descriptive outline of Kemant', 
BSOAS. XXXVIII, 1975, P. 317, note 5.
2. Probably East Cushitic where an ’emphatic' initial 
occurs. See p.156.
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geographical proximity of the two language groups, 
whatever the genetic boundaries are, and on morphological 
^rounds the connexion between Semitic Ethiopian is more 
’remote' than between S.Arabian and Semitic Ethiopian,
Arabic and S.Semitic are closely tied by their contiguity 
and could reasonably be expected to share a number of 
features, particularly on the more fluid and receptive 
level of the lexicon. There are, however, several lexical 
isoglosses which connect Semitic Ethiopian not with its 
neighoours in the Semitic field, out with East Semitic 
tAkkadian). For example, Amh. ayfr ’mouse* s Akk. aiasu 
'weasel'; Amh. drgdb (Gz. rdgdb) ’dove' ; Akk. riKab/pu:
Amh. IdE ’child* (Gz. ldd) : Akk. lldu 'bastard'1 ;
2
Sem.Eth. n^r 'speak; : Akk. nagjru 'herald', and so on .
As in the case of a number of morphological features, 
the apparent connexion between E.Semitic and Semitic 
Ethiopian could be explained as being due to their respective 
ositions on the periphery of the Semitic area,
having identified and discussed the relevant language 
material, I may now go on to explain the object of this 
study. In comparative and historical linguistics the 
lexicon, more than any other level of linguistic analysis, 
can serve as a meter of subtler linguistic trends and 
influences. The skeleton of language classification can 
be deduced from a morphological study, amongst other things, 
and it is particularly a morphological analysis which 
provides the identification of a language as belonging to 
such-and-such a family, as, for instance, of Amharic as a 
Semitic language. This is because, as far as it is possible 
to make generalizations of this kind, morphology is generally 
accepted to be amongst the most stable and conservative
1. These derive from the com on Semitic root wld, which occurs 
throughout Semitic, but this particular concrete nominal 
derivative appears to occur only in Akkadian and Sem.Ethiopian.
2. See Leslau, 'Vocabulary common to Akkadian and South- 
East Semitic', JAGS, LXIV, 19V*, p. 53-8.
levels of linguistic analysis, the last, as it were, to 
be subjected to the inroads of external influences'5*.
Lexical material need not be brought into account in 
such analyses other than as a confirmation or otherwise 
of the results obtained from morphological criteria. 
However, this kind of morphological work can provide 
only the bare structure of the history and relations of 
the language. The parallel study of the lexicon may 
be able to clothe this skeleton and help define lines 
of connexion and influence more closely. The study of 
lexical fields, their general organization and greater 
or lesser resistance to external influences and their 
behaviour in the light both of the linguistic and 
cultural history of the speakers of the particular 
language under discussion can contribute just as 
valuable an element to the understanding of the history 
of the language as the study of other levels of analysis 
like morphology. Perhaps more than any other linguistic 
level, the lexicon is susceptible to outside influences 
from neighbouring and dominant languages in direct 
response to social and cultural developments. It is 
precisely because of this sensitivity of the lexicon 
that it cannot really be employed as a prime factor in 
language classification, but when viewed in conjunction 
with the evidence of other levels such as morphology,
ctjr ttfCvV A/
it may often reveal interesting parallels and divergencies, 
too. To take an example, Amharic shares a small but 
significant number of lexical isoglosses with all other
S,Ethiopian languages distinguishing them as a body from
2
N.Ethiopian . These lexical isoglosses that concur with
1. See A.Meillet, Linguistique historique et linguistique 
generals. Paris 19*f8» p. 84.
2. See above and p.lO^..
morphological ones1 are merely interesting parallels and 
should not be taken as prima facie evidence for a rift 
between North and South Ethiopian.
The prime object, however, of this thesis is not at all
$o add support or other?/ise to the internal classification
of Semitic Ethiopian from the lexicon* Nor am I especially
concerned with the position of Semitic Ethiopian amongst
the other branches of Semitic, though the evidence of the
2
lexicon here, too, can be of particular value . Rather, 
these and others are byproducts of the study of the 
lexicon undertaken here, tie shall want to consider in 
particular the justification from the lexical point of 
view of calling Amharic a Semitic language . We shall 
want to ask how far the working lexicon of Amharic has 
maintained its inherited Semitic component and, by the 
same token, to what extent the surrounding, non-Semitic, 
languages have penetrated this least resistant of 
linguistic levels. Leading on from this last point, the 
lexicon should provide evidence of the particular 
substrate language(s) or language group(s) over which 
Amharic has developed. The principal substratum has long 
been felt to be Agaw, for obvious reasons, historical as 
well as linguistic, and we shall see that the evidence 
of the lexicon bears this out. however, as stated above, 
other indigenous, Cushitic languages have at various times 
had an influence on Amharic. Certain phonetic features 
of the majority of Agaw items in the Amharic vocabulary 
tend to suggest, however, that these latter constitute an 
older level of borrowing than most other Cushitic items.
1. ie. as presented by Hetzron, op.cit.
2. See, for example, the various articles by P.Fronzaroli 
under the general title of 'Studi sul lessico comune semitico 
in RANL. starting in Vol. VIII.XIX, 196^.
3. lor a discussion on the point of Semitic language 
classification see E.Ullendorff, 'Uhat is a Semitic language? 
urientalia. XXVII, 1938, p. 66-75.
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I should also add at this point that there would appear 
to be a small number of Cushitic items common to the 
vocabularies of many Semitic Ethiopian lan&uages which 
cannot be pinned down to a particular branch of Cushitic.
The reconstruetable common forms of these items in 
Semitic Ethiopian cannot be related directly to an existing 
form or forms in a present-day Cushitic language, but 
probably correspond to a much earlier stage of Cushitic.
For example, the term for 'elephant’ in most S.Ethiopian 
languages can be regularly derived from something like
«!» W
zSk gn (Amh. z&hon. zohon), which itself comes close to 
a reconstructed common Cushitic form'1'. Perhaps the most 
outstanding phonetic criterion for assigning an earlier 
date to Agaw loans, or at least the most readily 
demonstrable, concerns the appearance of a glottalized 
dental, stop <*). fricative (s), or affricate (§), in 
items of Agafi origin in Amharic. The corresponding 
sound in the Agaw cognates is either § (Bilin, Kemant), 
ts (Southern Agaw), or, according to Keinisch's 
transcription, (Kharair, etc.), as in Semitic Ethiopian.
In those cases where the loan also occurs in oe'ez, or 
where the scatter of the loan throughout modern Semitic 
Ethiopian is wide enough to permit a reasonable reconstruction, 
the original, common Semitic Ethiopian adaptation of the 
corresponding Agaw sound is s. Essentially, it would seem 
that something like the original Agaw sound, such that it
could be interpreted as a in Semitic Ethiopian, is
* 2
preserved in Southern Agaw and in Khamir , whilst Bilin
and Kenant have shifted it to s. The distribution and 
form of Agaw items, such as those containing this §, require
1. See p.113 • For the Cushitic reconstruction see Dolgopol'skiy, 
Sravnitel'no-istoricheskaya fonetika kushitskikh yazykov ,
Moskva 1973, p. 107.
2. One has to be slightly cautious about the accuracy of 
earlier transcriptions of Agaw, which occasionally show the 
(unconscious) influence of Semitic Ethiopian phonetics 
particularly where the glottalized sounds are concerned.
I
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a sufficiently long time since take-over to allow for the 
subsequent developments in the Agaw cognates, on the one 
hand, and, incidentally, the developments of the item 
within Semitic Ethiopian after the take-over according 
to its own various sound changes, on the other* This 
predominance and ’antiquity1 of Agaw items in Semitic 
Ethiopian, particularly Amharic, is hardly surprising*
The intrusion of the other Cushitic speaking people, whose 
loans in the vocabulary of Amharic probably figure next 
in quantity after Agaw items, namely the (Jalla, can be 
dated to the sixteenth century, whereas it does not seem 
unlikely that Agaw speaking peoples were occupying the 
central highlands, or the central part thereof, at least 
as long ago as is relevant to the history of Semitic 
Ethiopian* Their present distribution in isolated islands, 
more or less around the periphery of their presumed, 
earlier home, represents the result of centuries of dominance 
by the Amhara and the Amharic language’*'*
We shall also want to examine the superstrata elements 
in the Amharic lexicon, loans from outside the Ethiopian 
language area, usually placeable with a particular language 
source at a particular date and comprising specific 
semantic sets. Examples of this are the early Greek and 
Aramaic/Hebrew loans in the field of religious terminology 
or the later Arabic loans in the fields of commerce, 
warfare, intellectual life and so on.
A few words ought to be said here about the sources of 
the language material used in this thesis. Obviously 
nearly all the lexical material cited has been gathered
1. However, Conti Rossini (La lan,;ue des Kemant en Abyssinie. 
Wien 1912, p. 39) suggests that it was not the Agaw, but 
Sudanic peoples who occupied the highlands when the Semites 
first crossed over from S.Arabia.
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from dictionaries and word-lists of various sorts. This 
is perfectly satisfactory for much of the Amharic, iie*ez 
and "classical" Semitic material (Arabic, Aramaic, Hebrew, 
Akkadian), as long as full account is taken of the 
semantic range of an item and specialized, context — 
conditioned, meanings are not treated as the semantic 
nucleus. Ideally, mere dictionary comparisons without 
reference to contextual factors governing the meaning of 
an item should be avoided, but this is unfortunately not 
always possible particularly in those instances where the 
only available documentary source is a small dictionary 
or word-list. This applies especially to the lesser known 
Semitic languages, such as some of the modern Semitic 
Ethiopian and South Arabian languages, and, regrettably, 
to nearly ail the Cushitic languages. There is no marked 
shortage of material for some of the latter; rather the 
problem is that many of the sources that have had to be 
used for Agaw, Galla or Sidamo, for instance, belong to 
an earlier period of linguistic research. Of course, the 
works of Reinisch, Conti Rossini, Moreno and Cerulli on 
these languages are pioneering in their field and were at 
the time of writing^and will surely always remain^major 
and outstanding contributions to Cushitic linguistics; 
indeed, some have not yet been surpassed. JNevertheless, 
it has to be admitted that they might not always fulfil 
the requirements of modern linguistics, so much advanced 
since their time. The more recent contributions in this 
field (Palmer, Andrzejewski, Hetzron, etc.) do indeed go 
a long way to augmenting and improving the earlier 
situation, however, in many cases the sheer quantity of
i
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the older material, such as that of Reinisch, for example,
X
has not been surpassed , and consequently much of the
Agaw material will have to be presented here in form and
meaning as documented by him. Cushitic lexicography is
still in the embryonic stage and, therefore, whilst this
does not necessarily invalidate the results of this study
concerning uushitic material, it must be borne in mind ,
that some of the transcriptions given may not be of the
same accuracy in terras of modern procedure as, for example,
those of -Semitic Ethiopian languages.
On the other hand, a great deal of modern Semitic
Ethiopian material, particularly of the lesser known
S.Ethiopian languages, comes from the prodigious
compilations of Leslau, which were carried out along more
modern lines of linguistic procedure, for the written
languages like ue*ez, Amharic itself and also Tigrinya,
many of the problems that typically beset the interpretation
and employment of the older documentation of the Cushitic
languages, for example, do not pccur.
Investigations into the various loan elements in the
vocabularies of Semitic Ethiopian languages, particularly
Amharic, have been carried out ever since the first serious
attempts to provide descriptive grammars of the language
2
in the nineteenth century . Praetoriusf name is perhaps 
the most prominent amongst early researchers into this 
field'*. However, much etymological work that was under­
taken in those early years, at a time when linguistics,
1. For instance, no new fieldwork has appeared on the Agaw 
lan0uages of the Lasta region (Khamir, Khamta) since Reinisch. 
Bilin has been the subject of a number of valuable articles
by Palmer and Southern Agaw (Awiya) has received the attention 
of Hetzron.
2. I leave aside the monumental works of Ludolf on Amharic 
and Ge'ez; they must occupy a special position of their own 
as primary sources for the history of Amharic.
3. Praetorius* Die amharische Sprache (Halle, 1879) is the 
major source of much etymological material as well as being 
a descriptive grammar, but see also his several articles on 
Ethiopian etymology in ZDMG and BA.
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or ’philology’, meant historical and comparative research 
and the Indo-Europeanists were setting the field, was not 
done on the sane rigorous lines that modern linguistics 
requires; much seoraed to rely on mere assonance and the 
details of sound correspondence were apparently treated 
with a light hand, if, indeed, any really conscious 
attempt was made to discover them. Of course, at this 
time, too, many of the basic tools for this kind of 
reeearch^in the form of good dictionaries^were still 
lacking, and the knowledge of the minor languages was very 
hs&y, if not entirely absent. Nevertheless, it has to 
be affirmed that a considerable debt is owed to Praetorius 
for his pioneering work in this field, even if present 
opinion in the light of stricter methods and newer, much 
mere ample language material tends to differ in details.
A little later than Praetorius, but belonging essentially 
to the same tradition, are the works of Brockelmann 
concerning Semitic Ethiopian^. More recent years have 
seen a flood of often excellent studies on specific topics 
or even individual items of the lexicon. This is not, 
however, the place to provide a bibliography of the subject, 
suffice it to say that the most prominent names in this 
field in this century are Cerulli, M.Cohen and Leslau, 
whilst equally valuable contributions have been made by 
Polotsky, Ullendorff, Tubiana, Strelcyn and many others.
Before dealing with particular semantic fields and 
individual lexica], items in this thesis, a number of 
preliminary and complementary points will have to be gone 
into. It has been said above that too often in early
1, Besides discussion on Semitic aspects of Semitic Ethiopian 
in the Grfcndriss der ver, JLelchenden Grammatik der semitischen 
Sprachen (Berlin iyOB-l3)> note also the Abesslnische atudien
(Berlin 1930), which contains a discussion on cushitic 
elements in the lexicon.
studies of this kind etymologies were proposed on the 
apparent basis of mere assonance, particularly, one feels, 
when the "semiticness" of an item was at stake. One need 
only glance through some of the etymological notes that 
accompany most entries in Dillmann's Lexicon linguae 
aethiooicae^ . These tend to be rather extreme examples, 
admittedly, but even in more carefully controlled works 
one wonders whether a particular etymology is being 
proposed at the expense of the regular sound rules, such
an Praetorius' derivation of Amh. wdha 'water' from
+ 2 mdhaw ’flUseig* , or Leslau's contortionate attempt to
equate Amh. sSfrafi 'nine* with Semitic t§c^. It is, of
course, not ray purpose to belittle or criticize the work
of these scholars, rather by citing these examples I
hope to urge the need for the identification of sound
L
rules in detail, both regular and 'weak' , and a fairly 
strict adherence to them once identified. It must 
nevertheless be accepted that languages do not always 
develop along absolutely regular lines throughout; 
secondary factors such as contamination, folk etymology, 
the operation of word taboos and simply sporadic and 
unpredictable changes have all to be taken into account. 
There is often some rationale behind such apparently 
random developments. The main reliance must, however, 
rest on the regular and predictable sound changes, which 
will be the subject of the following chapter.
The remaining part of this thesis will concentrate on 
the lexical material itself, firstly on a statistical 
survey of the dictionary and various selected texts and
1. Lipsiae 1663.
2. kraetorius, Lie amharische Sprache. p. 11*7.
3. Leslau, 'Notes de gramxnaire et d'etymologie ethiooienne'
Word,V,191*9, P* 278-9.
l*. For a definition of what is meant here by the terra 'weak 
sound change see p.3 0 .
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secondly, In greater detail, or specific semantic fields.
The figures from the dictionary analysis provide, as far 
as is possible, an absolute and abstract notion of the 
Semitic basis of the Amharic lexicon, it is just as 
important to obtain a more realistic notion of the make-up 
of the vocabulary as a working unit, that is to say taking 
into account relative word frequencies in connected and 
continuous pieces of language, and this is the purpose of 
the text analyses.
Whilst the semantic fields discussion is primarily 
concerned with similar statistical as well as extra-linguistic 
aspects of the composition of the lexicon from the point 
of view of different semantic areas, I shall take the 
opportunity to provide more detailed discussion on 
individual items, particularly wherever there is something 
of relevance or interest to contribute to the cultural 
aspect. Thi3 will, therefore, provide the beginnings of 
an etymological dictionary of Amharic, a project v/hich, 
in its entirety, is of course beyond the scope of this 
thesis.
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CHAPTER I : PHONETIC AND PHONOLOGICAL ASPECTS
The aim of this chapter is essentially to provide a 
sufficiently rigorous and comprehensive apparatus for 
the etymological work underlying the subsequent chapters.
It is self-evident that before any serious etymological 
work can begin, one must be in a position to identify 
the regular sound correspondences between those languages 
that are known to constitute the same immediate genetic 
stock as the language under study. It is from this 
common stock that one would reasonably expect the bulk 
of lexical material to have been inherited, and consequently 
it is among these directly related languages that the 
researcher should look first for cognates of items from 
his subject language. Only armed with rules of regular 
sound correspondence can one place possible cognates on 
a firmer basis. Of course, phonetic criteria are not 
the only ones involved here; semantic considerations are 
just as important. It Is, however, much more difficult 
to define regular and predictable processes of semantic 
change than of sound change1 . Therefore^ if only for 
practical purposes, phonetic considerations will 
typically take the first place in this kind of study, 
qualified wherever necessary by semantics. It should, 
however, be admitted that the phonetic fit (the degree 
of correspondence between the forms of items under 
comparison according to the regular rules of sound 
correspondence) is not always exact. Assuming the 
researcher has correctly worked out these rules of
1. See below, p.100,
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correspondence, including all details of context, and still
the fit is not exact, then the reason for divergence could
be that the item in question is to be derived from a
different morphological pattern to its cognates; for
example, Amh. ras ’head* cannot be related directly to
Gz. rd *s since the rules of correspondence show that
Gz. -d*C- regularly appears in Amharic as -dC-. Hence,
for Amh. ras a protoform *ra*as has to be posited,
ie. qatal instead of qatl. Again, Amh. kdbe ’butter*
cannot be related directly to Gz. kdb* as this would
regularly result in Amh. *frdb. Rather, the Amharic item
„ v 1
contains a suffix -ay > -e .
Alternatively, the divergence of phonetic fit could be 
due to contamination from an item semantically or 
morphologically cognate to the item in question. For 
example, Amh. dne *1* beside Gz. *ana may be explained 
as having final -e through contamination with the 
corresponding possessive suffix -e; initial d,- for 
expected a- may in turn be explained as due to contamination 
with the corresponding plural a glia. Similarly, the 
initial m- of Amh. mist ~ md§t beside Gz. bd*sit has been 
explained as due to the influence of Gz. mat ’husband’^ .
Whilst major sound changes, such as those concerning 
the loss of laryngals or palatalization, almost without 
exception occur wherever the phonetic environment is 
right, other sound changes appear to have been applied only 
in restricted instances and not wherever the appropriate 
environment occurs. This kind of sound change may he 
referred to as a ’weak' sound change. A definable context
1. The same suffix is also found on Amh. m&rfe ’needle* :
Gz* fflSrfd * and on Amh. ayyale ’many* : Gz. hayal.
2. A regular S.Ethiopian cognate of ’ana appears in har. an.
3. M.Cohen, Nouvelles etudes d'ethiopien meridional. Paris 
1939, P. 421.
for the change can be identified, but the change does not
occur in every instance where the context occurs. A
major example of this is the fricativization of b and k
in Amharic. Of course, for the etymologist seeking to
explain lexical items it is enough to recognize that a
particular sound change has occurred in the history of
an item in order to relate that item correctly to its
cognates. For example, it can be demonstrated that in
the history of the Amharic item hod ’belly* the changes 
wlk > & and b > F_ have occurred, relating the item to 
Gz. kabd ’liver'.
On the other hand, there are instances where a familiar
sound change has occurred without evidence of the
appropriate triggering environment. For example, Amh. 1d£
2
'child* derives from something akin to Gz. ldd , where 
the change d > g, occurs apparently without the expected 
triggering environment of a following i or e vowel, 
similarly, Amh. tdnndS 'small* derives from *td *nds 
(/'ns 'be small'); or Amh. yaraka ’moon' beside 
uaf. sSraka, Ch. tanaka. etc.^, where the change s/t > 5 
occurs without the usual palatalizing environment.
In addition, then, to regular sound change rules with 
clearly definable contextual restrictions, the historical 
phonology of Amharic requires 'weak* sound changes to be 
taken into consideration, along with secondary features 
such as contamination and unpredictable and irregular 
changes. The possibility of the latter, however, should 
not be taken as keys to the setting up of all kinds of 
fanciful etymologies.
1 . ie. labialization, or the rounding of the vowel (fi,d. > o,
2. Gz. lddg bet 'slave born into the household'; see p.116 7
3. See p. 157.
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1. Regular sound changes
Most of the sound changes discussed here and below”*" have,
2
of course, long been identified , but in order to provide 
an adequate apparatus for the etymological study of the 
lexicon that forms the basis of this thesis, it would not,
I feel, be superfluous to reiterate and elaborate on them.
i) The loss of laryngals. Ge'ez and, by implication,
common Semitic Ethiopian have an inventory of five laryngal
*
phonemes ( 1 h £ & & ) , all of which are regularly lost 
in Amharic. The phoneme h of Amharic derives in items of 
inherited Semitic origin from k, as in kabd > hod ’belly*, 
and in items taken over from Ge’ez represents h, h or h, 
as in bdrhan ’light', haymanot ’faith', mashaf 'book*.
The evidence of Old Amharic (particularly that of Ludolf’s 
grammar and lexicon), where items of inherited Semitic 
origin can be found still written with the laryngal graphemes, 
does suggest that at this earlier stage of the language 
the Ethiopian laryngals had not all be reduced to zero.
It has been suggested** that as in modern Amharic the use 
of these laryngal graphemes might merely have been 
orthographic and that Ludolf’s hayyg.« hand, hammdst. etc., 
were probably pronounced as modern Amh. ayy&. and. ammdst. 
Whether these and similar items still maintained a 
laryngal of some sort in the seventeenth century, or whether
the spelling merely reflects a still older stage of the
5
language , it still remains that items such as frayyg. hand.
1. See p. 40 ff.
2. See especially M.Cohen, Etudes d ’ethioplen meridional.
Paris 1931» P» 377-403 and Ullendorff, The Semitic languages 
of Ethiopia: a comparative phonology. London 1955> passim.
3. But note Ullendorff, op.cit., p. 55, ’’The distinction 
between all the laryngal sounds was probably strictly observed 
only in the most classical period of the Ge’ez language.”.
4* iJbijd., p. 40.
5. It is conceivable, especially on the evidence of those
S.Ethiopian languages most closely related to Amharic, that 
Ludolf’s h, h and h might reflect a single pronunciation h 
and that ^ and £ might represent £ or zero.
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haddis. ha£§dr provide a direct and valuable record of
the history of laryngals in Amharic1 .
By the modern Amharic period all laryngals in inherited
items were lost. Consequently, the apparent preservation
of a laryngal in an Amharic item may be taken to indicate
a take-over from or the influence of Ge'ez - a literary
form or deliberate archaism. Thus, hayl. haymanot, hdywflt.
bdldh. ot t&nhdrt. a'dmro. mSshaf beside the regular,
expected Amharic forms from the same roots, t&;;ar£. asamm&ra,
2
tafa. should be classed as Ge'ez or "learned" loans .
The recognition of this xegular loss of laryngals also 
enables one to see that an item such as Amh. $oh& 'shout* 
cannot be derived directly from a root % w h  (cf. Gz. swc)^.
It also enables one to see than an etymology such as
•f . L
Praetorius’ mdhaw > Amh. wdha ‘water* is highly unlikely. 
Examples of the loss of laryngals
i) initially. Amh. af »mouth* : Gz. 'af^. Amh. dgdr
6 ' n
'foot* s Gz. '3xr . Amh. avn *eye* i Gz. cayn .
Amh. 3n§St 'wood* : Gz. cdz^. Amh. ass&b& 'think' !
Gz. hasSbS. Amh. attSbS 'wash* j Gz. hazabft.
Amh. aSSdr 'short' : Gz. haslr.
ii) in final position and non-intervocalic medial position.
9 10Amh. ndb 'bee' : Gz. ndhb . Amh. lam 'cow* : Gz. lahm .
1. Cf. Argobba hanga, hand, hagds. ha^ir preserving an 
initial laryngal.
2. See p. 54* •
3. Amh. §oh&, Tna. 90x8 may either derive from a pseudo- 
correction of original h to k, or have at some stage been 
influenced by an Agaw form such as kharata $awq (cf. Conti 
Rossini, La lan ue dee Kemant en Abyssinle. Wien 1912, p.25i*.). 
Jf. Praetorius, Lie amharig ................ .e 1879» p. Uf7*
3. Bee p.US
7. See p. 119 
9. See p. 171
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Amh. kSyy ’red’ : Gz. ka.yjh. Amh. kdnd ’forearm’ s
kYjdrnacl . Amh. bSre ‘ox’ : Gz. bdcrawi ~ bdcray^.
5
Amh. at ‘sister* : Gz. ’dfrt . Amh. z&r ’seed’ :
Gz. z&r*^ ♦ Amh. bSr; ’sheep' s Gz. b£gKdc^.
In all these positions a vowel in contact with the 
laryngal remains unaffected by the loss of the laryngal. 
In a very small number of items, however, it appears that 
eri lier ~dhC~ may result in Amh. -iC- as well as -dC-^. 
Jbor example, Amh. tim beside tdm 'beard* : Gz. sdhm;
Amh. mize 'best man' from *mdhz ♦ ay.
iii) in intervocalic position. Here the laryngal is
regularly lost in Amharic and there is reduction of
the two syllables -VHV- to one, -V-. Amh. fray 'sun* »
7
Gz. z&hay . Amh. sake ’laugh' : Gz. sShaka.
Amh. bal 'master, owner' : Gz. bScal^. Amh. tam§
’taste good' : Gz. ^dcm& - t&cam8. Amh, bSlla 'eat' :
Gz. bSlca9.
There are not enough examples to be able to state any 
general rule as to how the two vowels either side of the 
laryngal have coalesced after the loss of the intervening 
laryngal. Most examples concern the reduction of -5Ha- 
to -a-. For others, note Amh. dnSa 'I don't know' : 
*dndaci (the Amharic form requires a metathesized 
* 1dndica ): Amh. sul 'sharp' s Gz. sdhul; Amh. was
'guarantor' from *watyds; Amh. ya 'that* from zi*a.
1. See P.1Z3.
2. See p.140.
3. See p. 116.
4. See p.135.
5. See p. 139.
6. This was noticed by Hetzron, Ethiopian Semitic, studies in 
class!fication. Manchester 1972, p. 33 in connexion with the 
1st plural independent pronoun in S.Ethiopian, but for this 
item see also below, p.195.
7. See p.l6Z.
8. See p. U 6 .
9. ie. S.Eth. b&l(1 )5ca.
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ii) Palatalization. All the modern Semitic Ethiopian 
languages require that a feature of palatalization he 
included in their historical phonologies, but such is the 
difference in the nature and occurrence of the feature 
between N.Ethiopian, as represented by Tigrinya and Tigre, 
and S.Ethiopian as a whole, that palatalization Joust be 
treated as a separate occurrence in each of these two 
branches of Semitic Ethiopian. The absence of the 
feature in Ge'ez, at least as far as can be judged from 
the evidence of the orthography, suggests that 
palatalization in h.Ethiopian should be assigned to a 
date later than the establishment of the Gd'ez literary 
norm1 . On the other hand, palatalization amongst the 
S.Ethiopian languages would appear to be homogenous, 
whether this means that the feature is to be dated to a 
common S.Ethiopian stage, or whether the feature has 
developed along parallel lines in the various subgroups 
of s.Ethiopian cannot be said here.
There is much underlying complexity in this feature
of palatalization in Amharic, For example, it seems
likely that there is more than one type of palatalization.
There is also evidence in Amharic for the restitution of
non-paiatalized forms, both on correct and false assumptions
2
of the history of the individual items (ie. pseudocorrection).
The first and major palatalization may be stated 
diagrammatic ally as k,t > jS
£>£>£ > I
S.?.? > ?
e > 5
n > a
I
/ i.e.2
except in word 
initial position.
1. See Ullendorff, op.cit.. p. 68.
2. Cf. modern Aijih. addis 'new1 beside Ludolf's baggds, 
or Amh, k£lla ‘be red, redden* built by false analogy
on the adjective ka.y.y taken as a palatalization of k&lih. 
See Ullendorff, op.cit.. p. lMf, esp. note ^2.
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This differs from the current morphophonemic feature of 
palatalization in Araharic only in that the velars k and 
£ are excluded from the latter. In addition to the 
developments listed above, there are a few special 
instances of the palatalization of different sounds, but 
in the same kind of environment: z > i in ya, ydh, ayyft1 ;
k > | in -S2 .
Here, too, may be included a more restricted set of 
palatalizations, identical with the main rule above 
except that the trigger vowel le 9: s > | in Sul. sura. Sdnt.
Sdnt. Sabo, Sdnkurt^;"1 * 1 i
z > J in £db, i^ra;
t > £ in gdkal^s
k > in ydSdl (5al§)^;
t/s > S in Sdgat, §d.ka7.
A further small set concerns the palatalization of k to 5,
8found in the iterp3 San, menc , ancOt, wdrS * Dialectal 
examples of this palatalization also occur: bag&la beside 
bakela 'bean*, SSs beside kes 'priest*, docSt beside 
doket ’flour', alawaS beside alawaki ‘ignorant* .
Examples of the main palatalization rule.
k > £ Amh. SSr 'kind' : Tna. ker (pseudocorrection, 
cf. Gz. fter). Arah. v;SrS ’flank' from ^v/Srke10.
t > £ Amh. mage ~ mac a mSu 'v/hen' from +mSte11.
Amh. anci ~ anc 'you' (fem.sg.) : Gz. *anti. Amh. bdgga
+ 12
'only' from bdht ♦ ya .
1. ie. zi *a > ^a; zikH > yrdh; /hzy > ayyh. For the same
change z > £ in XlOr and c):/y^ - see below, p.197 >200 > resp.
2. ie. 2nd feminine singular verbal and nominal suffix, Gz. -ki.
3. ie. sdhul > Sul: sd.vum > Sum: sdnt > Sdnt; sdmt > Sdnt:
sdhbo > |dbo; '^sdnk^rt > Sdnkurt.
1*. ie. zd’b > £db; zagra >
5. tdkal > Sokal.
6. ydkSl > .ydSoi. Gz, /khl.
7* sd^at > jSd&at: for §d£a see p.l5*> .
8. ie. possibly kdn? > Sdn; *radnkdc > mdnc : *anket > anSdt;
+wdrk- > war?,
9. See 0.Cohen, Nouvelles Etudes d'lthiopien meridional, cont.)
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£ > £ Amh. On",Hr a ’broad* : Tna. ’angera1.
_ 4 . , ^
Amh. On,v;i contrastive particle, from hd (n)gj .
d > £ Arah. ’hand* : Gz. Jdde-^. Amh. ua£ :
Gz. dede^. Amh. bnfca *1 don’t know' from * *dndica^.
J,§,z > f. Amh. nSSc ’white1 from Amh. S&w
’salt’ s Gz. sew^. Arah. k u n a ^ a ’flea’ from
% I 2S? * 2&?‘
+ 8
s > 5 Amh. raaSt ’wife’ from adsit. Gz. bd’sit .
Amh. SdbSt ’gray hair' : Gz. Cir>&t.^ Amh. drsa 
’ploughed land' from *hdrs ♦ ya^°.
n > 0 Arah. s&flfto 'Monday' from *s&nyu/o (metathesized
♦ XI
from Gz. s&nuy). Amh. kh0 ’right' from k&nic
+ 12
Amh, dfd0 'handful* from hdfne^ .
1 > y Arah. j.ay ’upon' i Gz. lncle-. Arah. dftnndya
4 13
'rock' from dSngdl + & • Amh. a.yb 'cheese' from
Gz. halib1Af. Amh. tfiyyflm 'dark' t Gz, s01lira.
9. cont.) Paris 1939, P. 36.
10. hoc wajnoerg, 'Dualreste und
fib. XIll, 1937, p. 19-23.
11. See p.zol.
12. See p.2.oi.
1. See p. 143* 2. See ;
3. See p.119. 4. See ;
5. See p.200. 6. See ;
7. See p.171. 8. See
9. See p. 126. 10. See ;
11. See p.124.
12. Cf. Tna. hdfni , see Wajnberg
13. Seepp.157 I
14. See p. 143.
. 1
>.U7 .
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The second palatalization in Amharic is conditioned by
the vov/el e, deriving from earlier My or ay;. There are
unfortunately not many examples of this palatalization
and consequently all that can be said about it here is
that its distribution differs from the first palatalization
in that the range of consonants subject to this change is
fewer in number; possibly fimly the dentals t9 }, and
1
£ are to be included here .
Exx: Amh. •wood1 from *ce (n)s/z&yta .
Amh. 9Sftt 'unripe grain' from ^sfly(i)t^. Amh. m&5e 
• when * from *m&te**.
Without palatalization note Amh. ayyale from *fra.val + ay.
5
Amh. aro#e ‘old man* : Gz. rar&gay . Amh. mize ‘best man' 
from *mdhz «■ ay/fty.
A few items in Amharic show the change £ > 5 conditioned 
not by a palatal vov/el, but by o or §w. This is immediately 
reminiscent of the shifting of s to § in Tigrinya in a 
labial context^.
+ n
Exx: Arah. Sola 'fig tree' from sobla . Amh. SotSl
♦sabre' t Gz. s&wtMl. Amh. So} in Sot ad5rr&g& 'flog* : 
Gz. sgwt 'whip'. Amh. dsoh 'thorn' : Gz. sok .
Similarly, there is one probable example of § > § before o 
in Amharic, namely §ohS 'shout* from *sok&. perhaps, cf.
Tna. SoxS.
The feature of palatalization in the history of Amharic 
is complicated and erratic. What is apparent from the
1. If the 1st person singular suffix -e is to be derived from 
-&y (cf. Tna. . -ey, etc.), then gerundive forms like 
g&ddyye from +g&dil&y beside forms like ayyale 'many' without 
the change 1 > y require explanation. It is probable that 
the morphological feature of palatalization in the verbal 
paradigm has influenced the feature in the gerundive here.
2# £>ee p « 3 * See p. 136 .
if. See p.2051. 5. see p. 112; Amh. aroge derives
from ^aragVy.
£. See Ullendorff, The Semitic lan varies of Ethiopia. London 
1955, P. 137.
7. See p. 165 • 8. See p.l
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examples is that palatalization in N.Ethiopian and in 
S.Ethiopian is an independent, though often parallel 
feature. The evidence suggests that for Amharic we must 
envisage not one, but probably several occurrences of 
palatalization over a period of time with occasional 
restitution of non-palatalized forms* We also have to 
allow for a considerable degree of levelling, especially 
in verbal paradigms, where under the influence of System- 
zwan# a palatalized segment has spread throughout the 
paradigm. A case in point concerns roots with original 
third radical For example, Amh. m&§§a ’become evening* 
from /may. &55S 'betroth* from /hzy> wafifla 'swim* from 
/wny. fS&^S ’destroy' from /fdy. where the best explanation 
is that the palatalized medial radical spread throughout 
the paradigm from some such form as the imperfective, or 
the gerundive, where appropriate conditions for palatalization 
are met: ydmgste)!. ilhazizji, yd«an(n)l. ydfSdCd)! > 
yaraag, ia 5 , ya.wgfl, ydfaS.
It is appropriate to mention here also that the palatals 
I, £, £/£ and 5 occur in Cushitic, especially Agaw loans 
in Amharic, both as taken directly from the source language 
and as the regular developments of s, t^ d, and s£t.
Thus, whilst cognates of Amh. 'salt* shov/ that this
item v/as originally taken into Semitic Ethiopian as §ew 
(so in Ge'ez) and consequently that the change s > c is 
subsequent to the borrowing, in items such as Amh. §amma 
'sole of the foot, shoe' it is evident that borrowing took 
place from a particular source (Southern Agaw) in a form 
already with This is, of course, an important means
of dating loans relative to one another.
1. Southern Agaw catitmi: the rest of Agaw has initial s-
or s-, pointing to a common Agaw form sanb-. See p.lxo.
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2. Weak sound changes
i) Fricativizatlon. The first of those sound changes in 
Amharic that occur only in a restricted set of items and not 
everywhere the appropriate phonetic environment occurs 
concerns the weakening of an original k, b, or m. In each 
case the process of weakening is such that the overall 
feature may be described as fricativizatlon. The 
developments are as follows: £ > h
u > W . rf . 0
m > w.
The term ’fricativizatlon* is not merely a convenient label; 
it does describe the underlying process involved here.
This may be further clarified when one recalls that in 
Tigrinya the phoneme & has a fricative allophone £ in 
postvocalic position, or that in Amharic the phoneme b 
has a fricative allophone io certain environments^.
These facts are, of course, taken from the synchronic 
dimension, but they are not without relevance in describing 
the diachronic feature of fricativizatlon. I have chosen 
to include the few examples of ra > w and the one possible 
instance of m here, too, not only because the phonetic
environment involved is basically the same as for k > h 
and £ > w, etc., but also because the process here is likely 
to have been one of fricativizatlon and, of course, 
denasalization.
The phonetic environment for all three changes is the 
same: word initial followed by a vowel and medial post- 
vocalic. There is, as far as I can discover, only one 
example of fricativizatlon in an environment contrary to
1. Cf. M.Cohen, Traite de lan^ue amharique. 2nd ed., Paris 
1970, p. 31 and for a fuller discussion, Ullendorff, The 
Serajtic languages of Ethiopia? London 1955, P* 97-101.
these, namely Amh. arat ‘four1 : Gz. *arbactu^ .
These three sound changes occur throughout k.Ethiopian
2
and there are parallels in Tigrinya .
Exx: k > h i) initially Amh. hullu 'all* :
Gz. kv‘dllu. Amh. hod ’belly* : Gz. k&bd *liver'^,
Amh, haya ’twenty* from *kdl*e + y a \  Amh. hulSt
•two* : Gz. kdl*etu. Amh. hong 'become* : Gz, konS.
Amh. h 1 ala ’behind* : Gz. kawala • kdwala.
Amh. hedS ’go* : Gz. ked& ’tread*.
ii) postvocalically Amh. dsoh ’thorn* : Gz. sok^.
Ajnh. ybn 'this* from *zikS^ . Amh. wdha ’water’ from
V ' 1 -f- V,' fl
^dk a . Amh. zahon ’elephant* from zak an .
As in the case of palatalization, there is evidence for
the restitution of the original, or supposed original stop
phoneme. In some instances the stop k and the result of
fricativizatlon h still alternate in modern Amharic.
w w
Exx: Amh. -k « -h 1st singular perfective : Gz. -ku.
Amh. -k * -h 2nd singular masculine perfective and 
possessive : Gz. -kg. Amh. yahdl ’about* (lit. ’(which)
equals’) and yakdl ’it equals' (/*kl). Amh. mgkakkgl - 
mghakkSl 'Middle* (/ ’kl). Amh. kg- ~ hg- 'from, by, with' 
Gz. kg-. Amh. dkSle dhgle ’so-and-so’ .^ Old Amh.
hdlalit 'kidney' : mod.Amh. kulallt10.
In the following examples k has replaced an etymologically 
'correct' h by pseudocorrection:
1. Other S.Ethiopian languages show the same development:
Sod. ar&t. S.Vi. arat, Z. arat. Har. harat. but Arg. arbit.
Gaf. arbatta. Ch. arbgt.
2. See Ullendorff, op.cit.. p. 93-6.
3. See p. 123. if. See p. 195*.
3. See p. 6. See p. 193.
7. See p.162,. 8. See p. 173.
9. See M.Cohen, Nouvelles etudes d*ethiopien meridional. p,37^
10. See p. 12.3.
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Amh. k§bt ’cattle’ beside habt ’wealth* (Gz./whb).
Amh. car ’kind* from ker beside Gz. her. Amh. bokka 
’ferment', cf. Tna. b§y ce , beside Gz. bdh*a ,
Amh. Soha from +cokS, cf. Tna. cox&. for /swh : Gz. swc.
Examples of the fricativizatlon of b show three distinct 
stages:, i) b > w; i i ) b >  F^; iii) b > 0. There would 
appear to be no differentiating feature in the phonetic 
environments under which each of these operate to account 
for the varying developments.
2 ^ 
b > w Amh. s&w 'man' : Gz. sfib* . Amh. tdwat (t at)
+ 3’morning’ from sdbaht .  Here, too, can be included 
dialectal variants like leba ~ lewa ’thief* and addle awa 
beside addis ababa.
b > Amh. hod ’belly’ : Gz. kHbd 'livei'’\
+ 5Amh. tut ’breast' from tdbt . Amh. dur 'forest* from 
+ddbr^. Also, note Amh. mor&d ’file’ (/brd): Amh. norS
’dwell' (/nbr$: Amh. aydoll&m 'is not* probably from 
a root /dbi.
b > 0 Amh. tat ’finger’ from $abcat . Amh. set
'woman', cf. Tna. e&b&ytl^. Amh. arat ’four* :
Gz« >arbactu. Amh. mata ’evening’ perhaps from 
*ma/dbeta .^ Amh. Sola ’fig tree' from *sobla~^.
Amh. ayat ’grandparent’ from *cabjy ♦ at11. There are 
two examples of b > 0 in initial position: Amh. al&
'say' i Gz. bdhlS and Amh. al& 'without' from *b&la.^
1. See p.lV^« 
3. See p.162-. 
5. See p.128. 
7. See p.t27. 
9. See p. 160 . 
IB. See p. US’ .
2, See p. 113 . 
4. See p.123. 
6. See p.153.
3. See p. 112. 
10. See p.165. 
12. See p .19$.
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Existing side by side in Amharic, moreover, are forms 
like ammete and dmmllbete *my lady, mistress* and the 
corresponding ato and abeto. Note also tabib beside
tgydb ’sorcerer, magician''*' and the noun drat ’supper*
* 2
beside the verb tarr&ba (/Arb) ’have supper’ •
The Amharic examples of m > w mostly concern the deverbal 
formative ma- v/hich occasionally becomes wa-^. For example,
Amh. w&mbSr ’seat* : Gz. mSnb&r: Amh. w&fco *mill*1 1 " 9 1 1 •mm
beside Old Amh. mdfg ; Amh. wSnSdf ’whip* : Gz. moz&f.
The change m > w occurs in medial position in the 
following items: Amh. dwnSt ’truth’ : Gz. *dmnSt ’belief';
Amh. -Sw 3rd plural gerundive suffix and -aSSSw possessive 
and object suffix from *-(ati)amu. cf. Gz. -omu;
Amh. -acSdhu 2nd plural suffix from *-ati ♦ -kum. cf.
Gz. -kdmmu. The pronoun antu shows a sinilar development, 
cf. Gz. 'antdmmu. Note also that in Amh. w&ydm(m) 'or' :
Gz. wfimimmS the first m must have weakened to w and then 
to % under the influence of the following vowel .
ii) The remaining sound changes to be discussed under the 
heading of 'weak sound changes' occur only in a very small 
number of items. They do not necessarily occur in every 
item where the appropriate phonetic environment is found; 
in fact, it is not always possible to define a specific 
environment in each case. For example, it would be 
difficult, if not futile, to try and specify an environment 
for such changes as metathesis, sporadic vowel harmony, 
and so forth.
1. See M.Cohen, op.cit.. p. 25.
2. See p.U+b .
3. For a fuller discussion see M*Cohen, Etudes d ’ethiopien 
meridional, p. 389ff.
i*. See p.£oly
An especially interesting sound change in Amharic, as 
in other Semitic Ethiopian languages, concerns the insertion 
of an ♦intrusive* nasal, whereby an n occasionally appears
in the context . ,.V CV..., where C can apparently be any
dental or velar1 . This phenomenon is especially common 
in S,Ethiopian, but its occurrence is not necessarily 
matched item for item throughout S.Ethiopian and cannot, 
therefore, be reconstructed for individual items at a 
common level. There are differences even between Amharic 
and Argobba, the closest of the S.Ethiopian languages to 
Amharic. For example, note Amh. dgdr ’foot*, but Arg. in^ir 
Amh. d£ ’hand*, but Arg. dn£: Amh. ayyg *he saw*, but
Arg. hanga. This feature cf an intrusive nasal occurs in
ether Asiatic Semitic languages and is usually explained
2
as the dissolution of a geminate , In many of the Semitic 
Ethiopian cases, however, there is no evidence of an
original geminate. Exx: Amh. and *one* : Gz. *ahadu.
w w 3Arah. §dnkurt ’onion* from sdk drt. cf. Gz. adg 3rd .
Amh. dn$3t ‘wood* from *cda/z&yt. cf. Gz. °3z\
Amh. mlins ’winnowing pan* : Gz. mSsce^. Amh. wSnd
♦male* : Gz. wgld *son*^. Amh. zdn&Sro ’baboon*,
cf. Har. zag3ru. But compare Amh. ddnkwan 'tent*
from Ar. dukkan. Amh. fanta 'share* from the root /ftt.
In a small number of items original -aC- develops into
-SnC- and not -anC-. Exx: w&nz 'river' from + waz (/whz).
+ 7 "***
Amh* zSnddro 'last year* from za + ddro, perhaps .
Afflh. ra^ndSr 'village* from *mad&r (/hdr).
1. I cannot find any examples of an Intrusive nasal before a 
labial in Amharic, but there are examples from other S.Eth. 
languages: Ch. anf 'mouth', Ch. Snf 'bird', Gaf. dnfawS 
'odour' (cf. Gz. ?af. cof, 'afSv;, resp.).
2. Brockelmann, Grundriss der vergleichenden Grammatik der 
sejiitischen Serachen. p. 2if3 ff.
3* Bee p.t2>0 . See p.ISij..
3. Bee p.tS/j-• 6. See p.tl3 ; the sequence here
may, however, be w&ld > wadd > wSnd.
7. See Praetorius, Pie amharische Sprache. p. 29.
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In a email number of items an original cluster -rn-
becomes -nd- in Amharic, whilst other S.Ethiopian languages
variously show -rr-, -r~, -n- and -nd-; N.Ethiopian
preserves the original -rn- cluster.
Exx: Amh* k3nd 'horn' : Gz. kjirn1 . Arah. kdnd
w i~’forearm' : Gz. k drnac~. Amh. sflnde 'wheat' :
Gz. Idrnay^. Amh. andgb&t 'tongue' from *arn§b5t. 
cf. Har. arrat, Ch. anSiiSt^ . Amh. kdnddb 'eyebrow* s 
Gz. kdrndb.
The Semitic diphthongs ay and aw appear in Ge'ez both 
as the single vowels e and o and as the diphthongs ay and 
Sw. The process of monophthongalization begun in the 
pre-Ge'ez history of Semitic Ethiopian, continues into 
Amharic, where Ge'ez diphthongs appear as single vowels.
Exx: Amh. bare *ox' : Gz. bdcray Amh. ^eta
w 5
'master' from g"S.vta . Amh. sdnde 'wheat* : 
uz* sdrnay. Amh. dn5St 'woodI from cds&yt.
Similarly in mize 'best man*, aroge 'old man',
set 'woman', kdbe 'butter', tore 'raw', ay .vale 'many',
dSat 'unrip© grain', etc. For JU > o compare
Amh. -nado 'the other side' froa*macdaw. cf. Gz. macdot
(/°dw): Amh. SotAl 'sabre* : Gz. sawt&l;
Arah. adSrragS 'flog' : Gz. sSwt 'whip'. Here, too,
can be included the imperfective of verbs such as 
hed.3 : yd hod. hon& : ydhon: Gz. kedS : ydkSyydd,
konS : ydkawwdn, resp.
Immediately after an old laryngal, however, the change 
|y > j3 seems not to have occurred in Amharic, though it does
1. See p.ni . 2. See p.12.3 .
3. Hoe p.t38*vr +^. See p. 118 .
5. Cf. Tna. ;• ay tat see p.ISO .
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occur in other S.Ethiopian languages.
Exx: Amh, a.vn 'eye' : Gz. ca.yn, but Arg. en.
Amh. ayt ‘mouse1, cf. Old Amh. hays« but Arg. hent.
Amh. tay 'sun' : Gz. zahay. but Arg. ^dhed.
The only apparent exception to this rule is the interrogative
+ 1adverb yet 'where*, which derives from 'ayt. cf. Gz. 'ayte .
This might be explained as having spread from close 
compounds with prepositional elements such as wadet 
‘where to', Qndet 'how', etc., in which the of the 
interrogative would be likely to have been dropped early: 
%5'ad(5)+ 'ayt > *wad£yt > wadet, just as in Tigrinya 
* sab* ayt > sabayti and kdl *et& > kdldjttji.
Finally, we may note that a number of items in Amharic 
show assimilation, or harmony between vowels in adjacent 
syllables.
Exx: Amh. haya beside hdya 'twenty* from +kdl
Amh. bare from bdcray. Amh. mato 'hundred' beside
Old Amh. (Ludolf) md'to. Amh. zSt£g 'nine' beside
Old Amh. zdhtafi.
■ » — —
Similarly, in the presence of a labial consonant the 
vowels a and d. may be rounded to o and u, respectively.
Exx: Amh. molla 'fill' beside malla.
+ y/
Amh. bokka 'ferment' from bakka, cf. Tna. bax ce.
w
Amh. doket 'flour* beside older dak et.
Amh. dffufiit 'viper* from *hdffdn+it. cf. Har. hiffig2 .
3
It nas already been indicated above that the consonants 
1, £, 6 and l/Ti occur in items of Cushitic origin both as 
the regular, internal Amharic development of earlier s, t,
1. See p.ZoL,
2. See p . .
3. See p. 39 .
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s/z, z and d and as taken directly from the source language. 
This naturally leads to the question whether there are any 
formal phonetic criteria for distinguishing a loanword 
in Amharic from an inherited Semitic item. The evidence 
would seem to suggest that there is not, or rather that 
there is no absolute phonetic criterion to indicate a 
loanword. It would, nevertheless, appear that the presence 
of certain phonemes and especially the palatals 5 and z/g, 
in certain positions at least, suggests a loan rather than 
an inherited item. Thus, of the items with initial c or 
as listed in the dictionary1 , the majority of those 
whose source is readily identifiable is in each case 
Cushitic. On the other hand, the majority of roots in 
initial r, w, h and f;, for example, is of inherited 
Semitic origin.
So far in this chapter only individual phonematic units 
and their controled developments within the history of 
Amharic have been discussed. Whilst the main purpose in 
outlining these developments in the form of sound rules has 
been to provide an adequate apparatus for tihe etymological 
study of the lexicon, the possibility of using phonetic 
criteria directly in the identification of the origin of 
a given lexical item has also been raised. Though it 
appears from what has been said above that one cannot look 
to the individual phonemes as keys to loanword identification, 
the presence of certain phonemes such as the palatals c 
and £/%. on the basis of statistical evidence alone, could 
be construed as suggestive of a loan.
The next level in the hierarchy of structural analysis, 
the raorphophonemic level of root structure, being more
1. See p.69PP.
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intimately connected with the morphological 'heart' of the 
structure of the language, might be expected to provide 
an even more decisive indication of root origins. This 
is, perhaps, especially valid in the case of Semitic 
languages. It has long been a noted feature of Semitic 
root structure that radical consonants cannot combine in 
any random sequence, but the choice of consonants in each 
of the radical positions, R-^ , R^, particular, is
governed by a broadly definable set of compatability rules 
roughly according to the point of articulation1 . These 
rules were, in the first place, worked out for Classical 
Arabic, but appear to apply in varying degrees to all 
Semitic languages and constitute a fundamental typological 
feature of the Semitic family of languages. Apparent 
contradictions in Ge'ez, for example, can be explained 
as due to the obscuring factor of individual phonetic 
developments. For example, Gz./ssl 'leave' derives by
assimilation in the R-R-. position from a quadriliteral
k 3
/slsl (cf. Amh. sgiass&l& 'grow weak'); similarly,
Gz« /ssc ’be fine' is for /scsc, or Gz. /kky 'be mean' 
for / k ^ k o r  Gz. /gig ('an^SlagS) 'gather' for /glgl^.
The number of such apparent exceptions to the Semitic rule 
of root composition is increased when one turns to Amharic. 
Here, too, some are plainly due to the obscuring phonetic 
developments of the kind seen above; thus, Amh. /frfrl 
'cook' from /klkl (cf. /klA 'roast'), Amh. /ddk 'pound earth' 
from /dkd]£ (cf./dkk 'be finely ground'), Arah. /ttg 'burn'
1. See J.Greenberg, 'The patterning of root morphemes in 
Semitic', oord. VI, 1950, p. 162-81; also J.Kurylowicz, 
Studies in Semitic /grammar and metrics. London 1973>
p. 6-31.
2. See S.Strelcyn, 'Les racines triliteres a premiere et 
troisieme radicales iddBtiques dans les langues semitiques 
de 1'EthiopieS GLECS, IV,^19if5-8, p. 86-8; also 'Les 
racines triliteres a premiere et deuxieme radicales 
identiques: a. en hebreu; b. en gueze et en amharique', 
ibid.. p. 88-9.
beside /tgtg. Amh. /§s£ 'fiee' from V sysy (cf. Gz. /swsw) 
Wot all, hov/ever, can be explained in this way.1
Therefore, given that it is a fundamental feature of
Semitic that there are definable patterns of root and
2
particularly verb root composition , then roots occurring 
in Semitic Ethiopian that contravene these rules and 
cannot be explained as secondary developments, might 
reasonably be expected to have come from a non-Semitic 
source where such rules do not apply. Indeed, noun 
roots in Amharic like kV,ankWa 'tongue*, which contravenes
 3*—
the restriction on R^R^R^ , and lole 'servant', sasa 
'species of antilope', kok 'partridge*, duda 'mute', 
tota 'species of monkey', Ja^ut 'chick', all of which 
contravene the restriction on R^R^(R^), are of readily 
demonstrable Cushitic origin. The only Amharic verb 
roots with the pattern R^R^R^ for which a possible 
Cushitic origin can be identified are /$£A 'drink* and 
/k kr 'bake bread'\ This leaves verb roots like ssn 
'commit adultery', §sa 'hide', ^ r  'direct one's ears 
towards a sound', ddb 'become callused' and ttjb 'repent' 
which can neither be explained as assimilations from 
quadriliterals nor as loans.
As in the case of the phonemes $ and £/g, these 
apparently "un-Semitic" patterns are not necessarily 
prima facie evidence of non-Semitic origin. Indeed, 
there is some evidence that similar rules of root
1. See R.Cowley, 'A and B verbal stem-type in Amharic', 
dES, VII, 1969, P. 3.
2. Exceptions to the rule can always be found and are not 
indeed lacking in common Semitic forms, particularly in 
primary noun roots like nwn, tht, 1;/1 , but note also the 
verb root ntn.
3. These are, admittedly, noun roots.
For Amh. tatta compare Tna. sas&v/a 'gulp'; Amh. r;gr may 
however, be a denominal formation*from 'dn-,:era.
composition occur in other Hanito-Samitic languages. 
Greenberg'1' already demonstrated the validity of some 
of the rules worked out for Semitic to Egyptian root 
composition. If this represents a common Hamito-Semitic 
feature, then traces should exist in precisely those 
languages from which the bulk of non-Semitic material in 
the Amharic lexicon was taken, that is in the Cushitic
languages. It does, in fact, appear that
and other root composition restrictions occur in Agaw, 
Sidamo and Galla,and certainly in Beja, though not,
2
perhaps, as clearly or as rigorously as in Semitic.
Of course, similar considerations of assimilation and 
sound change as have been described above in connexion 
with Semitic Ethiopian may have applied in Cushitic.
It still remains clear, however, that if root composition 
rules apply in various Cushitic languages in the same 
way as in Semitic, then the usefulness of this criterion
in distinguishing loans in the Amharic lexicon is
somewhat diminished.
1. Greenberg, op.cit.. p. 179 ff.
2. See K.L.Bender, ’Consonant co-occurrence restrictions 
in Afroasiatic verb roots’, paper read at the Second 
International Conference on Afroasiatic Comparative 
Linguistics, Florence April 16-19, 1974.
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CHAPTER II : STATISTICAL SURVEY
Thi6 chapter will examine the distribution of roots
according to their various origins, firstly as listed in
alphabetical sequence in the dictionary and secondly as
occurring in several sample texts of varying date,
subject matter and style, For the purpose of the lexicon
survey Guidi's Vocabolario amaricoyitaliano1 was used.
It is not, of course, intended to imply that the entire
lexical stock of Amharic is recorded there. However, the
2
coppus of a little under 2000 roots listed in the 
Vocabolario does include most roots of all but the rarest 
occurrence, and certainly all roots of any significant 
frequency, and as such may be taken as a workable and 
representative corpus of the Amharic lexicon. Roots, for 
example, occurring in the texts but not recorded in the 
Vocabolario were for the most part of recent European 
origin, like fotograf, ddrektdr, propaganda, etc., but in 
each case were of such low frequency (1/2000 or 2/2000) as 
to be of little overall significance in the statistical 
count.
The notion of ’root1 employed here generally coincides 
with an indented entry in the Vocabolario. However,
3
homophonic roots like srA 'work' and srA ’prescribe, decree’ 
are listed separately here when etymological support can 
be given to the different meanings. Thus, srA ’work* is
1. Roma, 1901 and Supplemento al vocabolario amarico-italiano,
Roma 19^0.
2. For an explanation of what is meant by the term 'root* see
below.
3. In all but purely nominal roots only the radical pattern 
has been written here. The upper-case vowel letters A, A,
E, 0 represent the various vocalic 'radicals' deriving from 
original laryngals and semivowels. Thus srA 'work' = Gz. srh; 
hid 'go' s Gz. kyd: kOra 'stand' = Gz. kwm; krK 'remain' = 
Lem.Eth. kry. The same patterns are, of course, also 
morphologically distinct and relevant in Amharic.
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to be equated with Gz. srh, whilst srA ‘prescribe' can 
be related with Gz. src . Similarly, sAl (i) ‘paint’,
(ii)'cough', (iii) ‘sharpen’ have been counted separately 
as derived from scl , scl and shl, respectively. On the 
other hand, certain items are listed separately in the 
Vocabolario. where phonetic divergence has obscured their 
derivation from the same root. For example, hulat(t)
'two' and ha.ya ’twenty', or lela 'other' and lyfl (layya)
’separate', derive from the sane two original roots,
(w )k 1‘ and 1 (y )!:>. respectively, and have, therefore, been 
listed together here and not separately as in the
''/ocabolario.
Hoots have been classified according to origin under 
the following headings.
1. Inherited Semitic. This group, which constitutes 
by far the largest section of identifiable roots in the 
lexicon, includes all those items for which a satisfactory 
formal and semantic etymology can be found from amongst 
the scatter of the other Semitic languages according to 
the principles set out in the previous chapter. This, 
therefore, excludes roots whose phonetic structure indicates 
a take-over from Ge'ez, such as hdyw&t 'life', whd (t&wahada)
'be united', hdbdst 'eucharistic bread', etc. However, 
an item whose form indicates Ge'ez influence or origin but 
which, nevertheless, is clearly relatable to a formally 
genuine Amharic root has not been listed separately, but 
has been included under the Amharic root. For example, 
tdmhdrt 'education' from mAr (tamara) 'learn', sdhfat 
'document' from tAf 'write', habrat 'union' from Abr 'join', 
etc.1 Also excluded from the inherited Semitic group ane
1. Ge'ez-type and Amharic-type forms of the same items often 
exist side by side, as tdf&t beside ^dhf&t. bahar and bar 
'lake, sea', ba'dd and bad 'stranger', mal*ak and malak 'angel'.
S3
roots whose form may have close or even exact correspondences 
in other Semitic languages, but which lack a sufficient 
decree of semantic correlation to allow the equation of 
the Ethiopian and Semitic items. It has, indeed, always 
been ofce of the problems of historical and comparative 
linguistics that semantic development cannot be described 
as adequately and be codified in the form of 'rules’ as 
rigidly as, for example, phonetic development. The 
linguist is still to some extent thrown back on to the 
subjectivity of his own intuition, however well that may 
be grounded in a knowledge of developments in other 
languages. Nevertheless, it is often possible, with the 
explanation of such processes as the widening and narrowing 
of the semantic field of an item'*', the operation of taboo, 
euphemism, the polarization of meaning, analogy and 
substitution due to obsolescence, safely to connect formally 
relatable items on the semantic level as well. For example, 
ba'dd ~ bad 'stranger' (Gz. bcd ) : Ar. bacuda 'be far 
off'; Amh. wll (tdw&llalS) 'be grief stricken' : Heb. yll 
(he.ylll) 'give a shout, lament'; Amh. dfr 'be bold, dare' : 
Ar* dfr 'push'; Amh. hod 'stomach' : Gz. kabd 'liver';
Amh. £dl 'kill' : Ar. gdl (Sadala) (quarrel', Heb. gdl 'be 
great'; Amh. k$A 'punish', Gz. ks£ : Ar. cjdf. 'tame1; and 
so on. These are, of course, fairly simple examples, but 
they serve to illustrate the principles involved. 
Nevertheless, in spite of these processes of semantic 
development, it remains exceedingly difficult to relate, 
on a semantic level, roots like Amh. fig 'seek, want' and 
Gz. fig 'flow in torrents' , common Sem.Eth. kb* ~ kbc
1. ie. such as may be covered by metaphor, metonymy, synedoche, 
hyperbole, litotes, degeneration and elevation. See Bloomfield,
Lan^ua^e. New York 1933, P» A-26-7.
2. Gz. fjg is readily relatable to common Semitic pig meaning 
'river', etc.
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’anoint, grease1 and Heb. qbc 'fix', Akk. gabu 'say'\ 
where the phonetic fit is exact. Such items have not 
been included, therefore, under the heading 'inherited 
Semitic', but have been classified as unidentified, 
though formally, at least, they appear to be perfectly 
'respectable' and reasonable Semitic roots. Precisely 
because of the inability to draw up regular rules of 
semantic development, it is always possible to devise 
arguments to relate two items like Sem.Eth. kb * ~ kbc 
and Heb. qbc . etc., to which objection can really only 
be raised on the grounds of what seems likely. Hence, 
it is almost inevitable that some items that have been 
excluded here from the inherited Semitic group can be 
argued to be of Semitic origin after all. Hov/ever, the 
position of the individual item is not as relevant here 
as the overall picture of the make-up of the lexicon.
Whether 720, 725 or 730 roots out of a total of 1800 
are described as inherited Semitic, whether frbA is 
counted as Semitic or not, is not as important to this 
survey as the statement that approximately 1+0% of the 
roots in the Vocabolario are of inherited Semitic origin.
2. Ge'ez. The criteria for classifying a root as a 
oe'ez take-over have been referred to above. As the presence 
pf an original laryngal in a root is really the only
formal indication of a 'learned', Ge'ez take-over as against
2
an inherited Semitic item , the number of roots that can 
be so classified is necessarily small: 32 out of 1809 (1.76/6).
1. so according to Leslau, Ethiopjc and South Arabic contributions 
to the Hebrew lexicon. Los Angeles 195&» P* 46.
2. This, of course, excludes cases of h in Amharic derived 
from an original k, as in hod, hEd, hulSt(t). etc.
3. Loans from other Semitic languages. Two levels
oi' borrowing from other Semitic languages can be identified.
The first level, which is the older, consists of items
that entered Semitic Ethiopian through Ge'ez from Aramaic
and Hebrew, evidently during the first centuries of the
Christian era and the subsequent period of Christianization
in Ethiopia'1'. Such items are mostly religious terms,
like haymanot 'faith', tabot 'ark', zrar 'sing psalms',
2
s&d 'prostrate o.s.', sly 'pray', etc. It is interesting 
to note that the majority of these loans appear to be of
Jewish Aramaic provenance and are consequently not originally
3
distinctively Christian in connotation , confirming from 
a linguistic angle the spread of Judaic influence into 
Ethiopia via South Arabia before the advent of Christianity. 
Conversely, only four items are characteristically Christian
Ll
in meaning and attributable to a specifically Syriac source . 
Most of these items belong, of course, to the stock of 
'learned' words in Amharic, subject to the archaizing 
influence of Ge'ez in the preservation of original laryngals, 
as in haymanot. mal*ak. hati'at. The only real exception 
in which the Amharic item has developed independently of 
the form recorded in Ge'ez is kes. dialect Sas. 'priest', 
beside Gz. kSsjs^. which has plainly not been subject to 
the conservative influence of the 'classical' language,
1. The linguistic interaction of Semitic Ethiopian and 
Aramaic/Hebrew has been discussed in detail, first by Ndldeke
in his heue beitra.-e zur semitischen Sprachwissenschaft. Strassburg 
1910, p. 32-h6, then by Polotsky in 'Aramaic, Syriac and Ge'ez', 
JSS, IX, p. 1-10, and Dy Ullendorff in Ethiopia and the isible. 
London 1966, p. 120-5.
2. See p.115 ff.
3. See especially Polotsky, op.cit.. p. 10. 
h. See Ullendofcff, op.cit.. p. 12q.
5. See p.190.
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The second level of Semitic loans in Amharic consists 
of items of Arabic origin1. Included under this heading 
are several items which are themselves loans in Arabic, 
mainly from a Turkish or occasionally Persian or Greek 
source, but which most likely entered Amharic through the 
medium of Arabic and not directly from the ultimate soarce 
language. As examples of such items one may cite taban£a 
•rifle*, basa military title, sandak ’flagpole1, all of 
which are ultimately of Turkish origin. Many of these 
terms taken from Arabic are connected with warfare, commerce 
or the products of commerce. Of the 326 items listed by 
Leslau (the specifically Arabic origin of all of which is 
not always above doubt, and which do not all appear to be 
current in Amharic as a whole), approximately 20 are military 
terms, 55 are commercial terms and over 120 designate what 
may be categorized as luxury or exotic items, such as might 
be expected to be introduced through trade. In addition 
to these three particularly prominent semantic areas of 
Arabic loans, a number of terms from a more ’learned’ 
sphere of vocabulary are of Arabic origin. Amongst these 
are included a number of magico-religious terms, like kdtab 
’amulet', Azm 'practise witchcraft', as well as specifically
2Islamic terms. So, for example, d&bt&r ~ dgft&r 'note-book' , 
tarik 'history*, mgdd 'inkpot', akdl 'reason', dSrS7;a 'rank, 
degree', a.vnat 'kind, sort', warakSt 'paper, document', 
foys 'lay out, measure'. It is not usually possible to date
3
these loans exactly , or even to ascribe them to a particular
1. See Leslau, 'Arabic loanwords in Amharic', BSGAS, XIX, p. 221- 
2A4.
2. It would appear that the item dabtara 'lay-priest', which 
derives from the same ultimate source as dabtar. etc., ie.
Gk. diphthera (see p.190 ), was taken directly from Greek, 
whilst the latter has certainly passed through an Arabic medium.
3. However, the occurrence of individual Arabic items in the 
language of the royal chronicles of the 13th. cent., and after­
wards can provide at least an indication of the age of some 
loans. See especially, S.Strelcyn,'iMateriaux ponr 1'etude de 
l'ancien amharique*, JSS. IX, p. 263.
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dialect of Arabic1 . Many of the military terras may reasonably
be attributed to the long period of Arab activity along
the Red Sea littoral and specifically to the Turkish
occupation of Massawa. It is not so easy to put a date
to many of the commercial terms, however, Occasionally
it is possible to relate a given item to a particular
dialect of Arabic, as in the case of gorade ’curved sword,
2 x l
scimitar* , atar 'pea' and cabana ’coffee pot' . In the
Vocabftlario only hA items of Arabic origin are listed,
with a further 51 in the Supplemento.
if. Loans from non-Semitic Ethiopian languages. In
all but two or possibly three instances out of a total of
121, to which a non-Semitic Ethiopian origin can be
ascribed, the particular non-Semitic source is demonstrably
Cushitic and hence the label ’Cushitic' will be used below.
The two or three exceptions may be either taken from, or,
more likely, show the influence of, one or more of the
Sudanic languages of the North West of Ethiopia - Barea
5
and Kunaraa especially. The items in question are buda ,
6 7bar.ya and perhaps also cSraka . None of these instances
is, hov/ever, straightforward and incontestable.
The next procedure is to classify further the Cushitic
o
items wherever possible . The most obvious way in which
1. See Leslau, op.cit.. p. 221-2. A number of Arabic terras, 
like the 'learned' ones cited above, are of a bookish and 
hence non-dialectal origin.
2. See p.1ST. 3» See p.t3>5'.
4. Leslau, op.cit.. p.238 cites a Lajtina or Yemeni source.
3. See p.i&9 . 6. See p.tx^*.
7. See p.t^ ; perhaps the sudanic terms, Kunaraa tera, Ingassana 
turu, etc., are not the prime soure^, but are influenced by,
or taken fron, something such as Beja terig.
8. The fairly recent separation of what had hitherto been 
termed simply as Cushitic into Cushitic proper and Omotic
(see particularly, Fleming, ’The classification of *»est-Cushitic 
within Hamito-Semitic *, in Eastern African history, ed. D*F.McCall, 
New York 1969, p. 3-27) ^as been taken into account here in the 
use of the term ’Cushitic'. However, there does not appear to be
any item in the Amharic lexicon as examined in this thesis for
which a specifically Umotic origin can be established, cont. )
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this can be done is when a likely connate for the Antearic 
(end Semitic 1 thiopian) item occurs in only one language 
op language group of Cushitic, Such is the case, for 
example, with £8w •salt’, ‘thousand*, zaf *tree* and 
d&n. ,0.ya ~ ddn/,ay 'stone*, which have cognates in Agaw 
only"**; or with .^ormfk 'steer', gamma 'lion's mane*, ySbo 
'spear* and leba 'thief, which have cognates in Jalla
oniy. However, more often than not cognates for an iteia
2
may be found in more than one branch of Cushitic •
Nevertheless, it is usually possible to relate an Amharic 
item to foras occurring in one particular Cushitic sub­
group by means of the closeness of phonetic fit. Thus, 
amongst the Cushitic cognates of Amh, zdn*Bro 'oaooon' 
the Agaw items (iiil. fto^ura. Kern, £e, .ira (gagdra). etc.) 
are formally closer to the Semitic Ethiopian than are
5
Som. danger or Hadiya da^lera. for example . Similarly 
Amh. ftp ra !guinea fowl' has closer cognates amongst the
L
Agaw lan^ua^es than elsewhere in Cushitic . In a few 
instances it is even possible to identify a particular 
Agaw language from which the Amharic item appears to have 
originated. TbHs Amh. camma 'sole of the foot, shoe' 
looks like a loan from Southern Agaw^; siiail&rly fdyftl 
*goat*^. On the other hand, Amh. rioro 'chicken* has a 
closer cognate in Saho-Afar (uorho) than in Agaw, where 
the reconstructable common form would seem to be * tilrw-a
cont.) Some items certainly do have cognates araong the 
Omotic languages, however, at the same time exhibiting 
perhaps better cognates among the 'orthodox* Cushitic
uages; eg. tllS 'honey wine' (see p. 14*7 ), or perhaps 
koso 'anthelmintic plant*.
1 . See p .144 ,196 ,168,157, res ec lively •
2. The subdivisions of Cushitic recognized nere are essentially 
those made by Greenberg (The lan .uages of Africa. The Hague 
1966 (2nd edition)).
3* See .113 ; allowing for the reconstruction of the Sem.lth. 
item as 4 zd/g (n)T:dr-o and the Agaw item as * za .dr-a.
4. cee . i^O. 
p. e e . 12.0 *
6. See p.l/jl.
5$
without any trace of the h present in the Semitic Ethiopian
fprm, us in uz. aorne^. There still remain, however,
several items which cannot be positively correlated with
one particular Cushitic group in this way, though they
are, of course, almost certainly Cushitic: exx. gulbSt
2
'knee*, ta, ur 'hair', wQha 'v;ater', zahon Elephant* .
An additional point that should be made here is that the 
process of borrowing between Cushitic and Semitic Ethiopian 
has not, of course, been one-way. If, for example, 
an apparent cognate for an Amharic item is found in Agaw 
which is, however, phonetically unusual in terms of the 
the system of regular Agaw sound correspondences, then 
the possibility that that Agaw item is a loan from Amharic 
and not an inherited item must be considered. This would 
appear to be the case with Amh. §dka *mud* and Kem. sdxa, 
where the other Agaw forms can be regularly derived from
4 W
something like d(-)rac -a and the expected resultant 
Kemant form would be not unlike that recorded for Quara,
j wdax a.
Of the 121 Cushitic items gleaned from the Vocabolario 
a reasonably certain Agaw origin can be ascribed to Zfl, 
a specifically Galla origin to 21, a Sidamo origin to six, 
and a general Last Cushitic origin also to six. Two items 
ma^ possibly be attributed to a Saho-Afar source. The 
remaining Cushitic items cannot be correlated with one 
specific Cushitic group; that is, whilst almost certainly 
being of Cushitic origin, they show insufficient phonetic 
precision to enable a ready derivation from one particular 
language or language group. The markedly higher proportion 
of specifically Agaw items is not, of course, contrary to
1. See p.i^l •
2. See p.I£t , 12.7,162. > 173 Respectively.
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what one might have expected. It is over an Agaw substratum
that Amharic (and Tigrinya, too) have developed. Some of
these Agaw items, like cSw,'salt', Awk 'know', sgga 'flesh1
and samba 'lung', are clearly of ancient origin in so far
as they also occur in Ge'ez'*' and the modern Semitic Ethiopian
forms can be derived from forms identical to or closely
akin to those in Ge'ez. Others, like Eamma 'sole of the
foot', appear to be of more recent date comparatively
speaking, on the one hand because they do not have cognates
throughout Semitic Ethiopian, but are restricted to Amharic,
and on the other hand because they cannot be derived from
a common Agaw prototype but are borrowed from an already
developed form.
A large number of these Cushitic items is made up of
animal names (31) or plant names (10), whilst nine are
2
from the field of natural phenomena . Again there is nothing 
unusual in this, considering that many of these plants and 
animals are either native to the Ethiopian region and are 
therefore likely to have been new to the Incoming Semitic 
speaking people or, in the case of certain domesticated 
species, were already familiar to the indigenous population
who continued to employ the accustomed names and introduced
3
them into Semitic Ethiopian . Interestingly enough, some 
20 terms are names of parts of the body*** and 13 are names
of human roles and professions, including three kinship
5
terms . Nearly all the Cushitic items belong to what may 
be described as a lower, more 'intimate* cultural sphere 
than, say, the Arabic loans discussed above. The obvious
1. ie. sew, coka. sdga, s&nbuc. respectively.
2. See p.150 ff.
3. Eor a more detailed discussion see Chapter IV, sections
ii and iii, p. 128 ff. and 150 ff, respectively.
h. See p. Ill .
5. See p. lip .
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reason for this is that the indigenous, pre-Semitic peoples 
of Ethiopia were at a lower level of material culture than 
the incoming Semites. This aside, the nature of some of 
these Cushitic items, a significant number of which comes 
under the heading of 'basic' vocabulary^, suggests on a 
linguistic level the close degree of integration between 
the two population groups. While clearly remaining 
'Semitic', not only on the morphological level, but also 
overall to a significant degree on the lexical level,
Amharic has taken from Cushitic even into the nucleus of 
the 'basic' vocabulary with items like dnnat 'mother', 
wdha 'water', caraka 'moon', kfin 'day', and so on.
5. Loans from European languages. As in the case of 
loans from non-Ethiopian Semitic languages (Arabic, Aramaic/ 
Hebrew;, European loans in Amharic can be classified into 
two distinct groups, arranged chronologically. The first 
group consists of early loans from creek, which may be 
dated to the first centuries of the Christian era, but not 
necessarily to the period of Christianization, as not all 
Cireeii loans are of a specifically religious nature. The 
direct influence of Hellenism in the Axumite period is, 
of course, a historical fact. The number of such creek 
loans listed in the Vocabolario is small - 1/f. Home items 
of ultimately Greek origin, like safna,, 'sponge' and alrnaz 
'diamond', were most likely taken from Arabic and not 
directly from creek. The item ayar 'air' may have entered 
Semitic Ethiopian through the medium of Syriac . on the 
other hand, fasika 'Easter' is formally closer to the Greek 
transcription phasek than to the original Hebrew pesah.
1. For a discussion on 'basic* vocabulary and its applications 
see Hymes, 'Lexicostatistics so far', Current Anthropology.
I* P» 3-^4; see also p. lO&ff.
2. bc5ldeke, beue ieitrage zur semitischen S orachwissenschaft. 
P. *+5.
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Syriac pesha1 . The non-religious vocabulary of Greek 
origin includes such items as Sdnkurt 'onion1 (Gk. skordon),
2 Tjif
kJQJun 'ink' (Gk. kalamos 'reed pen') , dnk 'precious 
stone' (Gk. onyks)J. bdrdlle 'glass' (Gk. ber.vllos), 
flagumen 13th month (Gk. (hemlrai) e pa, ;6m enai) and 
tarappeza 'table' (Gk. trapeza). Amongst the religious 
or quasi-religious vocabulary we may include mdsfrir 
'secret' (Gk. ayst£rion). manakuse 'monk' (Gk. monakhos), 
dabtara 'lay-priest, cantor' (Gk. diphtheral)**« 
diyakonos 'deacon' (Gk. diakonos). ,'"§nna 'Christmas'
(Gk. genna), papas 'metropolitan, bishop' (Gk. pappas). 
wankel 'Gospels' (Gk. euan/;elion). and of course kdrdstos. 
The item bdranna 'parchment' ultimately derives from
Latin membrana. but may have reached Ethiopia through the
5
medium of Romano-Greek membrana - bembrana .
The second group of items of European origin consists 
of modern loans chiefly from Italian, French and English. 
Naturally almost all such loans are of very recent date 
and consequently are absent from the Vocabolario itself. 
Quite a number, however, is listed in the Su ppiemento - 
mgnina. bank, frm (firma)« rad.yo, lastik. to mention but 
a few. The position of a large part of such recent loans 
in Amharic is somewhat fluid, French based and English 
based forms often existing side by side, as is the case 
with the well known example of parlama and parlament and 
the hybrid parlamant. European loans often alternate with 
new creations built out of native Amharic or Ge'ez morphs^
1. NSldeke, op.cit.. p. 37; Gz. fdsh. however, appears to be 
derived from Hebrew.
2. ibid., p. 30.
3. See Praetorius, 'Heitr&ge zur Sthiopischen Grammatik und
Etymologie', BA, I, p. 42.
h. For a discussion on this item see p.190.
3. See Cohen, 'Etymologie d'amharique bdranna'. bSL. XXIX,p.xviii.
6. See Gankin, 'Some ways and means of enriching the modern 
Amharic vocabulary', Actes du premier congres International de 
llrp.uistique semitigue e t  chamito-semitique. ed. Caquot and Cohen, 
The Hague 1974, p. 332.
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even in the same text, as intarnaSnal and aiclm akkaf in 
text IV, below, or parlama. etc., and mdkdr bet, frequently 
observed in newspaper articles. Journalism and some 
recent emulations of the European novel genre have 
certainly exaggerated the use of such loans'*', as an 
examination of the figures of text analyses III and IV, 
below, readily shows. Much of this vocabulary is 
confined to what may be called urban or urbanized 
Amharic. Only a few items like makina. bira. polis. 
gazeta can be said to have permeated from urban speach 
sufficiently to have become more or less stable elements 
in the lexicon of Amharic as a whole.
6. The final heading in the list of root origins is in 
fact a non-statement of origin. Under 'unidentified* are 
included all roots for which a satisfactory etymology 
on both phonetic and semantic grounds cannot be established. 
This encompasses both roots whose form is undeniably 
Semitic-looking, like kbA, discussed above, and those whose 
structure is contrary to Semitic norms, like bdbbdt.
M As mentioned in the previous chapter, the 
external form of a root alone is not necessarily a reliable 
indication of a Semitic origin or otherwise. Confirmation 
on the oasis of semantic correlation with a satisfactory 
formal cognate in another language is required before any 
statement of origin can be safely made. Interestingly, 
there are several roots, like kbA. with perfectly satis­
factory formal and semantic cognates throughout Semitic 
Ethiopian, but which appear to lack any adequate cognates 
outside, either in non-Ethiopian Semitic or the non-Semitic 
Ethiopian languages: eg. btn 'scatter', drb 'fold', 1km
1. See Abraham Demoz, 'European loanwords in an Amharic daily 
paper', Language in Africa, ed. J.Spencer, Cambridge, 1963, 
p. 116-22; also X.L.Bender, 'Loanwords in Amharic daily 
newspapers', Anthropolo ical Linguistics. XIV, p. 317-22.
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'pick1, baklo 'mule'\ It could be argued that the existence 
of such an item throughout Semitic Ethiopian suggests a 
Semitic ori0in rather than not. It is true that the 
number of Cushitic items common to all or most of Semitic 
Ethiopian and at least datable as very early loans by 
their being reconstructable for the proto-historic stage, 
if not actually recorded in Ge'ez, is quite small: 
dammana 'cloud', t’df;;ur 'hair', §jiw 'salt', samba 'lung',
Awk 'know', dmbdrt 'navel', zahon 'elephant', doro 'chicken', 
etc. The natural conclusion to he drawn from this fact 
is that the further back one recedes into the history of 
Semitic Ethiopian the smaller the proportion of non-Semitic 
elements in the lexicon. Therefore, if an item can be 
seen to have formed part of the common Semitic Ethiopian 
lexicon, it is more likely to be of Semitic origin than 
not. The argument must stop there, however, as only the 
confirmation of outside cognates can resolve the question 
either way. Consequently, in the statistical analysis of 
the lexicon unconfirmed items like kbA, drb, etc., must be 
classified as unidentified.
because of the exclusion of many items on the grounds 
outlined above, as well as the numerous instances of failure 
to find even formal cognates outside the immediate congeners 
of Amharic, or sometimes even at all, tne proportion of 
unidentified roots in the lexicon is high - approximately 
A5%« In addition, therefore, to calculating the various 
percentages of roots for each origin heading on the basis 
of the full 100/ lexicon, figures have also been calculated 
on the 55% identified. Thus, for example, 40.09', of the 
total lexicon appears to be of inherited Semitic origin,
1. Ar. ba£l is rather a loan from Cz. bakl and not an 
inherited Semitic item. See p.U|X>.
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which is, however, as much as 72*o6/~ of the roots that can 
be identified. In the text analyses, on the other hand, 
the proportion of identified roots is markedly higher 
than in the lexicon analysis, ranging from 66.5/ to 75*3%* 
Moreover, few of the high frequency roots in the texts 
(ie. with a frequency of at least 1/200) remain unidentified 
as to origin. This would seem to suggest that the figures 
based on the identified total, rather than the overall 
total, would give a more relevant picture of the Semitic 
proportion, etc., of the working lexicon. This does not, 
of course, mean to say that the figures based on the over­
all total should be ignored; it is a significant fact by 
itself that of the lexicon entries cannot be readily 
identified.
Table I Lexicon analysis^
H L R S
inherited Semitic 6 36 66 21 35
Ge ’ez 9 1 9 1 k
Arabic 6 3 5 2 8
other Semitic 1 0 2 0 7
Cushitic C 3 3 2 7
Iuropean - 1 3 3 1 3
unidentified 9 37 91 22 60
Total 32 67 173 k9 lMf
1. The table has been arranged according to root initial 
in the order of listing in the Vocabolario. except that 
& and £, t and s have been grouped together. The symbol 
A serves to indicate vowel initial roots. As only four 
items are listed with initial £ (paraiilitos. frag amen, 
taftas. pantaxoste) and one with initial £ (posta), all of 
iuropean origin, these two letters have been omitted from 
the table. All percentages, except those for the lexicon 
as a whole, have been reduced to one place of decimals.
H L M R S
percent.inh.Sem/Tot. 18.7% 41.4% 37.7% 44.1% 38.1%
percent.inh.Sem/Idn. 26% 72% 78.3% 84% 65.5%
percent,Cush/Tot. 0 3.7% 2.8% 4.2% 4 • 9%
percent.Cush/Idn. 0 10% 5.9% 8% 8.1%
s K• B I £
inherited Semitic 26 56 54 18 3
Ge 'ez 0 0 1 0 0
Arabic 5 4 4 2 0
other Semitic 1 5 0 2 0
Cushitic 5 7 5 4 1
European 2 0 0 0 0
unidentified 61 68 55 24 6
Total 100 140 119 50 10
percent.inh.Sem/Tot. 26% 40% 45% 36/ 30%
percent.inh.Sem/Idn. 66.7% 77.8% 83.1% 69.2% 75%
percent.Cush/Tot. 5% 5% 4.2% 8% 10%
percent.Cush/Idn. 12.8/: 9.7% 7.7% 15.2% 25%
N A K w Z
inherited Semitic 2.7 142 27 44 17
Ge 'ez 0 0 2 1 2
Arabic 1 8 9 2 0
other Semitic 1 3 0 0 2
Cushitic I 18 7 3 6
European 0 1 3 1 0
unidentified 23 92 27 22 23
Total 53 264 73 73 53
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N A K i Z
perc ent.inh.Sem/Tot. 50.9% 53.8% 37% 60.5% 35.4%
percent.inh.Sera/Idn. 90% 82.6% 60% 86.3% 68%
percent.Cush/Tot. 1.8% 6 • 8 % 9.6% 4 • 1% 12.5%
perc ent.Cush/Idn. 3-3% 10.4% 15.5% 6% 24%
M l x £ G ?/§
inherited Semitic i 7 27 32 31
Ge 'ez 0 0 3 0 0
Arabic 2 0 5 1 2
other Semitic 0 0 l 0 1
Cushitic 6 1 11 8 7
European 0 0 1 0 1
unidentified 8 0 44 64 36
Total 17 8 n 105 78
percent.inh.Sera/Tot. 5.9% 87.5% 29.3% 30.5% 40.3;
percent.inh.Sem/Idn. 11.1% 87.5% 56.3% 78% 77.5
percent.Cush/Tot. 35.2% 12.5% 11.9% 7.6% 9.1
percent.Cush/IdB. 66.7% 12.5% 22.9 19.5% 17.5:
C• F
inherited Semitic 6 .23
Ge 'ez 0 0
Arabic 0 3
other Semitic 0 0
Cushitic 11 1
European 0 2
unidentified 17 31
Total 34 60
S3
percent, inh. Sem/Tot. 17*6/3 38*3/
percent.inh.Sem/Idn. 35*2 79*3>
percent.Cush/Tot. 32*3% 1*7%
perc ent. Cush/Idn. 6if.7, 3*3%
Total number of roots 1809
Total identified 993
Inherited Semitic roots 723
Cushitic roots 121
(33*03%)
(*+0.09% of total)
(72.86/ of identified total)
( 6.69 of totaL)
(12.16% of identified total)
Observations on Table I
K. Most instances of root initial h are of Ge'ez origin 
(hdbdst. ha.yl. hdywSt. hdsan. etc.) or Arabic origin 
(hakim, hlsab. etc.). As already indicated, the only cases 
of h- in inherited Semitic items in Amharic derive from 
an earlier k-. The six roots with this development k >nh 
are, hullu 'all', hacx 'below', hOn 'become', hulat(t) - 
haya 'two; twenty', h£d 'go' and hod 'stomach'. No example 
of roots in h- of Cushitic origin occurs in the Vocabolario.
%/C and C. These are the only initial position
phonemes exhibiting a higher proportion of Cushitic items
than Semitic ones. Only one root in initial £ can be
readily attributed to an inherited Semitic source: gdb 
2 •'hyena' . Another, gmr 'begin', may be Semitic if it is
3
to be connected with Gz. gmr (*a^m&ra) 'complete' .
1. irom kac besides tac <c. tahti.
2. See p.no.
3. See Ullendorff, The Semitic languages of Ethiopia. p. 71.
<9
Such polarizations of meaning are indeed not unknown in 
Semitic Ethiopian, or in Semitic in general for that 
matter^; one need only recall Gz. hamat and Amh. amat/ama2^t
or the older Ge’ez usage of dabub as 'north* beside the
3
later and Amharic usage as ’south’ . However, as the only
Semitic Ethiopian cognate of Amh. fimr in this sense of
’begin' is Tna. fimr and no further conspectus of the root
can be found in Semitic Ethiopian to support or refute
this etymology either way, the item is better listed as
unidentified^. As indicated in the previous chapter, all
instances of £ in inherited Semitic items in Amharic derive
from an original d, z, or occasionally £. Similarly, half
of the Cushitic items in can be shown to have originated
in forms with £- or z-: figrba 'back', fid :ra 'guinea fowl1,
v 5A'ioro 'ear' . The others appear to have been borrowed 
already with initial fian 'Emperor1, fidrat 'tail',
fidraf 'whip'^.
Similarly, whilst all the examples of Initial in 
inherited Semitic roots originate in forms in t- or s/j-, 
some of the cases of in items of Cushitic origin can 
be shown to have developed within Semitic Ethiopian from 
original t- or §/$-. So, for example, c&w 'salt' (Gz. §ew),
Sds 'smoke' (Gz. tis), ^araka 'moon' (Gaf. §&r£ka, Ch. tanaka).
f ^ w
and perhaps also £0h 'shout' (from §wh or Agaw sdg -).
Others most probably entered Amharic already with c-:
7$oma 'fat', camma 'shoe', cdlat 'hawk', Sdra 'fly whisk' •
1. See Nbldeke, heue Beitrage zur semitischen Sprachwissenschaft. 
£. 67-101.
2. See p.tU^. 3. Nbldeke, op.cit.. p. 62.
The Ena. root fimr is, as Ullendorff has said, not necessarily 
a loanword, but the combination of the phoneme £ and the 
accompanying B-type pattern (as in Amharic) favour a loan from 
Amharic rather than an inherited item in Tigrinya here.
3. See p. 123 ,110 ,12.3 , respectively.
6. See p#lSl ,170, resp.; for fidraf compare fembaro fiirafa.
7* See p,tl^ , 120, 1 6 9 , respectively.
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The roots of demonstrable Semitic origin in 5- are 
Sira 'be dark* (Sera, ^lra). §mk 'squeeze* (Heb. ^raq).
SSrk 'rag' (Ar. saraq 'thin'), cbt 'grasp* (Sera, dbt),
SAn 'load' (Sera. gcn ). Swt 'converse' (Sera, swt). cnk 
'oppress' (Sera, (jink ~ dnq). The root cOh 'shout', 
mentioned above, may be derived ultimately from Sem. sv/c ~ 
swh (Gz. sawca . Heb. sah). The radical k > h, fcowever, 
in the Amh. $Qh and Tna. §Ok clearly indicates that any 
derivation from £ cannot be direct. One is led, however,
to wonder whether contamination might have taken place
■+■ w ■+■ w
with an Agaw root reconstruetable as qdq - or as sdg -
(Khm. qawq. Kem. §dw ~ 5iw. etc.). Alternatively, the 
Amharic and Tigrinya forms may be simply pseudocorrections
from swh to §wk.
jf# The total number of roots with initial % i8 very
small. In the Semitic items, moreover, this is in
each case in some way of secondary nature. That is to
say, it does not derive from common Semitic but from
some other sound. Thus, in the demonstratives and ydh
and the genitive/relative particle ya-. the y, derives
from an original z. In the root yAz 'take, hold', the y
has entered the verbal root from the 3rd person prefix yd-.
the original form of the root being, of course, ’hz. sis
in Ge'ez. In the interrogative yet 'where', the y has
most probably arisen as a glide before the vowel e :
+ 'a.yt > et > yet. This would appear to conform with the
principle that the only vowels occurring in word initial
2
position in Amharic sire a and <3 . In the irregulsir verb 
root ylfl (yallara) 'not to be', the initial y derives from
1. Indeed, comparatively speaking, there are not many roots 
in y- that can be reconstructed ffcr Proto-Seinitic: yd, ywm. 
.yran. ynq. ybS. ydc are the most notable.
2. Except in a few rare cases like the interjection ara 
and loans like eli 'Tortoise' and, of course, ityopya.
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the reduction of the original negative preformative *i;
'i+ (h)alla- > .valla-.
The single Cushitic item in is yabo 'spear*, which 
is a loan from Galla.
C. A few words along similar lines to the above can 
also be said about S. In the four instances of identi­
fiable roots, three Semitic and one Cushitic, the c is 
of secondary origin, deriving from an earlier k or t..
The Semitic items are cAl 'be able' (Gz. kill). 5ar 'kind' 
(cf. Tna. ker ~ kSr. pseudocorrection from Gz. her) 
and 50kal 'peg' (Sera.Eth. tkl). The Cushitic item, Sgr 
'be difficult', derives from an Agaw root t;.r (Bil. tegira) 
with variants tkr and dkr (Kern. dSkSr-), meaning 'hunger'.
P, P. As mentioned in the note to Table I, all five 
occurrences of £ and & in initial position are in European, 
especially Greek, loanwords. A few other items in js- 
observed in the texts but not listed in the Vocabolario 
are also of European origin. The existence and suggestions 
as to the origins of these sounds as phonemes in Semitic 
Ethiopian have indeed been the subject of various comments 
and studies1 and need not, therefore, be gone into here.
Particularly low frequencies of Cushitic roots (ie. less
than 6/0 of the identified total) occur in H : 0; N : 3*3 > 
2
one item, nug ; W : 6%, three items, wdha 'water', wds&a 
'dog', wSvra 'olive tree'^; F : 3.3;, one item, fdy&l 
'goat'^. High frequencies of Cushitic roots (ie. more than 
16, of the identified total) occur in Z : six items,
zahon 'elephant', zar. zdngaro 'baboon', zaf 'tree',
1. See especially Ullendorff, The Semitic lan,;ua^;es of
Ethiopia, p. 69-90, 96, 103, 103, 10?, 106.
2. See p. 138.
3. See p . 162., 1^2 , L66 , respectively, 
h. See p.t^l.
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zei;a 'subject' and zdmm in zdmm ala 'be silent'^*;
L : 2.2,9' t eleven times, ddmm&t 'cat', d&mmana 'cloud',
w
doro 'chicken', dSss in dass ala 'be happy', dnk r 'be deaf',
danf,d.ya 'stone', da;,a 'highlands', duda 'mute', ddha 'poor1,
2
dabbo 'bread', ddnk 'dwarf' ; G i 19.5%* eight items,
,.ulbat 'knee', gaauna 'lion's mane', gdra 'left', gaSsa 
'shield', gunc 'cheek1, gogo 'hut', gas 'face', ;:os 
'buffalo' . Also with a high proportion of Cushitic items 
are roots in %/% and C, which have been discussed above.
The high figure of 25% for Cushitic roots in c- is, of 
course, a result of the distortion afforded by the low 
number of roots with this initial, nevertheless, as a 
proportion, it remains valid.
The initials with a low proportion of inherited Semitic 
roots (ie. less than Zf5% of the identified total) are 
H : 26/-, six items; %/S : 11.1%, one item; C : 35*2%, 
six items. The details of these figures have been 
discussed above. It is, I think, clear that the low 
Semitic figures for the palatals |i/g__and $ are to some 
degree explicable by the secondary nature of these sounds 
in Semitic Ethiopian. In so far as the palatalization
L
rules are restricted in phonetic environment , the number 
of roots eligible for the changes d,z > g and s,t > 5 in 
initial position would necessarily be comparatively small.
The sounds z/J: and 9 do not themselves militate against 
Semitic origin; rather the restricted environment of the 
sound change involved is the controlling factor here in 
producing the low figures for Semitic origin. At the other
1, See p .113 ,191 ,113,166,18V, resp., and for zdmm compare 
Bil. sam y-. Kem. sdm y-. Quara zem y-.
2. ddmrn&t. see p. dammSna, see p.157; doro, sec p.llfl; 
dnkwr . see p.121 ; d&n ;dya. see p. 157 ; daga, see p. 157; 
duda. Galla id.; ddha, see p.t&5.
3« kulbat. see p.121 ; kdra. see p. 122; gassa. see p.187; 
f;unc . see p.122 ; go§. see p.169. 
h. See p. 35.
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end of the scale, the high figures for Cushitic items in 
these initials are not to be explained by reference to 
the presence of z/r: and 6 alone, for, as has already 
been noted, the palatals are not original in several 
roots of Cushitic origin, but have developed under the 
same rule as the corresponding sounds in roots of inherited 
Semitic origin. In the case of initial h-, all occurrences 
in initial position in items of inherited Semitic origin 
are derived from an original k by the fricativization 
rule. The figure for such Semitic items here is low, 
moreover, because of the 'weakness* of the sound change 
rule and the high proportion of Ge*ez loans here.
The areas of the lexicon with a high proportion of 
inherited Semitic roots (ie. more than 80% of the 
identified total) are R : big ; B : 83*1- ; N : 90%;
A : 82.6%; Y : 87.3%* Other than to note again the 
distortion of the figures for Y, because of the low 
number of total roots involved, no special explanation 
would seem to be necessary for these figures. None of 
these percentages is outstandingly high when compared 
with the figure of 72.86% for the whole lexicon, nor can 
any phonetic or phonological reason be identified why 
these particular initials have a higher average proportion 
of Semitic roots, except to note that A, ie. vocalic 
initial, derives from all the laryngal phonemes of common 
Semitic Ethiopian, h h and a greater conflation of 
originally separate phonemes into one phoneme in Amharic 
than elsewhere.
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The second part of this chapter is devoted to statistics 
of the type already discussed, but arising from the analysis 
of selected texts and not the dictionary. In the lexicon 
analysis two roots such as hQn 1become1 and elm 'be dark' 
are both unequivocally classified as inherited Semitic 
and no further statement of the two roots need be made. 
Hov/ever, in text analysis I, for example, the same two 
roots occur but hQn has a frequency of Z*2/2177» whilst 
elm has only 1/2177 . The same sort of example can be 
given for Cushitlc roots, Arabic roots, and so on. It 
Is, of course, obvious that certain lexical items will 
occur in any given text more frequently than others, 
regardless of the subject matter. A noun, for example, 
referring to a specific, non-general item like koso, 
sans&lSt. or afdn^a will be likely to occur less frequently 
than a general noun like sSw, or bet. iMoreover, certain 
lexemes, both verbs and nouns, which fulfil a specialized 
syntactic role, in addition to their primary lexical 
reference, will occur very frequently. Verb roots such 
as hQn 'become', A1 ~ bAl 'say', the copula ng- , nominals 
like and 'one', Ors- 3rd person pronoun, gize 'time' 
and particles like dndS 'as' are typical examples of this 
kind of high frequency root, as a glance at the tables 
below will show. Roots from this category are usually 
found amongst the high frequency items (1/200 at least) 
whatever the subject matter of the text in which they occur. 
Such items are, moreover, typically included amongst what 
can be characterized as the 'basic' vocabulary of the 
language, either in a lexicostatistical sense or, simply, 
in a pedagogical context. It is one of the first tenets 
of lexicostatistics and, indeed, the foundation of 
glottochronology that the 'basic*, as opposed to the'non-
basic1, element of the vocabulary shows a greater degree 
of conservatism and resistance to innovation than the 
rest of the lexicon^. Moreover, it would appear that 
there is in general a direct correlation between the
frequency of a word and its 'age1, ie. rate of
2
conservation in the lexicon . Therefore, in the analysis 
of the texts that follow one could rightly expect a 
greater proportion of inherited Semitic items amongst the 
high frequency roots than the low frequency ones.
Examination of the tables below does indeed show that 
high frequency items, like hOn, A1 ~ bAl. and. sfiw, etc., 
are typically of inherited Semitic origin and that a 
greater degree of conservation of inherited elements is 
evident here than amongst lower frequency items. Thus, 
for example, of the 37 roots listed in text analysis I 
occurring at a frequency of approximately 1/200 and over,
31 are of inherited Semitic origin. This is a far greater 
proportion than for the whole text where 227 out of 379 
roots are inherited Semitic - ie. 39*8%* In this way 
the proportion of inherited Semitic material in a given 
text will typically be higher than in the straightforward 
dictionary count.
The following text analyses were carried out in the 
same way as the lexicon analysis, btoth as regards the 
identification of roots and their classification into 
groups according to origin. However, consistently bound 
morphs such as the prepositional elements ba-, la-, ya- etc. 
the verb Alfl (alla)in compounds and affixed pronouns have 
not been counted in the text analyses. Proper names were
1. See Hymes, Current Anthropology.I. p. if.
2. See Zipf, 'Cultural chronological strata in speech', 
Journal of the Accoustical Society of America, XLI, p. 3^5 
361.
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also excluded from the count, but not titles like ras,
alalia, asje, etc. In analyses I and II Ge’ez quotes were
omitted, too. The texts were chosen to include the
principal expected poles of style, date, and subject
matter. Each text is approximately 2000 words in length
and forms a completed whole in itself, ie. one chapter
fflr article. The first text is taken from Mfishafa Tdzzdta'*'
  • 1 ■ ■■■■■■■■■   ...
and was chosen as an example of vernacular Amharic in 
so far as the text consists of the autobiographical 
reminiscences of AlSka LSmma dictated to the author, his■ m »       9
son. The second text is taken from the Chronique de 
. 2
Theodoros II and represents an example of older, nine­
teenth century literary language. The third text is 
taken from Ar * aya^ as an example of more recent literature. 
The fourth and final text is an article from the monthly 
magazine H&nan and was selected as a representative piece 
of modern journalistic Amharic. The topics of these 
texts vary from autobiographical narrative in the first 
instance, through historical exposition in the second, and 
descriptive narrative in the third, to political discussion 
and argument in the fourth. The styles vary from the 
occasionally disjointed and repetitive Mashafa Tdzzdta 
to the carefully structured Ar’aya. from a mixture of 
prose and verse (including Ge'ez) in the Chronique de 
Theodoros II to a style often heavily imitative of European 
journalese in the M&n&n article.
1. K&shafa tdzzdta z&’al&ka Lcimma. M&ngdstu L&mma, Addis Ababa, 
1959 £c.
2. Chronique de Theodoros II roi des rois d'Ethiopie (1853-1666). 
d'a,ores un manuscrit original, ed. Mondon-Vidailhet, Paris 1904.
3. Ar * aya. GdrmacS&w TSkla Hawaryat, Addis Ababa, 19h7 EC.
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Table II Text analysis I1
Root Frequency Classification
A1 ~  .bAl 'say ' Ikk inherited Semitic
n a - 'be* (copula) 122 u it
.v a  1that' 72 it it
1 this ' 51 ti it
Alfl ' be ' kk it tt
hQn 'be, become' k2 »i it
wld 'bear, beget' ko it it
hLd •go’ 37 tt tt
y A z 'take, hold' 32 tt it
mtA 'come* 30 it tt
bet 'house' 28 it •t
dne ' I ' 2k tt it
M l 'see' 23 it ti
saw/set 'man, woman' 23 ii tt
(1ize 'time' 22 it I!
'come out' 22 i i It
abbat 'father' 20 n It
and 'one' 20 it It
dnnat 'mother' 19 Cushitic
tali 'honey wine' 19 tt
drs- ~  dss- 3rd pers. pron. 1 8 inherited Semitic
l a x 'upon' 1 8 it tt
drg 'do' 1 6 it ti
nsA * take up' 16 tt it
m 'drink' 16 unidentified
mdn 'what' 15 inherited Semitic
a^ar 'country' Ik n it
1. .iSshafa tdzzdta #&'algka l&mma. Mangdstu Lamina, Addis Ababa 
1959 EC., Chapter 2, Ldggd*nnat, p. 35-57, 2.177 words.
In this and the following tables only individual items with a 
frequency of approx. 1/200, ie. occurring ten times and more, 
have been listed. The statistics only of lower frequency roots 
have been recorded.
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Root Frequency Classification
hullu 'all* 14 inherited Semitic
h^ala * after' 14 it n
nbr 'have been' 14 ti ii
uSA •find' 13 ii ii
hulat(t), etc. 'two' 13 ii it
wrd 'descend' 12 n it
Ard 'slaughter' 12 it it
Awk ’know' — — • 11 Cushitic
dr,ale 'so-and-so' 10 inherited Semitic
dn*,i contrastive particle 10 unidentified
Frequency: 9 : 7 roots:- 6 inh.Sem. , 1 unidn
8 : 3 roots:- 4 inh.Sem. , 1 unidn
7 : 11 roots:- 9 inh.Sem. , 2 unidn
6 : 16 roots:- 12 inh.Sem. , 1 Cush.
3 : 21 roots:- 13 inh.Sem. , 1 Ar.,
4 unidn.
4 : 32 roots:- 20 inh.Sem. » 3 Ar.,
2 Cush., 6 unidn.
3 : 43 roots:- 23 inh.Sem. , 3 Ar. ,
11 unidn.
2 : 63 roots:- 35 inh.Sem. » 6 Cush.
1 1144 roots:- 69 inh.Sem. , 2 Ar.,
11 Cush., 58 unidn.
Total number of roots 
Total identified 
Inherited Semitic
Cushitic
379
270 (71.2%)
227 (39.8% of total)
(64.07/ of identified total)
26 ( 6.86, of total)
( 9.63/ of identified total)
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Table III Text analysis II'*'
Root Frequency Classification
£dh ’this* 105 inherited Semitic
SI - .bAl ’say’ 103 n n
saw/set 'man, woman' 31 ii it
np;r •speak1 30 ti it
dnda ’as ’ 30 it ii
na- •is’ (copula) 29 it it
’be king' 28 it n
yAz ’take, hold’ 28 ti ii
hQn •be, become* 27 n tt
wld •bear, beget’ 26 ti n
A 1 enter1 26 it ii
gize • time• 26 n it
h;'ala •after• 25 tt it
mtA •come’ 2k ii it
hullu ’all* 2k it ii
nbr •have been’ 23 it ti
mis 'return• 20 ii ii
stS 'give * 20 ti it
wadS * towards 1 20 it it
A1A •be' 16 ii n
w ^ A •stab' 13 it n
and •one' 13 ii n
ya 1that' 13 it it
r . m r ' begin * I k unidentified
ar,< •do' Ik inherited Semitic
abbat 'father * Ik ii ti
1. Chronique de Theodoros II roi des rols d'Ethiopie (1853-1868), 
d ’arres un manuscrit original, ed. Mondon-Vidailhet, Paris 190h, 
p. 1-15 incl., 1616 words.
Root
dag ’door' 
v:rd 'descend* 
d, ziabdher 'God* 
zmt 'raid' 
nsA 'take up' 
sir 'camp' 
gdn 'but' 
hid 'go' 
srA 'work, do'
AyA 'see'
papas 'metropolitan, bishop'
kan 'day'
mOt 'die'
lay 'upon'
huiat(t). etc. 'two'
drs 'reach*
ddl 'victory'
smA 'hear*
bet 'house'
Adg 'grow' 
wtA 'come out'
Frequency
14 
13 
13 
13 
13 
12 
12 
12 
12 
12 
11 
11 
11 
11 
11 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10
Classification 
inherited Semitic
«i it
ii it
unidentified
inherited Semitic 
it ii
Cushitic
inherited Semitic
European
Cushitic
inherited Semitic
unidentified 
inherited Semitic
frequency; 5 roots:
6 roots: 
6 roots:
13 roots: 
19 roots:
4 : 21 roots:-
5 inh.Sem.
5 inh.Sem., 1 unidn.
4 inh.Sem., 2 unidn,
11 inh.Sem., 1 other Sem., 1 unidn.
8 inh.Sem., 2 Ar., 1 other Sem.,
1 Eu., 3 Cush., 4 unidn.
15 inh.Sem., 1 Ar., 2 other Sem.,
2 Cush., 1 unidn.
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3 : 27 roots 19 inh.Sem., 1 Ar., 1 other Sem
6 unidn.
2 : 64 roots 35 inh.Sem., 1 Gz., 1 other Sem
1 Eu., 8 Cush., 10 unidn.
1 :122 roots 68 inh.Sem., 2 Ar., 2 other Sem
6 Cush., kk unidn.
Total number of roots 330
Total identified 2a 8 (75.35s)
Inherited Semitic 210 (63.7% of total)
£ • 00 O identified total)
Cushitic 21 ( 6.3% of total)
( 8.9A- of identified total)
Table IV
Root
Text analysis III
Frequency classification
A1 ~ bAl 'say * 59 inhe.r;
hun 'be, become’ 59 ft
Xgh • this' A5 tt
and 'one' kk it
na- 'be' (copula) *f2 tt
saw/ set 'man, woman' 37 it
nbr 'have been' 36 H
All 'be* 32 ft
A.yA 'see' 31 ft
bzA 'be many1 30 II
nOr 'dwell' 27 If
dnda 'as' 25 If
in r 'speak' 25 If
1. Ar^a^a, GdruiaccSw TSkla Hawaryat, Addis Ababa, 19A7 EC., 
Chapter 10, Addis Ababa, p.lOif-12, 2169 words.
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Foot Frequency
Alf 'pass' 22
bet 'house' 22
m£A 'come' 20
sdla 'because' 19
krA • - '■ ■LI 'remain' 19
'create' 16
k&tama ’city' 16
msl 'seem' 18
lAk• 'be more' 18
wada 'towards' 18
lav 'upon' 17
wAl 'pass the day' 17
S£if. 'country' 16
drs 'reach' 15
fit 'face' 15
> M 'find' 15
hdzb 'people’ 15
kSff 'high' 15
drs- 3rd pers. pron. 15
wtA 'come out' 15
'separate' lk
Akl 'equal' 13
/,dn 'but* 13
^ize ’time' 13
Abr 'join' 12
hid »go' 12
Asb 'think' 11
zQr 'turn' 11
sf A 'be wide' 10
Classification 
inherited Semitic
unidentified 
inherited Semitic
Ge * ez
unidentified 
inherited Semitic
it tt
»t it
unidentified
Cushitic
inherited Semitic
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Root
Awk
stA
mlkt
.eta
rdA
oal
hdRft
tkm • • ***
blA
wld
kbr
dddl
'know1 
1 give'
'notice' 
'lord'
'help'
'master'
'law'
'profit'
' eat'
'bear, beget' 
'honour'
'fortune'
Frequency
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
Classification
Cushitic
inherited Semitic 
unidentified 
inherited Semitic
t> it
tt tt
Ge 'ez
unidentified 
inherited Semitic
unidentified
frequency: 9 • 12 roots:- 11 inh.Sem,, 1 unidn
8 •• 9 roots:- 6 inh.Sem., 3 unidn
7 •• 13 roots:- 8 inh.Sem., 1 Ar. , -
2 unidn.
6 •• 17 roots:- 13 inh.Sem., 1 Ar., i
2 unidn.
5 •• 21 roots:- 13 inh.Sem., 1 Ar., ;
k unidn.
k •• 39 roots:- 18 inh.Sem., 2 Ar., .
3 Eu., 3 Cush,.,12
3 •• 33 roots:- 27 inh.Sem., 1 other
2 Cush., 19 unidn.
2 •• 66 roots:- 33 inh.Sem., 3 Ar.,
2 Cush., 23 unidn.
1 •* 162 roots:- 63 inh.Sem., 7 Ar., ,
10 Cush., 80 unidn.
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Total number of roots 
Total identified 
Inherited Semitic
Cushitic
445
296 (66,5V )
2i+2 (54.4, of total)
(69.19,0 of identified total) 
25 ( 5.1% of total)
( 8.44% of identified total)
Table V Text analysis IV1
Root rrequency Classification
hQn 'be, become' 7 3 inherited Semitic
wsn •delimit' 5 1 tt tt
smA 'hear' 4 8 ft tt
£dh 'this' 4 5 ti tt
dr,; •do’ 3 6 tt tt
gzA 'rule' 3 1 tt tt
£bA 'enter' 2 4 tt tt
A1A 'be' 2 3 tt tt
kll 'set up boundaries' 2 3 tt tt
msrt ' found' 2 3 tt tt
na- 'be' (copula) 22 t» tt
n^s 'be king, govern' 22 tt tt
hi _ bAl 'say' 21 tt tt
intSrnaSnal 'international1 20 European
ddmbar 'frontier' 20 inherited Semitic
i M 'separate' 20 tt tt
Adr 'pass the night' 1 9 tt tt
and 'one' 1 9 tt tt
!• »"anan* Tdr 1966 EC., *Ka,;orabetaccan kasomali.ya ar yallan 
kdndfiunnat1, p. 10-19, 1516 words.
Root Frequency Classification
g i z e 'time' 1 8 inherited Semitic
nbr •have been' 1 7 ti it
m 'find 1 1 6 »t it
lai 1 upon' 16 it tt
n>;r 'speak' 16 it tt
Kar 'with' 1 5 Cushitic
Abr 'join * 1 3 inherited Semitic
Awk " • 'know' 1 3 Cushitic
si? 'explain' 1 3 unidentified
wAl 'pass the day' 1 3 inherited Semitic
u u d a v 'affair* 12 unidentified
kfel 'receive' 12 inherited Semitic
mrA 'lead' 12 n tt
§*& 'give' 12 it it
Akl ' equal' 12 unidentified
dndfi 'as' 11 inherited Semitic
a()ar 'country' 11 it it
srA ' v/ork' 11 it it
kOm 
•  ■■■■— ■
'stand' 11 tt it
mlkt 'notice' 10 unidentified
haj-l 'power' 10 Ge' ez
mogzit 'protector1 10 it
dr* 'organize' 10 Arabic
hulat(t). etc. 'two' 10 inherited Semitic
sltn1 'be in authority' 10 other Semitic
tks 'cite' 10 inherited Semitic
8«
Frequency; 9 : 5 roots 3 inh.Sem.,
8 ; 12 roots;- 6 inh.Sem., 1 Gz., 1 Ar.,
1 Cush., 3 unidn.
7 : 3 roots;- 2+ inh.Sem., 1 unidn.
6 : 13 roots 9 inh.Sem., 1 ^ush., 3 unidn.
5 : 8 roots;- 8 inh.Sem.
2f ! 16 roots:- 8 inh.Sem., 1 Gz., 1 Eu.,
1 Cush. , 2+ unidn.
3 : 28 roots:- 16 inh.Sem., 1 Ar., 2 Cush.,
9 unidn.
2 ; 2+8 roots:- 28 inh.Sem., 2 Ar., 2 other Sem
2 Eu., 2 Cush., 12 unidn.
1 : 102+ roots ;- 31 inh.Sem., 1 Gz., 2 Ar.,
1 other Sera., 3 Eu., 2+2+ unidn.
Total number of roots 280
Total identified 197 (70.33%)
Inherited Semitic 170 (60.7% of total)
(86.29% of identified total)
Cushitic 9 ( 3.2% of total)
( 5*3% of identified total)
Observations on the text analyses. The first observation 
that can be made on the overall text analysis statistics 
is that the figure for inherited Semitic roots is considerably 
higher than the figure obtained from the lexicon analysis;
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average 86.1;^ of identified total as against 72*86/.. In 
contrast, the figure for roots of Cushitic origin is 
noticeably smaller: 8.1/- of identified total as against 
12.16, . Moreover, the respective inherited Semitic and 
Cushitic figures in the text analyses are quite remark­
ably stable, regardless of the variations of date and 
subject matter of the material; they diverge from their 
mean no more than a little over 2, : inherited Semitic,
84*0?, 84.8, 89.19, 86.29; Cushitic: 9*63, 8.9, 8.44,
3.3. This suggests that the balance in composition of 
the lexicon has remained fairly stable in spite of the 
seemingly uncontrolled influx of European loans, for 
example.
Only a very small number of Cushitic items occurs with 
a frequency of over 1/200 and all these are at the lower 
end of the high frequency scale: Awfr. ,;dn. k&n and ,ar
are the only items found ftere with any degree of 
consistency. The majority of Cushitic items in the $ex£s 
occurs four times and less, ie. at most at a frequency of 
1/300. On the other hand, all the very high frequency 
roots (ie. occurring a total of at least 80 times - approx. 
1/100) are of inherited Semitic origin: A1 ~ bAl, n&-.
.ydh. A1K . hOn, and, nbr. ya, sSw/set, n£r, all of which 
may be broadly characterized as a having a specialized 
syntactic function in addition to lexical reference'*'.
fchen we turn to the other constituent elements of the 
lexicon, non-Ethiopian loans of various origins, only the 
obvious emerges from the text analyses. Simply, European 
loans are almost non-extstent in the oldest text (ChronlQue 
de Theodoros II) and the ’vernacular* text (Aaghafa Tdzzdta). 
increase in the more recent text (Ar’a.ya). and are the most
1. See above, p.
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prevalent in the journalistic text (Manan). Moreover, 
the relevant items in the first two texts are ecclesiastical 
ana of Greek origin: kdrdstiyan. papas. Arabic loans, 
on the other hand, do not show such a marked divergence 
from text to text in chronological sequence: Theodoros 
has six, nashafg Tdzzdta eight, Ar *aya sixteen and Manan 
six. The higher instance of Arabic loans in Ar * aya is 
mostly made up of items occurring only once or twice, like 
sahdn. ddst. fr£:n&n£a« tarik. alama, r.orade. arake. mSddf, 
etc. The most frequently occurring roots of Arabic origin 
in the texts are dr£ . tarik. slm (dslam). aSkSr. aynat. 
sa *at and /.orade.
The results of these analyses would, therefore, only 
seem to confirm the suspicion that an examination of any 
Amharic text will reveal, namely that the bulk of the 
basic, recurrent Amharic vocabulary is Semitic.
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CHAPTER III : MORPHOLOGICAL ASPECTS
The aim of this short chapter is to examine the 
morphological status of loan items, of whatever origin, 
in the Amharic lexicon and to discover whether such 
items are more prevalent in one morphological category 
than in another. The first step in an investigation 
of this kind is to establish what the primary morpho­
logical category of a root actually is. Of course, 
in the majority of cases this presents no problem at 
all. A simple root, like dnnat. wd£§a. S&r&ka. or lole, 
which is not a derivative in paradigmatic relationship 
to any other primary item, can be nothing other than a 
noun. However, the identification of the fundamental 
category of a root with a wider morphological spectrum, 
with both verbal and nominal extensions for example, 
may not be so simple. It is a basic feature of Semitic 
languages (and of Amharic no less than of other, more 
‘orthodox* Semitic languages) that, with the exception 
of a number of primary, specifically nominal roots, the 
root in its consonantal skeleton form1 is morphologically 
neutral; morphologic ad category is imparted by means 
of internal vowel patterning and affixes. Thus, the 
Semitic Ethiopian root ngs is neither verbal nor nominal 
as it stands; the category and function of the verb is 
indicated by the patterning n-S-^g-&-s-&. for example, 
whilst the nominal category and function is provided by 
the patterning n-d-g-u-s. another by ma-n-g-a-s-t« and sd on.
1. Eor the purposes of this investigation it is not 
necessary or, indeed, relevant to consider the status
of vowels as inherent elements in the Proto-Semitic 
root alongside the traditional, purely consonantal 
conception thereof.
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The rendering of ngs by 'be king1, as, for example, has 
been done in the previous chapter, is topically no more 
than conventional shorthand, though not without some 
justification. It is a feature of Semitic languages to 
be 'verbocentric*, that is to have as the simplest 
realization of a root a verbal form'*'. Thus, to take the 
example of ngs, the simplest expression of this root is 
na/oms& 'be king', or of wAl it is wala 'spend the day’, 
wtA watta 'come out', besides respective nominal forms 
like no?;us 'king', dlat 'day', or 'outside'. It is,
of course, this simple verbal pattern which is traditionally 
chosen to represent the root as, for example, the main 
entry in the dictionary, even when such a simple verb 
form is not extant. The same development is also applied 
in the formation of what may be called denominative verbs, 
whereby a verb is formed out of a primary nominal root;
thus, bfjrr&.ya ~ bgrhyyS constructed on a repatterned bry
2
(or bryft) created out of the noun bgre 'ox', or ,hbi£.yyh 
from gabS.ya 'market', or rahnaSSS from m&n§ 'winnowing pan*. 
Indeed, the process 4s still very much active in Amharic, 
so much so as to be able to extrapolate suitable consonantal 
skeletons from recent European loanwords and form regular 
verbal patterns from them: farram a from firma 'signature*,
komm&k£ from komik 'clown', m£zz8k& from muzika 'music',
3 *“ ■
and so on . These are obvious examples, readily analysed 
in terms of the category of the underlying loan item, but 
they may serve to illustrate the point when we turn to
1. This notion of 'verbocentricity' is based here chiefly on 
practical observations in the dictionary.
2. The radical % has been extrapolated out of the palatal 
vowel e of the noun; as ^ rarely occurs in Amharic verbs 
as a final radical, but more usually in -A verbs (with lost 
final radical y), the curtailed quadriliteral bryfl has also 
arisen; so, roo, gby& and mnsfl.
3. See R.Cowley, 'A and B verbal stem-type in Amharic',
JES, VII,1, p. 1-lh; see especially the list of verbs on 
p. 6.
v Wevaluating Cushitic roots like c,,r. tk s or Awk as 
fundamentally nominal or verbal, within the terms of 
a descriptive analysis of Amharic this is a somewhat 
otiose and unnecessary question. However, as the concern 
of this investigation is to examine the relative 
proportions of nominal and verbal roots amongst the loan 
items in the Amharic lexicon, we must be able to 
identify the primary morphological category of such items 
oefore integration into the regular Amharic morphological 
system took place. The category of cognate items in the 
source language(s) can be instructive here'L. Thus,
Awk 'know* is relatable to purely verbal forms: Kem. ax-.
# y
S.Agaw aq-. Som. oq-: cgr 'be difficult1 and tk s
'be warm', on the other hand, and probably better connected 
with nominal forms: Kem. ddkdr 'hunger', etc., and 
kem. tdxdza 'smoke', respectively.
The problem is to some extent further alleviated from
the Amharic side by clues from the morphology of the
items themselves. Thus, verbs following the type 13
pattern in Amharic can often be shown to be derived from
2
a noun, in other words are denominative verbs . This
can be demonstrated either by close semantic association
with the noun (as abbaba and ab&ba 'flower', or sSmmSnS
and sammane 'weaver'), or (what is more readily identifiable),
because the verb has carried over some specifically
nominal element or feature of a nominal pattern from the
base noun. Thus, manasSa from m&ns 'winnowing pan* (Gz./scy ).
1. In the case of many items, cognate forms can only be 
drawn from the modern representatives of the original source 
language(s) - this is, of course, the case with Cushitic 
items from an older level of borrowing.
2. The function of the verb stem with medial radical gemination 
in Semitic as a whole is complex and varied. In addition to 
intensive, plurative and causative functions, this stem 
occurs throughout Semitic In a denominative sense, as here
in Amharic. See Kyder, The 1-stem in Western Semitic.
The Hague, 1974, p. 50-3.
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awwctgS from awa^ ' ’proclamation' (Gz./Cwd). tarrata from
tdrrit 'invitation' (Amh./trA, Gz. tr.v). zabbana from
zabaflha 'guard' (Amh./zab). The same denominal derivation
might lie behind c£Ur,£ra 'be difficult' if it is formed
on a noun +td^dr (Kera. ddkdr. Bil. td, dra. S.Agaw tdkri) >
cdg(g)dr . This denominal function of the type B pattern
can, therefore, be a valuable aid in identifying the
2
primary morphological category of such loan roots .
Of course, this argument is only required in those
instances where a verb cannot be readily reco0nized as
a usual Amharic denominative, as sana^a from sanga
'castrated animal', sa.a3galla from Sdmagdlle 'old man',
wdammana from dammana 'cloud', danakk ara from dSnkoro 
'deaf', and so on.
Only the categories of noun and verb will be dealt with 
in this chapter, iarticles, ie. uninflected items, and 
pronouns and numerals will be discussed as a special 
category in the following chapter, Section
When we turn to the figures deduced from the list of 
loan roots gathered from the Vocabolario. as in the previous 
chapter, the main overall observation that can be made 
is that nou$s outnumber primary verbs in the proportion 
of 11.2 : 1 (ie. 88• nouns, 8.7% verbs, 2.9% other parts 
of speech). The very large proportion of nouns to verbs 
is not particularly surprising. It is a general tendency 
of lexical borrowing between languages that nouns are more 
readily accepted than verbs. This can be explained on the 
one hand by reference to the semantics involved, namely that 
a concrete object or defined abstract and its name is on
1. The vowel e of the S.kthiopian type B pattern ket(t)ala 
could also explain the £- here: *tef,gara > cag.,ara!
2. Significantly both c,sr and tkws are type B, whilst Awk 
is type A.
3. See p. 19& ff.
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the whole more easily borrowed than that of an action,
and, on the other hand, by the question of compatibility.
It is certainly the case with the various languages relevant
to this study of Amharic that noun morphology is
considerably simpler than that of verbs and, therefore,
it would be easier to accommodate a loan noun to the
indigenous morphological system than a loan verb. This
question of morphological compatibility is, I think,
particularly relevant in discussing Cushitic items in
Amharic and will be enlarged upon below'*’. A noun like
aoro 'chicken' from Cushitic, or gazeta 'newspaper' from
Italian, or m&rk&b 'ship' from Arabic, after adaptation
to Amharic phonetics, remains inflexionally stable in
Amharic morphology and the few paradigmatic changes that
the noun may undergo are confined to external prefixes
2
or suffixes, like ya-. -oc(c). etc. In the adoption 
of a verb, however, such as awwaka 'know' from Cushitic, 
or k&yyasS ’measure out' from Arabic, the degree of 
morphological adaptation required is far greater. Not 
only must a trlradical root be established (Awk and kys, 
respectively), but this root must conform to an extensive 
paradigm involving not only prefixes and suffixes, but 
also internal vowel patterning, consonant gemination and 
syllable reduplication^.
The largest incidence of loan verbs occurs amongst Arabic 
items in the Amharic lexicon. Out of the 7k Arabic roots 
occurring in the Vocabolario and Supplemento, 17 are primary 
verbs (approx. 23/). Amongst these are included b&yySdS
l.See p.£5(F.
2. Of course, this is not a universal feature of noun 
morphology, even within Semitic. In Arabic loan nouns 
receive new_broken plural patterns, cf. Egyptian Arabic 
film : 'aflam 'film(s)', duktur : dakatra 'doctor(s)A.
3. Of course, Amharic verb morphology is very similar to 
that of Arabic and other Semitic languages and Arabic items 
like qys O k y s ). c .,m (>Agm), trz, srf Q srf) t f yd. etc.,
are already formally suitable to fit into the Amharic pattern. 
This is not so much the case with Cushitic verb roots, as 
will be explained below.
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•weld’, tarrazS 'bind a book', kayy&sa 'measure out1,
abas&ara 'have confidence', sarrafa 'change money', kassaba
'win, earn', azzamS 'practise witchcraft', and so on.
The original Arabic forms are all immediately identifiable
with native Amharic verb root patterns and need only be
adapted to Amharic phonetics^.
Another morphological feature relevant to Arabic loans
in Amharic concerns the treatment of the Arabic feminine
ending (ta marbuta) on loan nouns. Out of 47 nouns with
2
this ending, as listed by Leslau , as many as 39 render 
it by -a, in accordance with the prepausal pronunciation 
in Arabic. Only in eight items is it rendered by -at 
and two of these, fotSt 'napkin' and kafiyat 'scale', 
also have variants in -a: fota, kSfjya. The other six 
a.yp&t 'skin bag', rawat ~ rgwat 'water-skin', aynSt 
'kind, sort', w&r&k&t 'paper', kaflat 'caravan', and 
waket 'ounce'^. The presence of -St. reflecting as it 
does more the orthography than the current, prepausal 
pronunciation of Arabic, in warak&t and aynat might be 
explained if these two items are seen as 'learned' or 
bookish loans, but this explanation cannot be so easily 
applied to the other items in -J[t.
Amongst roots borrowed from other non-Ethiopian Semitic
l±
languages only four primary verb roots can be identified . 
However, as the overall numbers involved are markedly 
lower than is the case with Arabic loans, the relative
1. The Arabic source forms here are bayada. tarraza. qayyasa. 
'abSara. sarrafa. kasaba and cazama. respectively.
2. See Leslau, 'Arabic loanwords in Amharic', BSOAS, XIX, 
p. 221-244•
3. It is not, I think, certain that this last item is a 
loan from Arabic; certainly it occurs already in Ge'ez
and would seem to be formally rather removed from Ar. ’awqjya.
4. This excludes instances like kds, mlk and Gz. ht»•   ■ V .—  J
where an apparently indigenous root has been influenced 
in its semantics by a related Semitic form.
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proportion of verb roots to noun roots here is still
significantly higher than amongst Cushitic or European
loans: four out of a total of 26 - 15*^%* The four
roots in question are §0m 'fast*, sly ‘pray&, skd
•prostrate o.s,', and zmr 'sing psalms'. All three are,
of course, inherited through Ge'ez and belong to the
sphere of religious or quasi-religious vocabulary. As
is the case with the Arabic items, the root structure
of the original source forms is immediately compatible
with Ge'ez and Amharic patterns.
The picture presented by Cushitic items is, however,
completely different. Out of a total of 121 roots of
Cushitic origin only one can be considered indubitably
as a primary verb, bearing in mind the arguments put
forward above"*', namely Awk 'know', A number of roots
with a principally verbal expression in Amharic, like
Sgr and tkjs, is almost certainly of secondary, denominative
origin. Significantly, perhaps, Awk also occurs in
Ge'ez (cwk) as well as in other modern Semitic Ethiopian ■1I •
languages. The cognate forms of this root are fairly 
widespread in Cushitic and are all biradical: Kern. ax-.
S.Agaw aq-. Som. oq- , whilst the Semitic Ethiopian root 
has clearly been remodelled on the Semitic triradical 
pattern. This brings us to the question of root 
compatibility between Cushitic and Semitic Ethiopian.
The predominant verb root pattern in Agaw, v/hich of all the 
Cushitic language groups has almost certainly been the 
strongest and most persistent substratum in Amharic, is
1. See p.§t(f.
2. The Bilin verb 'ar'- and Khamir arc- 'know' are, there 
fore, probably not to be connected with the Kemant and
SiAgaw forms as suggested by Conti Rossini, La lan, ,ue des 
Kemant en Abyssinie. p. 162.
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monosyllabic, ie. of the structure (C)VC(C)-. Except 
for a few, highly interesting remnants of a more 
Semitic-like pattern of internal vowel alternation 
(ablaut) as a feature of verb inflexion1 , the verb 
stem in Agaw is invariable and contains a characteristic 
vowel, which is quite unlike the Semitic pattern.
For example, out of the 234 primary verb roots of inherited 
Agaw origin listed in the appendix of Hetzron's treatment
p
of the S.Agaw verb , 171 are monosyllabic ((C)VC(C)-) and 
63 are polysyllabic ((C)VC(C)VC(C)-). A similar 
predominance of monosyllabic over polysyllabic verb roots 
can be observed in other Agaw languages. In Kemant 
language material collected by myself there occur 78 
primary verb roots of Inherited Agaw origin with a 
monosyllabic pattern as against 35 with a polysyllabic 
pattern. Moreover, the majority of these monosyllabic 
roots is biconsonantal (CVC-) and, as such, not readily 
compatible with the Semitic triradical and triconsonantal 
pattern (C-C-C-). This formal incompatibility could help 
to explain the markedly low incidence of primary verb 
roots of Cushitic origin in the Amharic lexicon as against 
the higher figures for Arabic and other Semitic loans, 
where root structures are readily compatible with the 
Amharic patterns.
There is, however, one special type of verb pattern, 
ultimately of Cushitic (and probably specifically Agaw) 
origin, which requires separate comment. The verbs in
1. See L.Cohen, 'Alternances vocaliques dans le systeme 
verbale couchitique et chamito-semitique1, in Actes du 
premier congres international de linguistique semitique 
et chamito-semitique. The Hague 1974, p. 40-o.
2. Hetzron, The verbal s.vstem of Southern Agaw. Los Angeles 
1969.
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question are the compound descriptives with al3 ’say’,
which occur throughout modern Semitic Ethiopian and in
the Agaw languages. It also seems likely that the present
Cushitic suffix conjugation derives from a similar
compounding of an invariable element with the inflecting
verb 'to say'^ , though the compounds as such do not
appear to occur outside Agaw. The pattern has become
productive in Amharic, forming compounds from inherited
Semitic roots, as sdbbdrr ala from sbr 'break.', or
2bdlldqc ala from bis (Gz. tSbalasa 'shine') . However, 
many of the initial elements of these compound descriptive 
verbs cannot be related to an existing verb root: 
dass ala 'be happy', zdrntn ala 'be quiet', kass ala 'be 
careful', kaff ala 'be high', bdkk ala 'appear suddenly'. 
They do, however, have direct formal cognates in Agaw:
Kem. das ,v~. khm. dis_lz» S.Agaw dess y-: Kem. sdm y-t 
Gil. sam : Kem. bdk y-. Khm. bak y-; etc.
Undoubtedly, many of these are straightforward loans from 
Agaw into Amharic. Others, however, are clearly Amharic 
extensions of the pattern, some of which have been taken 
into Agaw, as Kem. atSS y- 'sneeze', Khm. etls y- 
(Amh. dntds/dntds ala. Gz. f.ts). Indeed, the pattern is 
still productive in Agaw and is often used as a means of
adapting an Amharic loan to the Agaw verbal system, as
w
Kem. b&k aly- 'sprout', arad y- 'slaughter', s£kar y- 'get 
drunk', lama 'be prosperous’, tarn y- 1 taste good', 
sabab y- 'be narrow'. The decidedly onomatopoeic nature 
of many compounds occurring both in Amharic and Agaw, such
1. See Praetorius, Zur Grammatik der Galla-Sprache. berlin 
lo93, p. 159-60; also Hetzron, op.cit.. p. 72.
2. See Pi.Cohen, Pouvelles etudes d'ethioplen meridional, 
p. 2S6 ff.
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as bu ala 'bark1, dff ala 'blow', tuss ala 'hiss', makes 
it impossible and, indeed, rather futile to try and pin­
point one language or language group as the source of the 
item, Such items are best described as common Ethiopian 
rather than Cushitic, Semitic, or whatever. The same 
could even be said of items like bdkk ala 'pop up, appear 
suddenly', futt ala 'sip', where the sound of the invariable 
element could be thought of as describing or imitating 
the action. Here, however, we begin to enter the field 
of opinion rather than objective analysis. Whatever £he 
details of individual forms might be here, the morpho­
logical pattern of these compounds, and no small number 
of actual forms, are probably of Agaw origin. V.hat is 
more, if the invariable element and the inflecting verb 
'say' are treated together as one verb in this analysis, 
then they represent almost the sum total of Cushitic loan 
verbs in Amharic^, The figures still remain comparatively 
low, however, when viewed alongside those for loan verbs 
of Arabic origin, for example. This is not, of course, 
because the ala compounds are few in number themselves, 
but because the actual examples with widely distributed 
and formally satisfactory cognates in Agaw are not very 
numerous. Forms such as dSss ala. zdmm ala. etc., cited 
above, can be admitted as of Agaw origin, but others like 
kSss al& and futt alS are, I think, best left as
unidentified according to the principles established in
2
the previous chapter . Whilst the pattern is almost 
certainly of Agaw origin, it is not always possible to 
prove adequately enfimgh that individual forms are.
1. Though, of course, the inflecting verbal part of the 
compound in Amharic, as in the other Semitic Ethiopian 
languages, is of Semitic origin.
2. See p. 6*3 ff .
Amongst European loans in Amharic only nominal roots
appear and such verbal forms as occur are clearly
aenorainal, being of the type B pattern'1': dannasa 'dance
(English or French dance). farrama (sign' (Italian firma)
itomm&ka 'clown' (English comic or French comique). and 
so on.
I. See Cowley, on.cit.. p. 2, "denominative stems and 
neologisms appear all to be type B".
too
CHAPTER IV : SEMANTIC FIELDS
In this chapter I propose to examine in detail a number 
of specific semantic fields. In each section a separate 
semantic field will be discussed first as a whole, from 
the point of view of the respective statistics of 
inherited Semitic and loan items and any extra-linguistic 
inferences that may be drawn therefrom, and secondly 
with regard to individual items representing each field, 
which will be examined in some detail.
The notion of semantic field, like much of semantics, 
lacks the precision of definition of the levels of 
functional linguistics. A semantic field may be broadly 
defined as a conceptual sphere. The individual lexical 
items which can be grouped under a given semantic field 
will, however, differ from language to language. To 
this extent a semantic field is not as readily or as 
clearly definable as the functional units of language. 
Nevertheless, the concept is a useful and valid one in 
a study of this kind. Certain areas of the lexicon are 
bOund to be more vulnerable to borrowing and innovation, 
as they reflect the cultural sensitivity of their referents, 
than others. It is precisely for this reason that the 
division of the lexicon into semantic fields and the 
comparison of the retention rate statistics of each field 
have such value in a study of this kind. A comparative 
afialysis of phonology and morphology may reveal the genetic 
position of the language and its position vis-a-vis its 
cognate languages, but a comparative lexical study can
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provide not only finer details of linguistic connexions 
and contacts, but also indications of extra-linguistic
factors.
The semantic fields for this study were chosen in 
order to provide a reasonably wide spectrum of culturally 
'specific* and'non-specific 1 vocabulary. Four fairly 
wide fields were selected: (i) 'man', (ii) 'the domestic 
environment', (iii) 'the natural environment', (iv)
'social organization', and one more 'field' closely 
involved with morphology, encompassing pronouns, numerals 
and particles ((v) 'grammatical items'). This last 
'field' has been included to provide a lexical link with 
morphological analyses such as Hetzron's1 . Each of these 
broad fields is then further subdivided into more specific 
sections; for example, the semantic field 'man' has three 
subdivisions, (a) general, (b) kinship terms, and 
(c) parts of the body. These four broad semantic fields 
range from what could be expected to be a conservative 
area of the lexicon ('man') to the areas of social 
organization and domestic environment, more sensitive to 
borrowing and innovation. The field of natural environment 
has been included because it is in part delimited and 
defined by the particular geographical context in which 
the language is spoken. The latter is a particularly 
important consideration when one bears in mind the presumed 
Asiatic origin of Semitic speech in Ethiopia. The more 
'conservative' fields may be assumed to give an indication 
of the maximal retention of inherited Semitic lexical 
stock, whilst the more innovatory fields will be especially 
valuable in providing clues to cultural influences and
1. Hetzron, Ethiopian Semitic. Manchester 1972.
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pressures exerted from outside the language community.
Thus, the inherited Semitic and loa.nword composition of 
tnese areas of the lexicon can be an important guide to 
extra-lin0uistic developments in the Amharic language 
area, lor example, it comes as no surprise that much 
of the specific flora and fauna vocabulary of Amharic 
is of non-Semitic, Cushitic origin'1'. On the other hand, 
the influence of Arabic is strongly felt in the fields 
of commerce and warfare*1.
An important theoretical concept throughout this 
discussion is the notion of 'basic* vocabulary. The 
concept of vocabulary as polarized into two groups,
'cultural1 and 'non-cultural', or 'basic' and 'non-basic', 
is by no means a new idea^. At one end of the scale 
are items whose referents are considered to be nearly 
universal and most resistant to innovation and replacement.
At the other end are those whose referents are specific 
to the cultural environment and which are, therefore, 
susceptible to innovation and replacement in accordance 
with developments in the society in which the language is 
spoken. The recognition of different levels of the 
lexicon subject to different rates of change led to the 
composition of 'basic' word-lists, representing the most 
conservative and stable area of vocabulary. These are 
typically used in glottochronology as test samples from 
which a means of dating language development has been 
derived. Whatever the merits or otherwise of this application 
of the concept of 'basic' vocabulary, the recognition of 
these two broadly identifiable poles of the lexicon cannot,
I believe, be seriously objected to. There is not, of
1. See p. 163 ff.
2. See p. ff.
3. See Hymes, 'Lexicostatistics so far', Current Anthropology. 
P« *t-5.
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course, a sharp dichotomy between the two; they are merely 
indications of trend and not absolutes. The individual 
lexical constituents of •basic1 vocabulary necessarily 
differ from one language area to another. Thus, it need 
hardly be said that whilst an item 'sea' might be assigned 
to the •basic1 vocabulary of coastal dwellers, it would 
be ridiculous to insist on such an item amongst the 'basic1 
vocabulary of desert dwellers. Rather than define 
individual items like 'sea1, ’horse', 'father1, or whatever, 
as 'basic' vocabulary, it would seem more advisable to 
deal only with semantic fields at this level. These are 
less specific than individual items and more applicable 
to the notion of universality, upon which the concept of 
'basic' vocabulary is partly built, and it is this contention 
that lies behind the choice of semantic fields used in 
this discussion. Thus, one might reasonably expect to 
include kinship terms, parts of the body, certain natural 
phenomena, etc., though not necestarily individual items 
from these fields, amongst universal 'basic' vocabulary. 
Specific plant or animal names, kinship terms dependent 
on the particular social organization of the language 
community, and so on are, on the other hand, 'non-basic'. 
Throughout the discussions that follow I shall use this 
concept of 'basic' vocabulary in dealing with inherited 
Semitic and loanword proportions from semantic field to 
semantic field.
The distribution of specific lexical items, whether of 
inherited Semitic ori0in or not, can provide valuable 
insight into the classification and, more especially, the
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interaction of various Semitic Ethiopian languages amongst 
themselves. Whilst lexical isoglosses might not necessarily 
be indicative of genetic groupings, they may often provide 
tangible clues to former geographical contiguity. Lexical 
criteria are, of course, not the first means that should 
be used in classification work, precisely because of the 
vulnerability of the lexicon to change and outside 
influence as described in the preceeding paragraphs. 
Nevertheless, a few important lexical isoglosses exist 
which seem broadly to coincide with those established on 
morphological evidence^. Perhaps the most interesting of 
these concern a probable North - South Ithiopian dichotomy. 
Most prominent amongst these are those instances where 
S.Ethiopian as a whole preserves a Semitic root absent 
from N.Ethiopian: exx. *wzc (Amh. wazza) •sweat*,
*cfr (Amh. afSr) 'dust*, *hbb (Amh. dbab) *snake*,
*tlc (Amh. tdl) 'worm1, *mty (Amh. mSSe) 'when', *f-t 
(Amh. fit) 'face*. There are also instances where 
S.Ethiopian as a whole shares a different root patterning 
or development from N.Ethiopian: exx. hamat as masculine
'father-in-law' with a re-formation +hamati as its feminine
• mmmmrnm ■■ ■
counterpart (N.Eth. ham(u). hamat); mds 'husband' and 
*mdsit 'wife' as against N.Eth. bd *si and bd *sit:
+k^dlali- 'kidney' as against N.Eth. kWdlit (Gz.Tna), 
kdlkdl'ot (Te.); *kdl* e ♦ 'twenty', formed on the 
common root kl' 'two', as against N.Eth. cdsra. cdsra: 
cam + na 'last year' from the common Semitic Ethiopian 
root °am 'year'; S.Eth. +ddbr 'forest' but N.Eth. dabr 
'mountain'; S.Eth. +kani£ 'right' from the Semitic Ethiopian 
root knc 'be straight', but N.Eth. yaman (Gz.Tna), man (Te.);
1. ie. those drawn up by Hetzron, op.cit.
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S.Eth. ‘grind' but N.Eth. .f§h; also probably to be
included here is S.Eth. gabs 'barley' but N.Eth. sagSm. 
sdgam. if indeed the S.Ethiopian form does represent a 
peculiar metathesis^. In addition to these Semitic 
roots and patterns common to S.Ethiopian only, there is 
a small number of non-Se/nitic loan items which occur 
throughout S.Ethiopian but not in N.Ethiopian:
*zd/Sht + an (Aah. zatafi) 'nine', % / tarS/aka (Amh. paraka)2 
'moon', a 'dibat 'knee', kur-at etc., 'crow', arnabat 
(Amh. andabat) 'tongue', *s/tdA£- 'calf'. In each of these
li
cases, with the probable exception of 'crow' , N.Ethiopian 
preserves the inherited Semitic root. Of course,none of 
these in itself is necessarily proof of a genetic division 
between North and South Ethiopian, but they are interesting 
and, indeed, relevant in the light of the morphological 
isoglosses distinguishing the three northern languages 
from the rest of Semitic Ethiopian. The geographical 
contiguity, at the present or in former times, of the 
languages concerned could explain many of these examples, 
particularly the common £.Ethiopian non-Semitic items.
For example, the original source of andabat. etc., is 
almost certainly to be sought amongst the East Cushitic 
languages, the likely earlier distribution of which was 
probably restricted to the Rift Valley area of south and 
south-east Ethiopia, and so in an appropriate location 
for the centre of diffusion of such a loan throughout 
S.Ethiopian.
1. See below, p.137.
2. The inherited Semitic item is maintained throughout
S.Ethiopian in the restricted sense of 'month' (Amh. war).
3. This item does in fact occur in Tigrinya, but with the 
sense of 'strength', which is also covered by many of the 
S.Ethiopian terms, and, as such, is probably an amharicism. 
i+. Uz. k*a°. Tna. kvax. Te. kdwac have an onoraatpoeic feel 
about them and have close formal cognates in some of the 
Agaw languages.
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Within o.Ethiopian there are several lexical isoglosses 
connecting Amharic with other members of what Metzron has 
called "Transversal South Ethiopic"\ ie. Amharic, Argobba, 
Harari and East aurage. Often Jafat, and sometimes other 
Gurage languages, especially Soddo, are included in these 
isoglosses. Gafat, etc., does not belong to the same 
supposed subgroup pf S.Ethiopian as Amharic, but has for 
a long period been contiguous with Amharic and under its 
influence. Examples of these locally restricted items, 
including non-Semitic loans, are akdst ’aunt’ (Amh.Arg.riar. 
Oaf.), cdn 'thigh' (Amh.Arg.Har.Gaf. Wl. Ch.), ge 'country, 
place, town1 (Amh.Arg.Har.SI.Wl.Z.Gaf.Sod.), riz 'beard' 
(Amh.Arg.Gaf.Z.), wdSSa 'dog' (Amh.Arg.Gaf.Sod.), zaf 'tree' 
(Amh.Arg.Har.Gaf, dffufiit 'viper' (Amh.Har.Sl.Wl.Z.).
Finally, it should be mentioned that Amharic, occasionally 
together with other contiguous S.Ethiopian languages, 
often shares a lexical isogloss with Tigrinya, thereby 
cutting across alleged genetic boundaries. This is 
particularly prevalent in the semantic field of social 
organization, a likely explanation for which is not hard 
to find. The speakers of Amharic and Tigrinya are the 
direct inheritors of the Ge'ez, Axumite cultural tradition 
and consequently have long shared in their cultural 
development. This is to some extent reflected in specifically 
'cultural' vocabulary. Furthermore, ever since the 
expansion of the Amhara and the subsequent reduction of 
of the belt of Agaw across the central highlands, Amharic 
and Tigrinya have been geographically contiguous. Aside 
from terms inherited from Ge'ez, Amharic and Tigrinya share
1. hetzron, op.cit.. p. 36.
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the following social terms: alaka : halaxa 'head, superior',
ua~na 'judge', geta : gvayta 'lord', gorabet : gV>arabet
'neighbour', katama 'town', saffata 'revolt', ddha : ddxa
'poor', wattaddar : wSttdhaddar 'soldier', dabtara in the
sense of 'lay priest'^. Some of these might simply be
loans from Amharic into Tigrinya, as, for example, the
form of dafifia suggests. Others could equally well be
common developments. Examples from other semantic fields
where Amharic and Tigrinya share a common form, loan or
development of an inherited root, are: set : sSbayti
w'woman', dnnat : 'dnno 'mother', danKoro : dank aro 'deaf', 
gdra : adraw 'left (handed)', malas : mSlhas 'tongue', 
icambgr 'yoke', wafr&fro : wa£o£o 'kid, he-goat', the pattern 
dnkulal : 'dnkulalih 'egg' beside 'dnkokho. etc. , 
bokka : b&x>ce 'ferment' beside Gz. bdh'a. Soha : SoxS 
'shout' perhaps for +§wh, aSSwa : haSawa ilsand', 
d&njcd.va : dan>;walla 'stone, rock', Kdn : 'dn - gdn 'but'.
Some of these occur throughout S.Ethiopian or in some 
other S.Ethiopian languages besides Amharic, but are all 
found only in Tigrinya from among N.Ethiopian. Again, 
some are probably loans from Amharic into Tigrinya, or 
vice-versa, rather than common developments.
The receptiveness of the lexicon to change and outside 
influence, more perhaps than any other level of linguistic 
analysis, means that this kind of lexical isogloss cannot 
be employed alone in language classification. The 
importance of these isoglosses lies in outlining geographical 
and/or cultural language areas, as demonstrated, for example, 
by the Tigrinya-Amharic or Amharic-Gurage isoglosses.
1. Gz. dSbtara means 'tabernacle' and is thus closer to the 
sense of the original Gk. dlphtherai.
2. Tna. also has 'dnk ale dho.
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Only in the case of those Semitic root isoglosses 
distinguishing S.Ethiopian from h.Ethiopian does it 
appear that lexical evidence can be directly correlated 
with morphologically established groups. The few 
examples relevant to the case of "Transversal South 
Ethiopic" are obscured by contacts with other S.Ethiopian 
languages like Gafat and Soddo. Lexical evidence for 
subgroups not involving Amharic has not, of course, been 
studied here.
Each of the five semantic field sections will begin 
with a discussion on the overall field arising from the 
details of individual lexical items that follow. This 
discussion will take the form of statistics of inherited 
as against borrowed items, any structural patterns that 
can be identified, any extra-linguistic observations that 
can be made, and so on. This will be followed in each 
section by a more detailed etymological discussion of the 
individual lexical items involved. Only in a closed set 
like kinship terms, numerals or perhaps parts of the body, 
can the list of items be anything like complete. Elsewhere 
the list of items is intended to be no more than representative 
of the semantic field. For this purpose, therefore, only 
the most 'obvious* items were chosen, Those items with 
some particularly relevant or interesting contribution 
to the history of Amharic are discussed in full with 
detailed etymological analysis. Other more straightforward 
items need only be labelled as inherited Semitic, Cushitic, 
or whatever.
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I ihe semantic field 'man*
The three subdivisions grouped under this heading are 
a) general terms, b) kinship terms, and c) parts of the 
body. In the case of kinship terms, we are dealing with 
a relatively small set of items'*' which is closely structured 
and in which all members are interrelated in a system, 
so that the loss or replacement of one item in that 
system may affect the whole. For example, the Amharic 
terms a^KQt ’uncle' and akdst ’aunt1, both of non-Semitic 
origin, do not replace single lexemes, but phrases in 
common Semitic Ethiopian, as Gz. *dhwS 'dmm ’mother’s 
brother’, 'dhta *ab 'father's sister', etc. It i6, 
incidentally, interesting to note here that a similar 
restructuring also occurs amongst the numerals, where 
Amh. si 'thousand', probably of Agaw origin, replaces the 
phrase 'ten hundred', as Gz. cas£rtu md1t •
An interesting morphological feature of kinship terras 
in Amharic, as a system, is the suffix -at. common to 
several items in this field^. This suffix is most likely 
related to the external plural formative -at, occurring 
in Ge'ez, Tigrinya and Tigre, and in Amharic as -aSS- in 
certain plural pronouns. Possible support for this view 
that -at in certain kinship terms is identical with the 
plural formative occurs in other S.Ethiopian items like
51.11. ah.ot 'father*, Ch. adot 'mother', Har. indog 'woman',
51.11. dndac 'woman', all of which contain a suffix 
clearly connected with the plural formative *-ot(i) ~ -at(i). 
though used on singular nouns. Of course, these suffixes
1. 13 kinship terms are discussed here.
2. Semitic 'In has acquired the meaning 'ten thousand' in
Semitic Ethiopian, cf. Gz, 'dlf.
3. abbat. dnnat, a.vat: in amat ~ am a 5 and ad rat. however, 
the suffix eat is of a different origin, being originally
a feminine formative.
have lost their plural connotation in these items and the 
ordinary plural formative is added as on any other noun: 
abbatoS(c). dnnatoc(c). ayatoc(c). etc. It can only 
be conjectured why an (originally) plural formative became 
attached to these items, but the most likely explanation 
would seem to be that the plural is being employed as a 
kind of honorific, as is still the case in the 'polite1 
forms in Amharic. Furthermore, the simple items 'ab and 
1dmm acquired specifically theological connotations, 
becoming pre-empted by that sphere, and, therefore, formally 
differentiated items might have been felt necessary in 
the simple kinship sense.
Of the 17 items discussed under the heading 'kinship', 
all but three are of Semitic origin: abbat 'father',
arnat ~ amac 'i n - l a w d t ,  'sister', bal 'husband', ldg 
'child', wallSag 'bear, beget', all have direct cognates 
throughout Semitic; 'betroth', a,,abba 'marry',
mbrat 'sister/daughter-in-law', mist 'wife', wSnddm(m) 
'brother', warsa 'brother-in-law' and possibly z&mad 
'relative* are all peculiarly Ethiopian developments of 
otherwise common Semitic roots. The three items of 
probable Cushitic origin are aggot 'uncle', akdst 'aunt', 
and dnnat 'mother'. A possible explanation for the take­
over of the first two of these has been made above. In 
connexion with dnnat it is interesting to note that Amharic
is not the only Semitic Ethiopian language that has a
2
non-Semitic terra for 'mother' .
In the field of parts of the body there is a somewhat 
higher percentage of non-semitic items - 26.6, , 16 items
1. The semantic range of these items is fairly wide; for
a full list see below, p . 11^ .
2. I'or a detailed discussion on this and all other items
in the preliminary sections to each semantic field see
the individual analyses that follow.
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out of a total of 60 studied here. Amongst the Semitic 
iteias are preserved most of the co-nmon Semitic terms^: 
af 'mouth', afdnSa 'nose', atdnt 'bone', ayn 'eye',
•hand', d&a 'blood', fit 'face', KurSro 'throat', hod 
'belly', kulallt 'kidney', ldbb 'heart', m&las 'tongue'
(/lhs 'lick'), ras 'head', sdbSt 'grey hair', §11 'foetus', 
sdnt 'urine', tdfdr 'nail', tat 'finger', wSzza 'sweat', 
and so on.
Of those items of non-Semitic origin dnbdrt 'navel'
and t§Uur 'hair' are particularly widespread throughout
2
Semitic Ethiopian, both N.Ethiopian and s.Ethiopian .
Common to s.Ethiopian only are andgb&t 'tongue', Samma
3 k'sole of the foot' , /;ulb£t 'knee' , .,unc 'cheek',
rlz 'beard'. The only item of Cushitic origin, besides
dnbdrt and ta,»<ur, which has a cognate in Ge'ez as well
as in modern W.Ethiopian and s.Ethiopian is samba 'lung'.
Two items in Amharic of Cushitic origin which have no
apparent cognates in the rest of Semitic Ethiopian are
5
,;oro ' ear ’ and ki J * anus' •
I do not think that any specific conclusion can be 
drawn from the relatively high percentage of non-Semitic 
items in the field of parts of the body, other than as 
an indication of the long and intimate symbiosis between 
Amharic (and Semitic Ethiopian) and Cushitic. If the 
concept and implications of 'basic* vocabulary are accepted, 
then the inclusion of so many loans in this particular
1. For these see Fronzaroli, 'Studi sul lessico cornune semiticoj 
II, l'uomo e 1 'eta', RANL, VIII.XIX, p. I8ff and p. 262ff.
2. Both of these items have at times been connected with forms 
occurring in other Semitic languages. For details see below.
3. Also meaning 'shoe' - probably a secondary development, 
if. Tna. gulbat is probably due to Amharic influence; the 
Tna. term for 'knee', bdrki. is inherited Semitic.
3. i erhaps Gz. kv;i.ys 'shin' is related; see below, p. 12.^ . .
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field must at least suggest that. The non-Semitic origin 
of these items is for the most part attributable to 
specific Cushitic languages or language groups - Agaw,
Sidamo, or Galla, for example.
a) general terms
arot:e 'old man* : Gz. *arSgawl ~ *ar&gay. Tna. ’aTa^lt^ .
- 2Har. raga. Old Amh. ar£,:e . Several
Semitic Ethiopian languages, including 
Amharic, also have a corresponding verb: Gz.Tna. *areL;a.
Amh.Arg. arSgga, S1.W1. rSge. The S.Ethiopian verbal forms 
are probably denominatives, which would explain the 
palatalization £ > £ from the % of the noun suffix taken as
final radical. The underlying form of the root is *r^. as
3
appears in the fl.Ethiopian verb forms. Brockelmann
connects this *rp; with Sem. *rk 'be long*, but this is
U 5doubtful . Cerulli , on the other hand, prefers a derivation 
from Cushitic, cf. Som. ra^ * remain.?, raga 'grow old', 
Saho-Afar rac 'endure*. It is not, of course, impossible 
that we are dealing with a root ultimately common to both 
Semitic and Cushitic and that one feay have influenced the 
other in the formal and semantic development of Sem.Eth. *rg. 
dnndst 'female* : Gz. ’andst. Tna. ’andst&.yti. Te. 'dsslt.
Arg. dndsSa, Har. dndsti. etc. Common 
Semitic
mot& 'die' : Gz.Tna. mota, etc. Common Semitic mwt.
set 'woman' : Tna. s&bayti. A feminine derivative from
s&b? 'man' (see following item). Amharic
1. Feminine in form but both masculine and feminine in meanin*.
2. Cohen, houvelles etudes d'ethiopien meridional, p. AA;
Ludolf (Lexicon, p. 57) also has ar&ge with palatalization.
3. brockelmann, Lexicon cyriacum. Halle 1928, p. **9.
A. See L.Cohen, lictionnalre des racines semitiques. Fasc.l,
Lh Haye,1970, p. 33.
5. Cerulli, Studl etioplcl I. Roma 1936, p. 268.
and Tigrinya appear to be the only Semitic Ethiopian 
languages which employ a feminine form of sSb* for 'woman'. 
Most of the other languages use a derivative of the 
root 'ns-t (see dnndst. above), or b*s-t (see mist, below). 
s&w 'man' : Gz. s&b*, Tna, sSb9ay (pi. sSb),
Te. sab 'people', Arg. su, Har. usu*. 
Gaf. sawwa, etc. An interesting 
speculation is whether Eth. s^b* might be connected with 
the South Arabian ethnic name sb * and common noun sb1 
'warrior'.
wand 'male' : Gz. wald 'son', Tna. waddl. Te. wad.
Arg. wand, Har. waldl. This is, of 
course, from the common Semitic root
wld 'beget'.
b) kinship terms
abbat 'father' : Gz.Te. *ab. Tna. *ab ~ »abbo. Arg. aw.
— w
Har. aw, Gaf. ab a . etc. Common Semitic
'b. A similar root also occurs amongst
the Cushitic languages: Bil. abbS, Kern, aba, Galla abba, etc
and is most probably a common Hamito-Semitic root.
acSa 'betroth' : Gz. hazSyS 'share, give a bride gift',
Tna. hasSya. Te. hassa, Gaf. aSa 'marry' 
Semitic, cf. Ar. ha§§a 'fall as a share' 
Heb. hasa 'share, divide'.
agabba 'marry' : Gaf. atgibbji, Ch. a^ap am. Literally
'bring in'; the root gb1 'enter' occurs 
throughout Semitic Ethiopian and in 
Ar* £aba* a . ESA. gb'.
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a., ,ot ’uncle’ : Tna. *akko , Har. kaka. This item is of
Cushitic origin; for Amh., cf. Bil. a&, 
Khm.S.Agaw for the other Semitic
Ethiopian forms a slightly better formal cognate occurs in 
ualla akKQ akkaitayu ’grandmother', Sid. akako 'old1. 
Amharic makes no distinction between maternal and paternal
relationships, as are made elsewhere in Semitic Ethiopian:
_ _ yv w
Te. hal : 'ab(u), Har. kaka : izer. Gaf. amm a.ya : dstabb a.
South Arg. abo- : ami-.
akdst 'aunt' : South Arg. akista. Har. dxista,
Gaf. akkdst. Reinisch's derivation1
from something along the lines of
hhm. ig zin 'uncle's sister' is not totally convincing.
It is not impossible that this item should be related to
a similar form as that underlying the term for 'uncle';
in this connexion note also Gimira akes 'grandparent*.
Again Amharic makes no distinction between maternal and
paternal relationships, but: Tna. hatdnno : * ammo.
w
Har. dxista : anna, Gaf. akndst : astim ita, and so on.
2
amat ~ ama! : Gz.Te. hamat 'mother-in-law', Tna.
■ ■ "■ i ■■'■■■ ' • immm •
hamat ’mother/daughter-in-law', Har.
hamat 'mother-in-law', hamaSi 'father-• — — —  9 • — — — — — —
in-law', Arg. haraac 'father-in-law', Ch. amat 'mother-in- 
law', amak^a 'father-in-law1, Ms.Sod.Wl. amac 'father-in- 
law', etc. The 6.Ethiopian forms for 'Jather-in-law' 
suggest a reconstruction *hamati, with -i perhaps formally 
analogous to the *-ati ~ -at plural suffix alternation.
The root is Semitic, cf. Ar. ham 'father-in-law', hamatw • ■■■■ 9 % ■■■■ m u
1. in lie Bilin-Sprache. Vol.2, Wien 1687, p. 19.
2. The dictionaries (Guidi, Baeteraan, Gankin) show a range of
overlapping meanings: amat 'raother/brother/son/daughter-in-law';
amac 'father/brother/sister/daughter-in-law'. See Tubiana,
•Les noms de parent! en amharique’,GLECS,VI,1951-4,p. 51:
'la confusion peut s'expliquer par 1'occurrence de deux formes,
l'une gueze hamat (devenue normalement amat en amharique)
"belle-mere"; "bru"(lillm. 77), 1 'autre amh. amac, connue deja
de lillm. comme "child or parent-in-law".'.
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'mother-in-law'. The simple form of the root occurs in
Semitic Ethiopian chiefly in N.Eth., cf. Gz.Te. ham.
w
Tna. harnu. but note also Gaf. am a.• —— — • '
ayat 'grandparent' : A possible derivation of this item,
which appears to have no formal cognates
elsewhere in Sem.Eth. is from cabiy
Gz.'great' + the suffix -at discussed above. A similar 
semantic development can be ohserved in Tna. 'adda cabbay 
'grandmother', lit. 'great mother', or perhaps in Te. 'abcdb
'grandfather', in which -c5b might derive from the root cby.
iNote also Khm. xay abba 'grandfather' and xay eft a 'grand­
mother', where xay is the adjective 'great'. Amongst the 
other Semitic Ethiopian languages a composite form is used:
W W f*Gaf. yab 'a ab a 'grandfather', Tna. 'abbo hagRQ. 'adda abbay. 
A sex distinction is made in some languages: Arg. baba :
mm W W W
imahal, Har. bab : umma. Gaf. yab a ab a : dm itSta. In 
connexion with the last form note also Gondare Amh. dmmita 
'grandparent' and dm(m)it 'great-grandparent'. 
dnnat 'mother' : Tna. 'anno. Har. inay 'lady, matron'.
iraetorius^ derives this from Gz. 'dmm 
and hence common Semitic j^ m. Whilst 
the development m > n is not unknown in Semitic Ethiopian, 
the typical environment for such a change immediately before 
a dental is absent here. There do, however, exist satis­
factory formal and semantic cognates in Cushitic:
Saho-Afar ina 'mother', Khm. efia ~ iAt, Semitic j^ m is
preserved elsewhere in Sem.Eth.: Gz. 1dmm. Te. 'dm. Arg. dm.
w
Gaf. dm it and, of course, in Amh. dmmabet 'mistress', 
wanddm On) 'brother' and the vocatives dmma ~ dmamma „ dmmaye.
1. ^raetorius, lie amharische Sprache. p. 59 and p. li+3; 
see also Ullendorff, The Semitic languages of Ethiopia, p. 96.
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Other modern Sem.Eth. languages also have probable non-Semitic
items for 'mother': Tna. ’adda. Ch. adot. Knn.End. adod.
S1.W1. dndSt.
dt 'sister' : Gz. *dht. Tna. hawti1 . Te. hdt.
Arg. dhdd. Har. dhit. Old Amh. hd t^.
Common Semitic ’h-t. 
bal 'husband' : Gz.Tna.Te. bacal 'master, husband',
Gaf. bal. Common Semitic bcl . The other 
Sem.Eth. languages use the same item 
as 'man': Tna. sab’ay. Gz. bd *si. ;nd t. Te. bd ’ds. or 'lord' 
as Har. aboS. Some of the S.Eth. languages have a special
item, Ch. rads, Arg. mis. a masculine counterpart of
3
Amh. mist .
ldg 'child' : Gz. ldd in the phlrase lddfi bet 'slave
born into a household (Gk. olkogenes)'.
Har. li&i. Sl.Wl.Arg. ldg. Ch. arc,
M. . y d Enn.End. etc. This is from the common Semitic
root wld 'beget'; for the particular nominal derivation 
pattern with this sense note Akk. lldu 'bastard'. Sex 
distinction is made in Amharic by compounding, but some of 
the other Sem.Eth. languages have separate lexemes: Har. liT,! 
kahat, C&. clrc : garad. Tna. v/Sridl : g^al. Gz. wald : walStt. 
Ludolf^ records a corresponding feminine ld£dt - ld*;it for 
Amharic, which also occurs occasionally in modern Amharic. 
mdrat 'sister/daughter-in-law' : Gz. marcat 'sister-in-law',
Tna.Te. mSrcat 'bride'. The root is 
rcw . cf. Ar. urcuwa 'yoke of oxen',
Heb. reca 'friend', raca 'join, befriend'.
1. A secondary development from masculine haw.
2. Ludolf, Lexicon, p. if8•
3. See below under mist.
/f. Ludolf, op. cit.. p. l+.
it?
mist - mdst ’wife' : Har. misti, Arg.Z. rndst« iM.Ch.Sod. mdlst;
N.Eth. cognates have initial b- :
Gz. bd 'sit 'woman1. Among the S.Eth. 
languages Harari, Argobba, and C&ha have corresponding 
masculine forms: Har. mi5 'fellow', Arg. mis 'husband',
Ch. mds, to which Gz. bd *51 'man' and Te. bd *ds 'husband' 
may be compared. For the b : m alternation Cohen‘S suggests 
interference in S.Ethiopian from Gz. mdt 'man, husband'.
However, sporadic instances of a b : m alternation do occur
2 ~~
elsewhere in Amharic . The palatalization s > s in some
of the S.Eth. forms could have been conditioned by the 
following i : mdsit > mdS(d)t: those S.Eth. forms without 
palatalization may have arisen from a metathesized form 
*misdt > mist. mdst. The Eth. root b*s (Gz. bd 'sa 'be harsh, 
bad') is common Semitic. For the semantic development from 
'be bad, strong' to 'man' compare Heb. geber 'man' and 
gabar 'be strong'.
wSnddm(m) 'brother': Te. wSd 'dm beside hu 'brother*.
This item is a compound of w§nd 'male, 
son' and -dm(m) 'mother', a bound morph
3
in Amharic . The inherited Semitic item for 'brother' 
occurs elsewhere in Sem.Eth., but is lost in Amharic:
Gz» -LikLi Tna. haw. Te. hu, Har. dh, Arg. ah. This might 
perhaps have been because of the inherent phonetic weakness 
of the resultant form which would have been +d_ in Amharic.
S.Ethiopian languages other than Harari and Argobba, which 
preserve the inherited Semitic term, use a variety of forms: 
K<Vapha . Gaf. ala, etc.
1. Cohen, Nouvelles etudes d'ethiopien meridional, p. 421.
2. See Lraetorius, Lie amharische Sprache. p. 58; Cohen, 
Etudes d'ethiopien meridional, p. 367ff; Ullenaorff,
The . emitic languages of Ethiopia, p. 101-2.
3. See above, p. 115".
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warsa 'brother/sister-in-law' : the derivation of this
item from Lth. wrs ’inherit' and thence 
common Semitic wri. would appear to 
reflect the custom of levirate.
c) parts of the body
af 'mouth’ : Gz.Tna.Te. *af. Har.Arg. af, etc.
Common Semitic.
afOnca 'nose' : Gz. ’anf, Hamasen Tna. *anfi, Te. 'andf.
 5 * w 1
Har. uf, Gaf. af a . etc. iraetorius
rightly explains Amh. afdnSa as a
metathesis of anf + -dc(c)a. Common Semitic.
ammama 'hurt'
amot 'bile'
andgbat 'tongue'
Sora. °arrab. Sid. 
w
ang Si ' brain'
angat 'neck'
This item has been connected with Sera, hnq ~ °nq :
Gz* 'stran0le', Amh. annaka, Ar. cunq 'neck', Iieb. canaq
'necklace'. This does not seem unlikely, allowing for an
1. Praetorius, lie amharische Sprache. p. 94-
2. ibid.. p. ?2. Note also Old Amh. hangat (Ludolf.Lexicon.p. 6).
: Gz. hammg 'be sick', Tna. hamamM.
Te. hamraa. Common Semitic hmm 'be hot,• ■■■■ ■ • 1 1,1,1
feverish'.
: Gz.Tna. hamot. Gaf. amotS. Z. amut, etc.
Semitic, cf. Ar. huma 'venom', Heb. h$ma, 
Akk. imtu.
: Har. arrat. M.Sod. allgmSt. Ch. anakat.
S1.V.1.Z. aramat. etc. This item is of 
East Cushitic origin, cf. Galla arraba. 
arrabo. Saho anrab, etc.
: Tna. hang^al. Te. han;,al. Har. hangulla.
Arg. an£^£l. Cushitic, cf. Saho-Afar
whangal. Bil. hang al. Som. hangulla.
: Te. 'anggt. Har. angat. Arg. an; ad:
note also Tna. hngt in tahangStS 
'to strap round the neck and shoulders'.
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unpredictable shift of k to £.
angat 'innards' : Gaf. anzata, Ch.M.Ms. anzat, Sod. anzatt
Old Amh. hanzat^. This has been derived^
from g z . hams 'uterus'^ (ie. from some- • ■ 1
thing like +hams + &y t). The expected development of such a
form would be +ansat in Amharic, but a voicing of s to z
in this position would not be inconceivable. The root hms
is of Semitic origin, cf. neb. homes 'belly'.
ar 'faeces' : Tna. har*i, Te. hard *. M.Ch.Sod. ara.
a —4
Semitic, cf. Ar. hur*. Heb. h ri .* .  —  —  * .  ”
atdnt 'bone* : Gz. cazm, Tna. casmi, har. at, Arg. hatdm,
uaf. asmVJa . etc. The Amharic is the only 
form to have a suffix -J;; this probably 
originates from the plural, cf. Gz. ,aczdmt. ie. collective/ 
plural used as singular, cf. tat 'finger', below. Common 
Semitic f.jm.
ayn 'eye' i Gz.Te, cayn, Tna. cayni. Har.Sl.Al.Z. In,
Arg.Ch. en, Gaf. ina, etc. Common Semitic
izn-
Ogdr 'foot' : Gz. *dgr. Tna. *dgri. Te. ’dgdr.
Har. igir ~ ingir. Arg. ingir, Gaf. dg^ra. 
etc. Semitic, cf. Lamina Ar. and Palestinian
Ar* "iar.
dg 'hand' : Gz. *dd. Tna. ’id. Te. *dde. Har. l7<±.
Arg.Sl.Y.l. dng. etc. The palatalization 
in S.Ethiopian is probably due to the 
form 'dde. occurring in Ge'ez before pronoun suffixes.
Common Semitic £d.
1. Ludolf, Lexicon, p. 6; also Littmann, 'Altamharisches Glossar',
RSO, XX, p. 484.
2. Reinisch, Lie Billn-Sprache. Vol.2, p. 36; also Guidi, 
Vocabolario. col. 469.
3. See dms, below.
4. See Cohen, Essai comparatif sur le vocabulaire et la 
phonetjoue du chamito-semitlque. Paris 1969, np. 134.
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dnbdrt 'navel' : Gz. hdnbdrt. Tna. hdmbdrti, Te. hdmbdr.
Har. hamburti, Arg. dnbdrt, etc. This 
item is probably of Cushitic origin, 
cf. Som. aunQur. Galla hanftura. Saho hindub hanaub; 
the Agaw languages have what is probably a related form,
Kem. g&nb&ra. Cuuara igumbera, etc., which was borrowed into 
Gafat as , ;umbdrS and Gondare Amharic as gdmbdra. The 
underlying form of the other Sem.Eth. forms is +hdnbdr + (t>)» 
to which the last Cushitic forms in particular may be 
compared. It has been suggested that the Sem.Eth. forms 
might be related to Ar. nabra 'excrescence' Or to Heb. tabbur 
'navel'. The Cushitic forms, however, would seem to provide 
better formal fits.
dms 'vagina' : Gz. hams. Common Semitic, cf. Heb. hf^mes
'belly', Akk. emSu, etc. 
dnba ~ dnb 'tear' : Gz. *anbdc , Tna. ndbcat. Te. *dnbdc .
Har. dbi'. Arg. dmbi. Gaf. dmbwa t etc. 
Common Semitic nbc 'flow, gush forth'. 
dwwdr 'blind' : Gz.Tna.Te. cdwur. Arg. dv.v/ur, Gaf.
dwwurS. etc. Common Semitic cwr. 
c amnia 'sole of the foot' : M.Sod.Wl. §amraa. From Agaw,
specifically S.Agaw qammi; other Agaw 
forms are Bil. sanfi, Kem. Samba,
Khm. saba, etc.♦ ■■■■ ■— *
Sdn 'thigh' : Arg.Gaf. cdri 'thigh', Wl. Sdn 'back*,
Har. <pdn 'waist',and probably also 
Ch. kin ~ k *ln 'behind'. There have 
been several attempts at the etymology of this item from
Praetorius1 , who sought to derive it from Gz. sdnt 'rib',
2
to Wajnberg , who proposed Gz. £dsn 'lap' as its origin,
1. iraetorius, Bie amharische Sprache. p. 95.
2. Wajnberg, 'Dualreste und Lualspuren im Neuabessinischen',
PO, XIII, p. 20.
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w
and Cohen , who suggested a connexion with Gz. k 'drnac
'elbow1. All three are unlikely on phonetic grounds
alone. In the light of Ch. kin and the fairly wide but
consistent semantic range of the Semitic Ethiopian
cognates, one wonders whether kdn > cdji might be connected
^ *
with the root knc 'be straight' •
dam 'blood' : so throughout Sem.Eth. Common Semitic.
dankoro 'deaf' : Tna. dSnk^aro, Ch. tankV’arra: probably
to be connected with Gz. ddnkdw,
Har.SI. aonka. Gaf. ddnku-, etc.
Cushitic, cf. Galla donko 'stupid', Alaba donka, Khm.
uonq er, perhaps also Som. dogon 'fool' and the common
w 0 w 3
Agaw term for 'donkey', Bil. ddq ara, Ktoa. ddg ara. etc .
fit 'face' : Har. fit. Arg. fid, Ch.E.Gy. yift.
SI.Wl. lift, Z. dfit. etc. Common 
Semitic, cf. Akk. putu 'forehead',
Heb. pe*a 'corner, side (esp. of the head)', Soq. flo
' forehead'.
w U
/.ubbat 'liver' i M. Sod .hi. gdbb ot. Praetorius related
this to Semitic kbd via +gub(bJ§d + _t,
which is conceivable allowing for the
unpredictable voicing of k to £, b\jt see hod, below.
pulbSt 'knee' : Har. gdllb. Gaf .Arg. M. Ms. Go. Sod. Z. gulbat.
Ch.E. £^urb§t, etc. All the S.Eth.
forms, except Har. gdlib. can be derived
+ w 5from a common & dibat: the item does nofc occur in N.Eth .
Cushitic, cf. Bil.Khm. girb. Kem. gdrbi. Bembiya gulbe;
also occurring in E.Cushitic, cf. Saho-Afar gulub, Som. gilib.
1. Cohen, Essai comparatif sur le vocabulaire et la phonetique
du chamito-semitique. no. 162; also Etudes d'ethiopien meridional. 
P. 109.
2. See below, under kafi.
3. Cohen, 'Une denomination commune de l'ane et de la surdite en 
chamito-semitique', GLECS, VI, p. 13-16.
A. . raetorius, Die amharische Sprache. p. 85, where he cites 
Ludolf's gubbad.
5. Tna. g-ulbSt in the sense of 'strength' is probably an 
amharicism.
nz
Galla gilba. Qabena ^ulublta, Sid. uliSSo. There have 
been attempts to connect the S.Ethiopian item to Semitic 
roots, gib and M b 1 , but in the light of the Cushitic 
forms with close formal and semantic fit, these etymologies 
may be discounted.
, ;unc 'cheek* : Tna. gV'dnci. Har. j-un£i . Arg. gumbdc .
w 2Ch.E. k in£&. etc. Wajnberg suggests
this might be an old 'dual' of the
+ w
same root as seen in Gz. 'face ', ie. p: d(n)se.
Such a form would regularly result in Amh. gun$ and the
other S.Eth. forms, but this etymology does seem a little 
forced, especially since 'dual' forms in Semitic Ethiopian 
are all fossilized forms, the category 'dual' no longer 
being productive even at the earliest recorded stage of 
Semitic Ethiopian, and are in any case restricted to
3inherited Semitic forms, whilst ga§ is of Agaw origin .
On the other hand, possible cognates for gun$ t etc.,
are found in Sid. &a§§o 'chin', Qabena geSSa.
gdra 'left' : Tna. gdraw 'left-handed', Arg. £dra,
L
Har. gura 'weft' , Gaf. gdra. etc.
Cushitic, cf. Afar gura. Som. Kure.
Sid. /uracco. Kem. Kdri. Leslau's suggestions that sdra
should be related to Semitic ftrb 'west' seems less likely
than the Cushitic explanation.
;,uraro 'throat' : Gz. g^drce. Tna. g^drSro. /;Wdrgv'arit
'goitre', Te. gdrce . /;WSrSra. Gaf. ,.urara. 
Ch* g^drar. From common Semitic grc
0 m m
'swallow' and Fr&r 'throat', cf. Heb. Karp: rot. Akk. gag, uritu.
1. Praetorius, op.cit.. p. 67 and 72.
2. Wajnberg, op.cit., p. 19-23.
3. bil. iisi. Kem. £&s, Khm. gas.
4. See Leslau, An etymological*dictionary of Karari. Los
Angeles 1963,; P* 7k>
3. Leslau, Etude descriptive et comparative du Gafat. Paris 
1936, p. 203.
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goro 'ear' : occurring only in Amharic, the other
Sem.Eth. languages all preserve the
common Semitic item, Gz. *dzn t etc.
Amh. £oro is probably to be connected with Galla gurra.
1garba 'back' : Te. . ,urbat. Praetorius related Amh.
garba to Semitic dbr. There are, however, 
widespread Cushitic forms which can 
certainly explain the Tigre item and are more satisfactory 
in explaining the Amharic term: Bil. gurbat, khm. girba. 
Quara gibra. Som. garab 'shoulder-blade'.
hod 'belly* : Gz. kfibd 'liver', Tna, kabdi, Te. kSbdd.
liar, kud, Ch. xapt. etc. Common Semitic 
kbd. The Amharic term for 'liver' is 
gubb&t. which, as noted above, may be a variant development 
from the same original root.
kulalit 'kidney' : Gz.Tna. kv>dlit. Te. kdlkdl’ot.
Har. kula.y, Arg, kulla.y. Gaf. kullalit.
2
etc.; note also Old Amh. hdlalit .
All the S.Ethiopian forms may be derived from a partially
+ wreduplicated stem k dlali-. Common Semi.tic kly.
W f
kdnd 'forearm' : Gz.Tna. k drna^. Har. kuru*. Arg. kdrra.
Gaf. kdnda. Ch.Gy. xdn&. SI. kdri. etc. 
Amharic also has the item kdrn 'elbow' 
which is apparently from the same root, but does not exhibit
3
the usual development rn > nd. Guidi records older forms of
this item, kdrna (HC^ : , 71CT6*.) f which suggest, perhaps, the
w cdirect influence of Gz. k drna . On the other hand, kdnd 
is the regular development of *kdrndc . Common Semitic krc . 
cf. Ar. kurac 'foot', etc.
1. Praetorius, lie araharische Sprache. p. 86, 9^.
2. Ludolf, Lexicon, p. 47.
3. Guidi, Vocabolario amarico-italiano. col. 527.
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kSnfar 'lip' : Gz.Tna. kanfgr. Te. kamf&r, etc. It
is somewhat difficult to decide whether 
this is to be connected with Moroccan 
Arabic kafura ~ xanfora * groin* or Agaw, Bil. kanfar.
uara kanpar. Kern, k&mfar 'lip*^. The latter could, of 
course, be taken from Semitic Ethiopian.
kula ’testicles' : Old Amh. kwdlha. This is almost certainly
of Semitic origin and to be compared 
with Mehri qali 'egg', 3heri qahalft.
Soq. aehelihen: note also Maghrebi Ar. qalwa (pi. qlawi)
-f Yi’
'testicle'. The same Sem.Eth. root, k lh appears in 
Amh. dnfrulal 'egg'^.
nintar 'clitoris': Tna. kdnt&r. Te. k^njirfit, Har. kdn$dr,
etc. Semitic, cf. Datina Ar. qantar.
Soq. ganjtar. The same item also occurs 
in E.Cushitic: Som. kfntlr. Galla kintir. etc. 
frail 'right' : Arg. k&fifla, Gaf. kdn, Har. k&fllt 'warp'^,
Ch. kSna, etc. An adjective of the 
pattern qatil from the Seip.Eth. root 
knc 'be straight' (Tna, k&nce , Amh. franna), which is 
probably to be connected with Ar. qnc 'satisfy', ESA tqnc.
anus' : Praetorius*f connects this with Gz. kwi.vs ~
k^ ‘js 'shin', which may well be so, 
though the semantics are a little 
awkward. In any case, the ultimate origin of this item is 
almost certainly Agaw, cf. Bil. qjt * git. Kem. i:dt.
Khm. xuda 'anus'; note also Galla huddu 'anus', Som. god 
'circumcised member'^.
1. See Cohen, Essai comparatif sur le vocabulaire et la 
phonetigue du chamito-semitlque, no. 177.
2. See below, p. 11+3 .
3. Leslau, An etymological dictionary of Harari, p. 127; 
cf. Har, gura 'weft' and Amh. /:dra 'left'.
4- Praetorius, Die amharische Sprache. p. frfr.
3* Cohen, op.cit.. no. 170.
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ldbb ’heart' : Gz. ldbb, Tna. ldbbi, Te. ldb, etc.
Common Semitic. 
malas ~ mdlas 'tongue' : Tna. m&lhas. Arg. malas, Gaf.
rndlasa. Old Har. malhasan. Ethiopian 
and common Semitic root Ihs 'lick'.
The other S.Ethiopian languages use items related to 
Amh. andabat, of Cushitic origin.
mdrak 'saliva' : Gz. mdrak, Tna.Te. mdrrak, Har. mdrak,
Arg. mdrac . Ch. dmbak/S, etc. The root 
is wrk (Gz. 'spit'), of common Semitic
mmmmm #
origin, cf. Heb. .vrq.
nafs 'soul' : Gz. nafs, Tna.Har. nSfsi, etc. Common
Semitic npS.
ras 'head' : Gz. rd *s. Tna. rd *si. Te. ra'as.
Heir. urus. Mote that Amh. ras derives 
from a qatal pattern, like Te. ra'as; 
the element drs- in the 3rd person pronouns^, on the other 
hand, points to rd's. as in the other Sera.Eth. languages. 
riz 'beard' : Arg. ariz. Gaf. drlz. Z. areda. The
Amh.,Arg., and Gaf. forms are taken
from something like Tembaro areza.
whereas the Z. item probably comes from Galla areda, or
Sid. Sreda^ .
samba 'lung' : Gz.Tna. s&obuc . Te. s&nbd0 , Ch. samb^a,
etc. Cushitic, probably Agaw, cf.
Bil. sSnbi, Kem. sfimba. S.Agaw sambi; 
but note also Galla somba. Som. sambab.
sdr 'nerve'J : Gz. sdrw. Tna. sur ~ sdr. Te.Har. sdr,
Arg. sdred. Gaf. sdret. etc. Common
1. See below, p.191*. .
2._See Cerulli, Studi Etlopjci II. Roma 1938, p. 190, under
ereda: 'l'amarico ha riz. che ha conservato 1 'ultima radicale
z gia passata in d nel Sidamo e nel Galla'.
3. Also meaning 'root' in Amharic, as in some, but not all of 
the other Semitic Ethiopian languages.
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Semitic, cf. Ar. surra 'umbilical cord', Heb. sor 'nerve, 
muscle1, Aram, seryana 'pulse', etc. This Semitic root is 
probably a variant of SrS 'root'; the two meanings 'nerve' 
and 'root' have, for the most part, been collapsed in Sem.
Eth. under the one root, srw.
SdbSt 'grey hair' : Gz. sibat. Tna. sibat ~ §dbat. Te. sib,
Har. sibat. etc. Common Semitic, syb. 
Araharic has formed the denominative 
verb sgbbgtS in place of the original verb root form, as in 
Gz. sebS.
Sil 'foetus' : Gz. eftyl. Tna. Sdlat 'afterbirth',
Te. sdlet. Common Semitic 61*, Cf.
Ar. sala. Heb. Silya. etc.
SSnna ~ sanna 'urinate* (n. §dnt) : Gz. senS, sdnt,
Tna. Sana. Sdnti. Common Semitic :Lyn.
t§ffa 'spit, vomit' : Gz.Te. tSf*a. Tna. tSf*e. Gaf. taffS,
Ch. tHfam. etc. Several S.Ethiopian
languages, including Amharic, have a
descriptive compound derivative with the verb 'to say':
Har. tuf baya. Arg. dntdf ala. Amh. dntdff ala. Z. tdfun bala.
0
etc. Common Semitic, cf. Ar. taffa. Aram, t pap. Similar 
forms also occur in Cushitic1.
tdnfaS 'breath' : Tna. tdnfas, Har. tdmfaS. From the
2
Sem.Eth. root nfs (Semitic npS) . 
tanfta 'sleep' : Har. fie*a. Arg. tehfia. Ch.Gy. ndyam.
SI. age. Z. ifii, Enn. ne’a, etc., and 
probably also Tna. nahaya 'be tired of'. 
Amharic treats the t as a radical except in the derived 
noun mSfiSita (bet) 'bedroom'. The other cognates clearly
1. See Cohen, Essai comgaratif sur le vocabulalre et la 
phonetlque du chamito-semitique. no. 319*
2. See nafs 'soul', above, p.tZS^  , and nafas 1 wind9, below,
P. 161 .
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show that the underlying root form is nhy or *nyh (hence 
the palatalization to 8 in some S .Eth. languages).
Praetorius^ connected Sem.Eth. nhy (Gz. tanahayS ’confess 
sins' ?) with Ar. whn 'be weak, exhausted* via a biradical 
nominal with the stem *hin~. This seems a little contrived, 
but is, perhaps, not impossible. The other K.Ethiopian 
languages show a variety of roots: Gz. nwrn, skb, Te. skb,
Tna. skb. dks; of these nwa and skb have numerous common 
Semitic cognates.
tdfOr 'nail' : Gz. §df£> 'rna* Te* ^dfdr.
Bar. tifir. Arg. 5uffdr. Gaf. sdfra. 
etc. Common Semitic ^pr. 
tS^ur 'hair* : Gz. sagjr, Tna. sSgVi, Te. S&gdr,
Har. §igar, Arg. SagSr. Baf. sd^ara.
etc. It is, perhaps, an interesting
point that Amh. shares the qatl vocalization with N.Eth.,
whilst all the other S.Eth. languages have the pattern
■4“ 2
oital ( sdj|r). This item has been connected with 
Sem. scr . but a closer formal cognate occurs in Cushitic:
0 0  0 v • w 3cf. Som. dogor. Saho tagar, ail. sdg dr .
tdrs * tooth* : Gz. zdrs 'molar*. Semitic, cf. Ar.
oirs. All the other sem.Eth. languages 
preserve the Semitic item for 'tooth',
cf. uz. sdnn.
tat 'finger' : Gz. ,asbact. Tna. ^sabdf., Te. cdbclt.
Har. atabififia. Arg. tad, Gaf. §ata,
Ch. atebSit). etc. The Amh.,Arg., and 
Gaf. forms may all be derived from *^ >abcat, cf. Old Am. sa'at\  
which, like the Te. form, does not show the initial ^  of the 
remaining Sem.Eth. forms. Common Semitic 'sbc .
1. Praetorius, 'Beitr&ge zur athiopischen Grammatik und 
Etymologic', BA, I, p. Z*3.
2. Brockelmann, Grundriss der vergleichenden Grammatik der 
semitischen Sprachen. Vol.l, p. 169, 239.
3. See Cerulli, Studi Etloplci I. p.
Ludolf, Lexicon, p. 97.
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Jut 'breast' : Gz.Te. tab, Tna. tub, Har. tot, Arg. tut,
Gaf. tuwwa, Ch. tu, etc. Only the Arah., 
Har., and Arg. forms have a -Jt suffix: 
*tdbt. Semitic, cf. Ar. Jiby 'udder, teat'.
wazza 'sweat'(vb) : Har. awaza * a, Ch.Lnn.Gy. awzasa-, etc.;
Amh. v/az (n), Har. wuzi*. Gaf. wuza,
Ch. wuzat. This common Semitic root 
(wh0) does not occur in N.Ethiopian. Another Amharic 
item with the same meaning is lab (n), alabS (vb), to 
which Tna. lahbat may be compared; cf. Sem. lhb 'burn, 
be parched'.
II The semantic field 'the domestic environment'
The subdivisions under this heading are a) agricultural 
activities and implements, b) crops, c) domestic animals, 
d) food and its preparation, and e) the house. In the 
field of agricultural terminology we are dealing with an 
area of the lexicon which is likely to be susceptible to 
linguistic borrowing and innovation in direct response 
to cultural borrowing and innovation. The basic methods 
and processes of agriculture, like ploughing, spwing, 
reaping, milling and the names of the commoner domestic 
animals may be regarded in the context of the relevant 
ecological area as being culturally so non-dpecific as 
to be classifiable in lexical terms as 'basic*. It may, 
therefore, be reasonably assumed that the corresponding 
lexical items are not typically subject to ready borrowing 
and replacement. This is in contrast to more specific
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items, like the names of local crops, domestic animals, 
certain specialized tools, and so on. Ahen we turn, then, 
to these areas of the Amharic lexicon, we find that whilst 
the 'basic' vocabulary is mainly of inherited Semitic 
origin, there is a considerable number of non-Semitic terms 
amongst crop and animal names. In historical terms this 
can be interpreted as evidence that the objects of agri­
culture in Ethiopia ewe not a little to the indigenous, 
non-Semi tic population. Indeed, it appears^- that the 
Ethiopian plateau and surrounding areas were a centre of 
plant domestication and dispersal from an early period,
2
long before the earliest conjectured arrival of the Semites . 
Crops such as fref (poa abyssinica), nug (guizotia abyssinica) 
were domesticated locally, whilst others like wheat (sdnde),
barley (ggbs). finger millet (da,;ussa). and flax (talba)
3
seem to have reached Ethiopia early on . The names of 
many of these cereals are of non-Semitic origin, most 
probably from Agaw. An exception to this is barley (gSbs). 
which may be Semitic. The term for wheat (sdnde) is 
probably of Cushitic origin, though perhaps only as the 
contamination of an original Semitic form. Of course, this 
does not mean to say that the crop itself was unknown to 
the incoming Semites. Other crop names like atSr 'pea', 
bakela 'bean', mdssdr 'lentil', barb&re 'chilli pepper', etc., 
are loans from outside Ethiopia, mostly either from or 
through the medium of Arabic.
Amongst the names of domestic animals we find b&re 'ox', 
dabal 'kid', fgras 'horse', gdmSl 'camel', gdlgal 'young
1. See Gamst, The emant: a pagan-hebraic peasantry of Ethiopia.
New York 1969* p. 11-12; also Simoons, 'Economic prehistory of 
Ethiopia', in Eapers in African prehistory, ed. Eage and Oliver, 
Cambridge 1970, p. 12h ff.
2. ie. 1st millennium B.C.
3. Conti Eossini, La storia d'Etlopia. Bergamo 1928, p. 106 
attributes the introduction of 'molte piante utili specialmente 
per Idaliraentazione' to the South Arabians, but see Gamst, op.cit.« 
and Simoons, op.cit.
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animal', lam 'cow' and kabt 'cattle’ of inherited Semitic 
origin, whilst items like ahdyya 'donkey', ddmmSt 'cat', 
doro 'chicken', fdygl 'goat', wdsSa 'dog', and probably 
bag 'sheep' and baklo 'mule* ate of non-Semitic origin^.
Of these only the last two, b§U and bgklo, have cognates 
distributed throughout Semitic Ethiopian; doro and ddmmat 
are common to N.Ethiopian and Amharic; wdssa and fdyal 
are common to Amharic and neighbouring S.Ethiopian languages 
(Argobba and Gafat); ahdyya. at the other end of the scale, 
occurs only in Amharic and has no other cognates in Semitic 
Ethiopian. In the case of these restricted loans we are 
probably dealing with localized items and, indeed, the
2
likely source languages are identifiable in each instance • 
When we examine these items in other Semitic Ethiopian 
languages we find a wide array of forms from various 
sources, including local Cushitic languages (Har. adurru 
'cat' from Galla; liar. buSl 'dog' also from Galla; Gaf. 
kuttS 'chicken' from Sidarao, and so on), and inherited 
Semitic not preserved in Amharic (Tna. kalbi 'dog';
Har. tay 'goat').
In the field of food terras etc., the following items are 
of clear Semitic origin: ayb 'cheese', drat 'evening meal',
bdrz 'honeyed water', bsl 'be cooked, ripe', doket 'flour',
wk rs 'break bread', mar 'honey', mdsa 'midday meal', drgo 
(/rgA) 'yoghurt', and frdre 'fresh, raw', irobably also of 
inherited Semitic origin are bokka 'ferment', f&lla 'boil', 
kdbe 'butter', masob 'basket table', rad tad 'griddle', tbs 
'fry', and wat 'stew', though the precise derivation of
1. Ar. ba,*.l 'mule' is a loan from Sem.Eth.; see below, p.llfO.
2. doro (Saho-Afar), ddmmat (Agaw), v;d§sa (Sidarao), fdyal (Agaw), 
ahd.yya (Saho-Afar, probably).
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these items is not clear and likely Semitic cognates are 
of weak formal and/or semantic fit. Perhaps more than in 
the other areas of the lexicon discussed here, food terms 
are subject to borrowing and influence from outside as 
fashions fluctuate and trade introduces new food crops.
Thus, the names for all the typical spices, drd. barbare» 
zdn^dbdl. etc., table equipment like Cabana 'coffee pot', 
fdn&al 'coffee cup', sahan 'plate1, ddst 'cooking pot', 
sukka 'fork', etc., and fruits like muz 'banana' and lomi 
'lime', not to mention more recent introductions, are all 
loans mostly from or through the agency of Arabic.
Probable Cushitic contributions to food terminology in
Amharic are basso 'roasted barley flour', coma 'fatty meat*,
w v
c&w 'salt', k anta 'dried meat', sdro 'chickpea paste',
Sdmbdra 'chickpeas', and probably also dn&Sra 'bread', 
talla 'beer' and 'honey wine'.
Of the names of the parts of the house etc., for which a
satisfactory etymology can be established, the majority is 
inherited Semitic. These Semitic items are typically names 
of the most basic and 'primitive' architectural features, 
like atdr 'fence', b&rr 'door, gate', bet 'house', 
'gateway'', mSndar 'village', kddan 'thatch*, mdsaso 'centre 
pole', and probably also mddd&fia 'hearth'. The greater 
part of the names of other parts of the house etc., like
W wg ada» tar a, waJLta, gulldcSa. and constructional features 
like uOtara, gdmb, kab, etc., remain unidentified as to 
origin. The few readily identifiable Cushitic items here 
are gddgddda 'wattle and daub wall', Jjtof 'loft, high shelf', 
&o£o 'straw hut*. More advanced and sophisticated terms
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like dSrb 'upper story', fok 'storeyed building', daraga
'staircase', drkan idem, etc., are of Arabic origin.
in the field of the domestic environment, therefore,
there is a relatively high proportion of non-Semitic
loan material (25 items out of a total of 93 - 26.9%)»
all of which consist of names of specific animals (seven
items), plants (nine items), or foodstuffs (nine items).
To these may be added the three architectural terms noted
above. Perhaps the most fundamental observation that can
be made here and, incidentally also in the field of the
1
natural environment , is that broadly speaking general 
terms are inherited Semitic, but the specific and typically 
Ethiopian terms are of non-Semitic origin. Certain 
crops like sdnde. da^gussa, tSlba are known to have been 
cultivated in Ethiopia for a very long time and others 
like nu& and tef are particular native domestications.
The lexicon here directly reflects the cultnral contribution 
of the non-Semitic peoples of Ethiopia, No such clear 
pattern emerges from the names of domestic animals, many 
of which were certainly known both to the indigenous 
population and to the incoming Semites. The inherited 
Semitic names for some domestic animals which Amharic has 
replaced by Cushitic terms do survive elsewhere in Semitic 
Ethiopian: exx. Tna. kalbi 'dog', etc., Har. tay 'goat1, 
etc. Perhaps the only instance of a non-Semitic lexical 
item in Amharic and the other Semitic Ethiopian languages 
reflecting a possible indigenous origin of the animal itself 
is baklo 'mule'. The breeding of this domestic animal 
appears not to have been known to the Semites until a 
relatively late date^. At least, it does seem likely
1. See below, p. 1^0 .
2. See Hommel, Lie Namen der SSugethiere bei den sUdseinitischen 
VSikern, Leipzig 1579* p. 112 ff.
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that the mule was introduced into Arabia from across the 
Red Sea, as the evidence of Ar. ba*;l. a loan from Gz. blikl« 
suggests. All this contrasts directly with the situation 
in the field of general agricultural terms, all of which 
are of Semitic origin in Amharic. This would only seem 
to confirm, if indeed confirmation were necessary, that 
plough cultivation was practised by the incoming Semites, 
as it already was by the indigenous highland Cushites, the 
Agaws.
a) agricultural activities and implements
acSSda 'reap' : Gz.Tna. cag&d5. Gaf. a§§ada, Sod.
addad&m. The palatalization of the
medial radical in Amharic may have
arisen in the imperfect (yaca^(s)dd > yacdd), or the
gerundive (casido > aS(d)do). Common Semitic fdd.
allSba 'milk* : Gz.Tna. halSba, Te. halba. Har. halaba.
Arg. hallaba. etc. Common Semitic
hlb.
• m  "
arrama 'weed' : Har. har ami (n), Arg. harrSma, Ch. anamSm,
etc. *11 the S.Eth. forms go back to a 
B-type conjugation of hrm, which occurs 
in N.Eth. in the A-type conjugation, meaning ‘prohibit, be 
prohibited' (Gz. har&ma. etc.). Common Semitic hrm. 
arr&sa 'plough' : Gz.Tna. harasa, Te. harsa, Har. harasa,
Arg. harrasa. etc. Common Semitic hr£. 
bSijLkala 'sprout' : Gz. bakW&la« Tna. bSx^'ala. Te. bMkla.
Har. bakala. etc. Common Semitic bql,
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faSSa 'mill* : Gz. fasha ’break into pieces',
Tna. fassdhe 'grind', Har. faca.
Arg. faSca. Sl.Wl. faSe, etc.
The S.Eth. forms all appear to derive from a root 
beside N.Eth. £§h. Semitic, cf. Ar. fadda 'break open', 
fadaiia 'expose', Heb. pas ah 'crush', pas a 'split', etc. 
kaSca 'mow' : Gz.Tna. kasaya. Sl.Wl. koce.
Semitic, cf. Heb. qissa 'peel'. 
kSdda 'draw water': Gz.Te. kadha. Tna. k&dhe, Har. kadaha,
Arg. kadd&ha. etc. Semitic, cf.
Ar. qadaha 'bore', Heb. gadah. 
kambar 'yoke' : Tna.Arg. kambar. Gaf. it&mbara. and
probably also Gz. kamar 'iunctura 
trabium'. Possibly Semitic if the 
connexion made by Praetorius^ with Syr. qamra 'belt' is 
correct. The item also occurs in Cushitic, cf. Galla kambari. 
Sid. kainbara.
k&rr&ma 'fcleanJ : Gz.Tna. karSmS. Har. kSrma (n) 'wheat
stalk used in basket weaving', SI.
k&rme 'stubble' (Amh. karm. idem). 
Semitic, cf. Ar. qarama 'gnaw', qurma 'tree stump'. One is 
also tempted to suggest a connexion with the common Semitic 
root krm 'vineyard', etc.
mag 'upper grindstone' : Gz. madhe. Har. m§u£i. Ch. inaga.
SI. aS/l^e. etc. The root is dh^
(Gz. dahaya 'grind'), to which Heb. 
daha 'push, thrust' and Ar. daha 'spread' may be compared. 
man5 ~ maSdn 'winnowing basket' : Gz. masce , Tna. mSsce .
from the root scy. Semitic, cf. Ar. saca .
1. raetorius, Die amharische Sprache. p. 100.
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naf fa 'sieve1 : Gz.Tna. nafaya, Te.Har. naf a . etc.
The instrumental noun is wanfit in 
Amharic, which has cosnates throughout 
Sem.Eth: Gz. manfe, Tna. manfit. Har. wanfit. 2. wafit. etc. 
Semitic, cf. Heb. nip pa (vb), napa (n.). 
sallabg 'castrate1: Gz. salaba 'pull out', Tna. salaba
'castrate', Te. salba. Har. salaba. 
etc. Semitic, cf. Ar. salaba. 
takkalS 'plant' : Gz. t&kala. Tna. taxala. Te. takla,
Arg. tekkala, Sl.Wl. cehala. etc.
Formal cognates occur in Ar. takila
0
'trust', Aram, t kel: the semantic correlation between 
these and the Sem.Eth. item 'plant, fix' is weak but not
: Gz. ^gmadS, Tna. samada. Te. samda,
Har. tamada. Common Semitic dmd.
; Gz.Te. z^r*a. Tna. zar*e. Har. zar a *a . 
Ch. zanam. etc. Common Semitic li£l ~
: Tna.Te. cat§r ’chickpea', Har. atar 
'pea', Ch. atara 'bean', etc. This is 
almost certainly a loan from Aden 
Ar. uatar. The terra, however, also occurs in some Cushitic
2
languages: Kambatta atara. Galla atara. Khm. adir. Kem. azar .
1. It is, perhaps, interesting to note that the form of this 
root with final radical occurs outside Semitic Ethiopian 
only in ESA in the month name Hr'.
2. See Conti Rossini, La langue des Kemant en Abyssine.
p. 1*74- i''la variete qu'on a pu etudier dtans le nord d'Ethiopie 
est le cicer arietinum, et qui semble originaire du bassin 
oriental de la Mediterranee, d'ou il aurait ete importe dans 
le Yemen et en Abyssinie.".
inconceivable. 
tammadS 'yoke'(vb)
zarra 'sow'
b) crops 
atar 'pea'
dhdl 'grain' : Gz. IdkJL, Tna. ’dxli, Te. 'Okdl.
Har. dxi, Arg. dhdl. etc. Common 
Semitic, *kl 'eat'. 
a sat 'unripe grain': Gz. sawit. Tna. sawwit ~ Saw wit.
Te. 5 a wit. Har. aSita ~ aslta,
Arg. dsed. Gaf. dsSt. etc. The S . Eth.
*4*
forms all derive from say it. with attraction of w to ^ 
under the influence of the following i. The Sem.Eth. root 
is swy 'ripen' (Gz. sav.aya). which is to be connected with 
^r * Swy IV 'aptum fuit triticum ut confricaretur ad edendura* 
bakela 'bean' : Te.Wl.Z. bakela, Har. bakela. etc.
From Ar. baqila'. The Semitic root
bgl exists in Sem.Eth. (cf. bakkala 
'sprout'), but this nominal item is almost certainly an 
Arabic loan.
bun ~ bunna 'coffee* : so throughout Sem.Lth. and Cushitic
languages; a loan from Ar. bunn.
bSrbare 'chilli pepper* : Gz. b&rbare. papare. Tna.Te.Arg.
Wl.Z. barbSre. Har. barbari. etc.
The alternative Ge'ez form, papare.
looks like a direct loan from uk. peperi. whereas barbare
is probably from another source. won-Ethiopian Semitic
languages have pIp! ~ flfl. The form brbr occurs in Cushitic
whatever the immediate origin of b&rbare is, the ultimate
source is probably Indian, cf. Sanskrit pippala.
cat 'catha edulis': so throughout Semitic Ethiopian. This
• 1
item is undoubtedly related to Ar, gat 
of the same meaning. Since the plant 
itself appears to be of Ethiopian origin, it would seem 
reasonable to assume that the name is, too, and that Arabic 
has borrowed the term from Ethiopia. The item also occurs 
widely throughout Cushitic.
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da^ussa 'finder millet': Tna.Te. dagussa. Cushitic,
cf. Bil. dS^fisS, Khm. dausa, Quara 
dauSa, S.Agaw dagusi. Galla daguza
daguga, etc.
ddnndS ’potato' : Tna.Te. ddnndS, Har. dlnntESa,
Ch. ddniSa, etc. The name originally 
referred to the edible root Coleus 
tuberosus1 , but is now applied to the potato, Solanum 
tuberosum. From Galla dinnicSa 'the Galla potato, Coleus 
edulis ,c~.
gSbs 'barley' : Har. gus, Arg.Sod. gabs. Z. gSbds.
etc. This is generally^ regarded as 
a metathesized form of Gz. sagain.
Tna. sdgSm: ie. sdgam > +f'ain(a )e > t abs. Gz. s&gSm. etc., 
is probably of Semitic origin, cf. Soq. skfmoh 'grain of 
millet'•
mdssdr 'lentil' : Te. mdsdr ~ mansdr. Har. missir.
Arg.Gaf. mdssdr. Sod. mdssdra. etc.
A different root form occurs in 
Ge'ez and Tigrinya, bdrsdn. Both root patterns occur in 
Cushitic: Som. misir. Kambatta misira. etc., and Saho birsin, 
Khm. bissir. etc. With the marked exception of Tigre, the 
northern Ethiopian languages, Semitic and Cushitic, have the 
root in b-, which is not unlike Ar. bulsun. whilst the 
southern languages have the root in m-. The latter is 
formally closer to the probable ultimate origin of the 
root, Sanskrit masura. which might suggest a loan directly 
from some Indian source.
1. See Guidi, Vocabolario amarico-italiano. col. 6?6.
2. See Kooney, A glossary of Ethiopian plant names. Iublin 
1963, P*
3. iraetorius, L'ie amharische Sprache. p. 38; Cerulli,
Studi etlopici I. p. 251; Leslau, An etymological dictionary 
of Harari. p. 76.
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raaSdlla ’greater millet': Tna.Sod. maSdlla. Ch. maSara.
This is probably of Agav; origin, at 
least compatible forms occur there:
Bil. raasela. Khm. ma.vla. Kem. may la. Quara mila. S. Agaw 
mela.
w
nu;: 'guizotia abyssinica': Tna. nihu;: ~ ndg . Te. ndhiK ~
ndhdg/;. Cushitic and specifically
w #Agaw, perhaps: Bil. ldhdnr a . Quara
w * —
lc)ng a . Khra. nuwa. S.Agaw nugi, but note also Galla nugi.
Saho nehug.
sdnde 'wheat' : Gz. sdrnay. Tna. sdrna.y. Te. Sdrnay.
Har. sdrri 'wheat bread', Gaf. sdnda.
Ch. sdna. etc. It has been suggested^
that this is to be derived from the common Semitic root
scr . ie. via something like *sdcdrnay. However, slightly
better formal and semantic fits can be found throughout
2
Cushitic, as noted by Praetorius : Bill Slnray. Galla sinra,
Som. saren, Afar slrra. and probably even Beja seram.
This list almost certainly includes loans from Semitic
Ethiopian (Bilin, for example, is the only Agaw language
here; the others have a totally different item, eg. Kem. 
w
riz a ). but it cannot be ruled out that there might be
3
a common Hamito-Semitic item here .
sdmbdra ’chickpea': Tna.Te. sSbbSre 'type of pea - Lethyrus
sativus'. Har. Sumbura 'chickpea',
Ch. sdmbora. etc. Probably of Cushitic 
and specifically Galla (or Sidamo) origin: Galla Sumbura. 
Sid. sumbura: for the N.Eth. forms cf. Saho sabbare.
1. Lillmann, Lexicon lin/.uae aethiopicae  ^Lipsiae 1865, 
col. 260.
2. Praetorius, 'Beitrage zur Sthiopischen Grammatik und 
Ltyraologie', BA, I, p. 2i*.
3. See Cohen, Essai comparatif sur le vocabulaire et la 
ohonetloue du chainito-semitlque. no. 280.
Sankurt * onion* : Gz. sdfi^drd. Tna. §dgv‘arti. Har.
Sdnkurta, Arg. Sdnkurt. Old Amh. 
w 1sdng art , etc. The item also occurs 
w
widely throughout Cushitic. Gz. sag ard and hence all the 
other Ethiopian forms, Semitic and Cushitic, are a loan 
from Gk. sk6rdon 'garlic'.
talba *flax, linseed*: Gz. tdlbe ~ tcllbe ~ tdlabe ~ talabe
A loan from Agaw, cf. Kem. tdrba.
Khm. trba, etc.• ■ -■»i *
fref 'poa abyssinica1: Tna.Te. £af, Har. tafi, Arg. fref.
Ch. tafi. etc. Cushitic, probably 
Agaw, cf. Bil. taba. Khm. £ab ~ tab. 
Kem. taba. but also in Galla. tafi.
r r ' ' i '
and Saho-Afar dSfi. The dialect Arabic forms, Batina tahaf
2
frafraf 'Hyrica gale' and Hadrami tahaf quoted by Leslau are 
perhaps merely coincidences. The plant is apparently indi­
genous to Ethiopia and none of the Sem.Eth. forms show any 
trace of a medial laryngal, even where such might be 
expected.
c) domestic animals
ahdyya * donkey' : Tna. 'axdya beside 'ad/d. is possibly
a loan from Amharic. This item is 
almost certainly of Cushitic origin, 
though the only apparent cognate is Saho-Afar okalo. of 
the same meaning.
b&;; 'sheep* : Gz. b£ggdc . Tna. b&£gjc . Te. bdgguc.
Arg. baai. Gaf. bUg. A similar form 
occurs in Agaw, cf. Bil. ba&Ka. Kem.
1. Ludolf, Lexicon, p. 3
2. Leslau, An etymological dictionary of Harari. p. 132.
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ba, ;a. Khm, bega, which Conti Rossini1 regards as loans 
from Semitic Ethiopian. The usual Semitic terms far 
’sheep', I *. d*n. etc., are absent from Sem.Eth., whilst 
the wide distribution of the root bgc throughout Sem.Eth. 
in its turn might seem to suggest, if only on statistical 
grounds, a Semitic origin for this item,too. Indeed, 
it has been connected with Ar. ba&bafet 'bleeting', on 
the one hand, and other Hamito-Semitic forms like
■z
berber aba'u' ’kid, young sheep' , on the other. Other 
Sem.Eth. languages, however, use an item of clear Semitic 
origin: Har. fray. Ch. te, Sod atay. etc., to which Gz. tjili
'goat' (Sem. frly) may be compared.
b&klo 'mule' : Gz. bakl. Tna. baxli. Te. bSkal.
Har. bakSl, Arg. baklo. Gaf. bdSdla.
Ch. bukWrS. etc. This item is almost
certainly of Cushitic origin, cf. Bil. bakla. Khm. bikla.
fruara bela, Kem. hayla. Saho-Afar bakela. kabena b&kulata.* »
Som. baqal. Arabic ba&l is a loan from ue'ez . 
b5re 'ox' : Gz. bdcrawi ~ bdcray ~ bdfra, Tna.Te.
bdcray. Har. ba’ara ~ bara. Arg.Wl. bara. 
Ch. bora, etc. Interestingly, all the 
s.Eth. forms except Amharic can be derived from the pattern 
bdcra. whilst Amharic agrees with Tigre and Tigrinya in 
having the suffix -ay > -_e. Common Semitic bcr. 
dabal 'he-goat* : Gz.Tna. dabela, Te. dib§la, Har. dabay
'heifer'. Semitic, cf. Ar. dubl - dawbal 
'young ass', dawbal 'suckling pig'.
1. Conti Rossini, La lan,vue des Kemant en Abyssinie. p. 175.
2. billmann, op.cit.. col.5*+3*
3. Cohen, Essai comparatlf sur le vocabulaire et la phonetique 
dn chamito-semitique. no. 390.
4. See Noldeke, fleue beitrage zur semitlschen Sprachwissen- 
schaft. p. 58; also Hommel, Lie Namen der SSugethiere bei den 
slidse^itischen VSlkern. p. 112 ff.
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ddmmSt 'cat* i Tna.Te. ddmmu. Agaw, cf. Bil. dummu.
-,uara damya. Kem. dami * damdya. 
doro ’chicken1 : Gz. dorho, Tna. darho. Te. derho.
Arg. doro. Cushitic, perhaps 
specifically Saho-Afar dorho. cf. 
also Som. doro. Beja endirho: bil. diruwa. Kem. dirwa,
Khm. diruwa. S.Agaw diri all point $o a common Agaw form 
*dirw-a.
faras ’horse' : Gz.Tna.Te. faras. Har.Arg.Ch. f Sraz.
Arg. fSrSd. etc. Forms with final 
radical z or d occur throughout 
Cushitic, which has perhaps influenced the corresponding 
S.Eth. forms.^ The root is ultimately common Semitic prS. 
fdySl 'goat' : Arg. fiyel. Gaf. Cushitic,
specifically S.Agaw: fileya, also 
lembiya fiyala: the other Agaw 
languages have a form which is almost certainly related:
Bil. fintira, Khm. fiSera. Kem. fdntSra.
KdlgSl 'young animal': Tna. Adl/<&1 'young mule or horse',
Arg.Gaf. gdlg&l 'lamb', Har. gird.
'young animal', Ch. grangdr. etc,
w
A reduplication gl, JL of the same root as seen in Gz. 'dg 1 
'calf'. Common Semitic cgl (Sem.Eth. *k! ). Perhaps a similar
2reduplication occurs in Syrian Beduin Ar. gargur'large lamb' . 
gdmgl 'camel' : Gz.Tna.Te. gamSl, liar. gamSla ~ r;amila,
Arg. gamela. Ch. gamera. etc.
Common Semitic gml. 
lam 'cow' : Gz. lahra, Tna, lahmi. Har.SI. lam.
Arg.Wl.Z. lam. Ch. aram, etc.
1, See Cohen, Essai comparatif sur le vocabulaire et la 
phonetlque du chamito-semitique. no. 377.
2. ibid.. no. 1*3•
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This has been connected'1' with the Semitic root lhm:
Ar. lahrn ’food', Heb. lehem *bread', Soq. lehem 'shark'.
Lespite the slight anomaly of the h : h correspondence
“  2
this does seem likely, but note also that Lillmann cites
an Arabic term lihm 'taurus annosus'; perhaps the Semitic
root lhm (Ar. lahima 'swallow greedily') has influenced the
development of the Semitic Ethiopian root in some way, too.
3
man.;a 'flock, herd': Gaf. man^a. Praetorius derives this
from the root nhg 'guide, conduct', 
but a Cushitic derivation seems the 
more likely: cf. Afar mango 'herd' from the root mag 'fill', 
and mang 'be numerous'.
mgsina 'sterile (esp. of cattle)': Har. masena ~ maslna,
Ch. masina. Sod. masena. etc.
From Galla masena.
san/;a 'castrated animal': Tna. sanga, Har. s5nxa. Probably
4from Galla sanga. though Praetorius
w
derives this from Gz. ax c 'stab', 
td^ga 'calf' : Har. tiga ~ tdga. Arg. tdgga» Gaf. sagwa .
Sod. tag. Ch. dak, etc. This item occurs 
only in S.Ethiopian. No likely origin 
can be identified. The N.Ethiopian languages use a variety 
of items: Gz. *dgWl . Te. *dgal. fdlu.y. Tna. mdrax.etc. 
wdSSa 'dog' : Arg. wdSsa. Sod.Gaf. wd§§5. This item
is a loan from Sidamo, wd§o. cf. also 
Kambatta woslccu. Gudella wfsa. The 
other S.Eth. languages have various other loan items:
Har. bu5i. Ch. ,,dya. Wl. buSo. etc. Only in N.Eth. is the 
inherited Semitic term preserved: Gz. kalb. etc.
1. Ullendorff, 'The contribution of South Semitic to Heorew 
lexicography', VT, VI, p. 192; see also Krotkoff, 'Laljm 
"Fleisch" und leljem "Brot"' , Wiener Zeitschrift fUr die Kunde 
des .ior^enlandes. LXII, p. 72.
2. Lillmann, Lexicon linguae aethioplcae. col. 25.
3. xraetorius, Lie amnarische Snrache. p. 169.
4. ibid. , p. 98.
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watato 'kid1 : Tna. watoto. Cushitic, cf. Sid. wata,
wotiSSo, Galla wotiyo.
d) food and its preparation
a;y b 'cheese* : Gz.Tna.Te. halib 'milk', Har. hay.
Arg. ha.yu. Sl.Wl. ayb. Ch. eb, etc.
Common Semitic hlb'1'.• " ■■■1 '
dngara 'bread' : Tna.Te. 'dngera. Arg. gangir. Gaf. ^dngara.
etc. The verb gaggftrS 'bake bread' has
the same root form with initial £- as in
2
the other S.Eth. nominal forms, which, according to Cohen ,
3
may be the original form of the root, Praetorius^ connected 
this item with Ar. 0ugayr 'millet'. However, a better formal 
and semantic fit occurs in Agaw, Kem.Quara ,^ ira 'sort of
bread'.
dnkulal 'egg' s Tna, 'dnkulalih, Arg. dnkulal, Gy. dnkura;
another version of the root occurs in the 
other Sem.Eth. languages: Gz. 1ankokho ~
W  W  V/'dnkokho. Tna. *dnk ax dho, Te. A n k okho. Har. akuh, Gaf. ank a.
wetc. The form of the root kJLh, which lies behind Amh. dnkulal 
etc., also occurs in Amh. kula 'testicles', and has certain 
Semitic cognates: Mehri call. £heri qahalft. Soq. qehelihen.
A similar root occurs throughout Cushitic, cf. Bil. kagaluna.
w w
Kem. x ara* ~ina. Som. ogah. Galla ankako, etc., and is probably 
of common Hamito-Semitic origin.
drat 'evening meal': Te. hdrab 'meal', Old Amh. hdrat.
Har. hirat, Arg. hdrbad. Gh. arbat. etc.
The root is hrb» which also occurs in 
Amharic in the verb tarrSba 'dine'. Cohen^ suggests a connexion
•« Amh. allSba, above, p.153 .
2 . Cohen, Nouvelles etudes d'ethiopien meridional, p . 36i+. 
3« Praetorius, Die amharische Sprache. p. 169. 
k. Cohen, op.cit.. p. 23.
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with Sem. Grb 'evening', which seems very probable.
bokka 'ferment* : Gz. bdh*a, Tna. b&xVVce, etc. The modern
Sem.Eth. forms all derive from *bk w V c 
with pseudocorrection of h to k. The 
root is almost certainly Semitic and may be connected with 
Ar. nabaha 'be sour'.
bc)rz 'honeyed water': Gz. mdzr 'beer', Tna. bdrzi 'honeyed
water', Har. birzi, etc. All the modern 
Sem.Eth. languages have the root brz. 
beside Gz. mzr. Semitic, cf. Ar. mlzr 'type of beer',
ESA. mzr.
b&sso 'roasted barley flour': Tna. bSsso ~ bosso, Har. bjisso,
Ch. baswa. etc. Praetorius1 suggested a 
derivation from bsl 'be cooked', but a 
satisfactory cognate occurs throughout E.Cushitic, cf.
^alla basso, Qabena bassuta, etc.
bassala 'be cooked, ripe1: Gz.Tna. b&sSla. Te. b&sla,
Har. b&sala, etc. Common Semitic bSl. 
?oma 'fatty meat' : so throughout modern Sera.Eth. From
Galla Soma.
9aw 'salt' : Gz. sew. Tna.Arg. §&w, saf. 5&wa, etc.
from Agaw, cf. Bil. §uwa. Khm. cuwa.
Kem. sdwa, (£uara Siwa, etc.
_ W
dabbo 'wheat bread’: Har. dabbo. Ms.Sod.SI. dabbo. Ch. dap a.
etc. From E.Cushitic, cf. Galla dabo, 
Kambatta dabbuta. 
doket 'flour' : Old Amh. dak^et. Cf. the Sem.Eth. root
d ^  'grind'. Common Semitic dqq. 
ddst 'cooking pot': Tna. ddsti. Har. disti. From Ar. dist.
1. Praetorius, hie anharische sprache. p. 73*
falla ‘boil* : Gz. falha, Tna. falhe, Har. f&laha,
Arg. fallSha, SI. fala. etc. Lillmann^
tries to relate gem.Eth. flh to Ar.■■■ ■ •
f wr Ifara) 'cui et saturiendi et bulliendi vis inest', but 
the formal fit is far too 'feeak to be accepted. The shape 
of the root flh is perfectly ‘respectable* Semitic, but 
because of the lack of adequate cognates it must be 
classified as ’unidentified1.
kQbe ’butter’ : Gz. kdb*« Tna. kdb’l kdbci . Arg. kdbi
kdwi. Gaf. kdbW&. Ch. kdb. etc. The • — ' • ,"1 ■■ ■ '  • *
root kb* occurs throughout Semitic
Ethiopian in the sense of ’anoint, grease, butter*, etc.,
«
but not in the rest of Semitic in this meaning. Formally 
compatible roots occur in Heb. qbc ’fix’ and Akk. qabu ’say’ 
but the semantic disparity between these and the Sem.Eth. 
root militates against any reasonable correlation of the 
roots,
W w «
k anta ’dried meat’: Tna.Arg.Sod. k anta. Har. kanta,
Te. kanta, Gaf. kun5& ’raw meat’,• —  • —  9 % ■■■■■■ m —- •
Z. kl,onta ’dried fish*. A loan from
yff «  w  mm
E.Cushitic, cf. Afar k 'anta. Galla kanta, Kambatta konta.
w wk arrasa 'breeds: bread*: Tna. k arSsa, Har. korasa ’take a
portion of s.th.’; throughout Gurage 
the root krs > kns has the meaning 
’begin’. Semitic, cf. Akk. qaraSu ’split’, n. qirSu 'slice
of bread', Heb. qeres 'plank£.
mar ’honey' : Gz.Tna.Te. macar 'honeycomb, honey',
Har. mar 'wax', Ch. mar ’beeswax', etc. 
Most of the other S.Eth. languages 
preserve the common Semitic term for 'honey': Har. dus,
2
Arg. dims. Gaf. ddbsS; this root occurs in epigraphic Ge’ez
1. lillmann, Lexicon linguae aethiopicae. col. 1339*
2. See Lrewes, Inscriptions de l'Ethiopie antique. Leiden
1962, p. 3h, 55.
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as dbs, but Is replaced in Classical1 Ge'ez by m§car.
the original meaning of which certainly had more to do
with the honeycomb than the honey itself, as shown by
its Semitic cognates, Heb. yacar ~ yacra honeycomb'.
mdsa 'midday meal': ©z.Tr , mdsah. Common Semitic msh
'anoint' (Gz. m&ssdha, Heb. masah.etc.).• mmm * 1 1 •
masob 'basket table': so, too, in Gz.Tna.Te.Arg.ftl.Z.Gaf.
Praetorius^ connected this with the
Semitic root in particular Ar.
matab 'locus in quern homines disgregati conveniunt'; note 
e "•also Mod.Heb. a sibba 'social gathering'. One doubts 
whether such a concrete term as mSsob could be derived from 
such an abstract sense as mai.ab. etc., though the idea is 
attractive and there can be little formal objection to it. 
mdtad 'griddle' : Har.SI. mdtad. Arg.Sod.Y*l.Z. mdtad.
Ch. mddad, etc. The root of this S.Eth. 
item also occurs in its simple form in 
the Amh. verb fradS 'cook on a griddle'. This might be 
tentatively compared with Gz. shd ~ scd ('ashada 'soften, 
rub with oil' ).
sd^a 'meat' : Gz. sdga, Tna.Te. sd^a. Agaw, cf.
bil. zeAa. Khm.Guara ziya. Kem. sjya: 
note also Saho saga 'cow*. The other 
Sem.Eth. languages preserve the common Semitic root bsr:
Har. bas&r. Gaf. basara. etc.
sdro 'mashed chickpeas*: Tna.Sl.Wl.Z. Sdro, Har. §ur.
Gaf. IdrS, Ch. sdrwS, etc. A loan from
Cushitic, cf. Galla suro. Sid. Suro.etc. 
tabbasa *fry' : Gz.Tna. tabasa. Har. tabasa. etc.
Probably Semitic, cf. Ar. tbs II Ssmear’.
1. Praetorius, Hie amharische Sprache. p. 1^9.
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t57,g 'honey wine' : Har. taJJil. Ch. ta£ (a loan from Amh?),
dSg^S 'honeyed water', etc. Probably 
E.Cushitic and specifically Sidamo, 
cf. Sid. ta ~ e . Qabena ta ^ i t a : a possible cognate occurs 
throughout the Omotic languages, cf. SinaSa dawco 'beer',
Moca db*5o, An£i}.lp dawc5. ,
talla 'beer' : Ch. talla; perhaps also Tna. Sdlka
'bira di linseme', Te. sdlka. The
N.Eth. forms are certainly loans from
Agaw, cf. Bil. sSla^a, Dembiya salaya. Kem. sdla£. etc.
The Khamir item sella comes closest to Amh. talla and, in
the light of the other Agaw forms, may be a loan from Amh.
and not an inherited item. Nevertheless, the origin of the
Amharic item is probably to be sought amongst these Agaw
forms and their developments as they passed into Sem.Eth.
£dre 'raw, fresh* : Gz.Te. tdray. Tna.Sl.fol.Z. tdre,
Kar* tiri. etc. Common Semitic try.
w
wgtSt 'milk' : possibly related are Gaf. df ata.
M* T^at. Go. af^at, Sod. afat. The 
source of these and the Amharic item 
cannot be identified. Tost of the other Sera.Eth. languages 
have forms derived from the Semitic root fylb; Tna. s&ba is 
a loan from Agaw, cf. Kem. JJLb, etc.
w&t 'stew' : Arg. wa^dh. Har. wati. Gaf. wSs&,
Ch. w3t. etc. This is derived from    *
the Sem.Eth. root wsh 'pour' (Gz. ’awsdha), 
which may be connected with the Sem. root seen in Heb. yasaq 
of the same meaning.
z&yt 'oil' : Gz.Har. z&yt. Tna. zayti. etc. Both
1 2 Ndldeke and Leslau regard this as a
loan, the one from Aramaic, the other
from Arabic. Could it not equally well be an inherited Semitic item?
1. N’Sldeke, heue Beitra,,e zur semitischen Sprachwissenschaft. p. A®.
2. Leslau, 'Arabic loanwords in Amharic', BSOAS, XIX, p. 235.
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: Gz. hasdr, Tna. hasur, Har. hutur,
t — »i ■■■ * • • •  • »■■■■ ' +  — » ♦ ■■ ■■■ *
Arg. hantiro. Gaf. dsdr. etc.
Common Semitic hsr.
: Tna. barri 'passage', Te. bar 'outside',
Har. bari 'gate', Arg.Gaf. bj§r, etc. 
Semitic, cf. ESA br 'gate', Akk. bararu
2 Gz.Tna.Te.Ch. bet. Arg. bed. Common 
Semitic byt. Several other S.Eth. 
languages use a different item, which 
is probably also pf Semitic origin, cf. Har. gar (Sem. gwr). 
dSg 'gate, entrance': Gz. dede; probably also Tna. dg.ffg
by pseudocorrection of d > £ to £.
Gz. dede is usually explained as being 
related to the Semitic term dl-t (Heb. delet. etc.).
^dd;,ddda 'wall'1 : Gz. gg.d^Sd ~ jgdeLSd. Tna. Kid^idda.
Har. j^digSd ~ digftdag, Z. g ^ d d d a .
Probably of Cushitic origin, cf.
Galla ,ir, ida 'mud-wall, flat-roofed house', Som. ^idan.GLd. 
/;£d&r. Kambatta .aggddda,
.o'ko 'grass hut' : Har. go^KQ. Arg. ,v,on£o. Gaf. gogo. etc.
A loan from E.Cushitic, cf. Galla, Som.,
Sid. go&o.
itaddana 'thatch'(vb): Gz.Tna. kaaana 'cover', Te, kSdnat
Har. xSdana 'thatch*, Ch. xStaram, etc. 
Throughout S.Eth. this item has been 
specialized to mean 'cover a roof with grass, thatch'. 
Semitic, cf. Akk. kadanu 'protect', Datina Ar. mukdana 'oven 
cover'•
e) the house 
atdr 'fence*• »m— ■
barr 'gate, door'
'explore'. 
bet 'house'
1. esp. a wall made of wattles and daub.
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kot ’loft* : Har. kot. Gy.Go.Sod. k^atS, Ch. k^ata,
etc. A loan from Sidamo, cf. ’^embaro,
' abena, etc. gota.
aiddd^ga 'hearth' : Arg. dmddg,r;a. Har. afdi^a, 11. midaj^a,
w
Ch. mdga^a. Go. m d-lag^a. etc. This 
S.Eth. item is almost certainly a noun 
of instrument derivation from the common Sem.Eth. root ndd 
'burn', ie. ^mdndd/adya > mdddgga. etc. For a discussion 
on the root ndd see below"*".
2
mandar 'village1 : Ch. madar 'place'. Praetorius first
explained this item as a nominal 
derivative of the root fodr 'spend the 
night', ie. mahdar (Gz. 'dwelling place'), which is almost 
certainly right. Nevertheless, one is intrigued to notice 
the large number of modern South Arabian and dialect Arabic 
forms with an almost identical shape and meanings ranging
from 'village' to 'harbour': Soq. bendher 'port', Mehri
3mandar. Hadrami Ar. banaar« cOmani Ar. bender, etc. 
mdsSso 'central pole': Praetorius^ derived this from a
root 'ss (ie. *md 'sSs-o). to which he 
compared Ar. 'assasa 'found', Syr. 
'aSi.yata 'column', Heb. *a§Cya, all from Akk. asitu 'tower, 
pile'.
1. p. t6t .
2. Praetorius, Die amharische Sprache. p. 28.
3. See Leslau, Lexique sogotri(sudarabjque moaernej. Paris
1936, p. 89.
Praetorius, op.cit,. p. 173.
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III The semantic field 'the natural environment1
The subdivisions under this heading are a) natural 
phenomena, b) flora, and c) fauna. In this semantic 
field there are necessarily items of particularly local 
occurrence, as well as more universal items. The names 
of locally restricted items, especially plant and 
animal names, which were perhaps new to incoming 
populations, could reasonably be expected to be taken 
into the vocabulary of the incomers from the language 
of the indigenous peoples. Nevertheless, this is no£ 
necessarily always the case; an existing lexical item 
may have its range extended or shifted to encompass the 
new object. This is the case with Sera.Eth. zd * b 'hyena', 
the cognates of which in Asiatic Semitic languages mean 
'wolf or 'jackal'. Alternatively, existing morphs may 
be used to create a new form to describe a new object, 
as Arah. frS^dne 'giraffe', Gz. »arwe haris 'rhinoceros', 
and so on. However, the majority of names of specifically 
Ethiopian plants and animals is of non-Seraitic origin 
in Amharic, whereas ^en^ral terms like awre 'wild animal', 
waf 'bird', kdnf 'wing', k&nd 'horn', etc., are of 
inherited Semitic origin. Similarly, the names of many 
creatures that must already have been familiar to the 
incoming Semites are Semitic: %db 'hyena' (but 'wolf* or 
'jackal' in Asiatic Semitic), anbasa 'lion', nSbdr 'leopard', 
dbab 'snake', ndb 'bee', zdmb 'fly', etc. This is 
essentially the same pattern as was discussed above in the 
field of the domestic environment, namely that the general 
terms are Semitic, but the names of many specific plants
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and animals are non-Semitic. Out of some 1+2 animal names 
studied here, 19 (approx. 1+5, ) are of non-Semi tic origin.
Of these nineteen, most have cognates only in S.Ethiopian: 
amora ’bird of prey', azzo ’crocodile1, z&hon ’elephant', 
karkSrro 'wild pig’, kura 'crow', zdngaro 'baboon'.
Those common to Worth and South Ethiopian, including Ge'ez, 
are asa 'fish', gd^ra 'guinea fowl', s£g&no 'ostrich', 
and SSrarit 'spider'; perhaps also kok 'partridge'.
Occurring throughout modern Semitic Ethiopian, but not 
recorded in Ge'ez, is , :umare 'hippopotamus'.
Amongst the 23 itera6 of Semitic origin, of special
interest are Amh. ayt 'mouse', dbab 'snake* and tdl 'worm'.
The last two, dbab and tdl« have cognates throughout
S.Ethiopian but not in N,Ethiopian, where a variety of
items of different origins occur. Amh. ay£ has only one
Sem.Ethiopian cognate in Arg. hent. whilst a different
Semitic item occurs in the rest of S.Ethiopian (Har. fu’ur -
fur, etc.) and N.Ethiopian employs a non-Semitic term
(Gz. 'ansewa. etc.). Two terms for apparently different — — . ..
kinds of (wild) pig, asama and drya. are both formed on 
inherited Semitic roots (hsm 'be hateful' and hrw 'dig', 
respectively), whilst the common Semitic term h (njzr does 
not occur in modern Semitic Ethiopian. This might reflect 
the substitution of the name of a taboo animal by a 
descriptive term, as in the famous case of the name of the 
bear in some Indo-European languages. The taboo against 
the pig is, of course, a well known Semitic feature'*'. It 
is just possible that the use of Cushitic terms for 'fish' 
throughout Semitic Ethiopian (Gz. casa. etc., Har. tulUm, 
etc.) and the total absence of any inherited Semitic term
1. See Hommel, lie Namen der SSugethlere bei den sttdsemitischen 
VSlKern, p. 319.
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here might be due to a similar cause, the taboo in this
case being a Cushitic feature.
Amongst the few specific plant names studied here1 ,
the proportion of non-Semitic items to Semitic is greater
than amongst animal names. Much of the flora of the
Ethiopian highlands would perhaps be new to Semitic speakers
coming from a different ecological area and consequently,
as the lexicon here shows, the terms for these new plants
were readily taken over from the indigenous population:
w wexx: gdrar ’acacia1, k alk al ’euphorbia’, k&rkaha ’bamboo’,
sola ’fig tree’, wayra ’olive tree’. A glance at a list
2
of plant names common to most other Semitic languages 
shows an almost complete absence of Ethiopian cognates.
This is, of course, because many of the ’traditional’
Semitic languages (Arabic, Hebrew, Aramaic) are in the 
most general terms native to a fairly consistent ecological 
area, characterized by such plants as the oak (Heb. gallon), 
terebinth (Ar. butm). willow (Ar. hilaf), tamerisk (Heb.*eSel). 
date palm (Ar. tamr), and so on. The only typical tree of 
the Ethiopian highlands with a probable Semitic name is 
the juniper, tdd . On the other hand, as was the case with 
animal names, general terms are nearly all Semitic: exx. 
abhba 'flower', fOre 'fruit', sar 'grass', dnjat 'wood', 
kdtal 'leaf', etc. A notable exception in Amharic is zaf 
'tree', which is probably of Agaw origin. The Semitic term 
survives in most Semitic Ethiopian languages both in the 
sense of 'tree' and 'wood', but is restricted in Amharic to 
the latter sense (dnSat)« a feature which is shared with
1. I have dealt here only with a small number of plant names, 
mostly trees. This is not th place to present a detailed 
etymological dictionary of flora, or, indeed, anything else. 
Only those items that are widespread, prominent, or significant 
in cultural terms have been discussed.
2. ee ronzaroli,'Studi sul lessico comune semitico, V: la 
natura selvatica', Kapil, vm,xxill, p. 2b/-303.
3. The recently introduced and ubiquitous eucalyptus, (ya)bahdr 
zaf, has, of course, been excluded here.
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Harari, Argobba and Gafat.
In the field of natural phenomena"*" the proportion of
Semitic terms is slightly higher than in flora or fauna;
at a conservative estimate (that is, counting only those
items of safe Semitic etymology;, 34 out of a total of
57 Capprox. 60%) are of Semitic origin. The non-Semitic
items are not of a particular semantic category, but range
from items like S&raka ’moon' to wdha 'water1, from Sdka
'mud* to dUga ‘highlands*, and so on. Only one of the 13
non-Semitic items here is common to all of Semitic Ethiopian,
namely dammana 'cloud1. Common to all of S.Ethiopian
only are Sar&ka 'moon', kSn 'day', and wdha 'water',
though in the case of all three the original Semitic terras
2
do survive in parts of s.Ethiopian . The remaining non- 
semi tic items are typically of restricted, local occurrence, 
like {dj^ a 'mud' found in Tigrinya, Argob’oa, Gafat and M&sqan, 
Pr d&n, by a ~ ddn,,ay 'stone' found in the same languages and 
in Muhdr, too, or tis ~ 5ds 'smoke* found in w.Ethiopian 
and in Amharic and Harari.
lihat conclusions, if any, can be drawn from the presence 
of non-Semitic items in the field of natural phenomena? 
Obviously the explanation that served for plant and animal 
names is not appropriate here. Items like 'moon', 'water', 
'day', 'stone', etc., are the kind of vocabulary to be 
included amongst 'basic' items in accordance with the
3
principles described at the beginning of this chapter .
In so far as 'basic' vocabulary tends to be more conservative 
than other areas of the lexicon, the occurrence of these 
non-Semitic items in Amharic and other Semitic Ethiopian
1. ie. geophysical, meteorological and astronomical terms.
2. Cf. wSr 'month', Har. mS’altu ~ maltu 'day' and mi 'water'.
3» See p. 102. ff .
languages could be said to reflect the degree to which 
non-Semitic and Semitic speaking peoples have fused in 
the development of the respective population groups.
The majority of tnese non-Semitic items is of Agaw origin: 
tis ~ Sds 'smoke', da,-,a 'highlands', d&mmana 'cloud', 
dSn^ d.ya 'stone', k^alia 'low* ands' (probably), kSn 'day' 
(probably), wdha 'water', whilst cHraka 'moon' and
'mud' are more difficult to attribute to a particular 
Cushitic language or language group.
a) natural phenomena
afar 'soil, dust' : Har.Ch. afSr, Gaf. afHra. etc. Common
Semitic cpr.
alHm 'world* : Gz.Tna. cal£m. Common Semitic clm.
amba 'flat-topped mountain': Tna. 'amba ~ ,dmba. Gaf. amba
ambdlagS 'mountain'. Cushitic and 
specifically Agaw, cf. Bil. amba,
Khm. aba. S.Agaw arnbe.
amad 'ashes' : Gz. Tna. Te. liar. hamad. Arg. ham ad.
Ch. amad. etc. Dillmann1 compared 
Sem.hth. hmd with two Arabic roots,
hmd 'cool off, die down vof fire)' and hmd 'go out, be
extinguished'.
amSday 'hoar-frost': Gz. hamada. Tna. hamSday 'dusty
atmospheric condition', Har. hamaday 
'frost', Te. hamda, Gaf. dmSdag. etc. 
This is almost certainly from the same Sem.Eth. root hmd
as the preceding item.
amat 'year' : Gz.Tna. camat. Har. am&t, etc. Common
Semitic cm.
1. lillmann, Lexicon linguae aethiopicae. col. 79.
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as£wa 'sand' : Tna. ha§&wa; note also Gz. hosa,
Tna.Te. hosa, Te. hashds. The form .— . —• • *— . •
of the Amharic and the first Tigrinya 
item s\igbeQts that this might be a loan from Agaw, cf.
^uara asawa, lembiya aSo, Bil. qu&a. On the other hand, 
the other Sem.Eth. forms are likely of inherited Semitic 
origin, cf. Heb. hasas ’gravel’, Ar. hasan, Akk. hissu,etc.
The Agaw forms may in turn be either taken from Sem.Eth. 
hosa, etc., or may be independent reflexes of a common 
Hamito-Semitic item‘d.
dsat 'fire' : Gz.Te. ’dsat, Har. isat ~ dsat,
Arg. dsad. Ch. dsat. etc. Common
Semitic *s C-t).
2 + ba, a 'dry season' : Praetorius derived this from ba-hdga
'im Sommer' (Gz. ba-hagay). Such an
etymology is not unlikely and is, indeed,
supported to some extent by the form of the accompanying
verb root in Amharic, bag£a. where the palatalized £
indicates an original final radical y, ie.^bhgy« a
denominative from bShagay. The comparison made by Leslau*^
with Har. baydg. M.Go. beg 'rainy season' (sic I) is surely
incorrect. Kather Amh. balg 'little rains' should be
compared here. The root of bS-hagay. etc., would appear to
be Semitic, cf. perhaps Heb. hag 'feast day', Syr. hagga.
and perhaps Ar. higfca 'year'.
barra 'be light’ : Gz.Te. barha. Tna. barhe. Gaf. bSra,
Ch. banam, etc. Several S.Ethiopian 
forms (cf. Har. bara) presuppose a
root form +bhr beside brh. as in the other Semitic cognates,
Heb. bahar, Ar. bahara.
1. See Cohen, Essai comparatif sur le vocabulaire et la 
phonetlque du chamito-semitlque. no. 105.
2. Praetorius, Hie amharische Sprache. p. 1^0.
3. Leslau, An etymological dictionary of Harari. p. h9.
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barrada 'be cold' : Gz. barada. Te. barda. bar. barada.
Arg. barrSda, etc; a nominal derivative 
(Gz. bSrSd, Amh. bSrSdo. etc.) occurs 
throughout Sem.Eth. in the meaning 'hail'. Common Semitic 
brd.
baraha 'desert' : Tna. baraxa. A close formal cognate
occurs in the silin toponym bara*,a
bara&a 'Barka* (Gz. bSrka ). Perhaps
the proper noun has given rise to the common noun here, or 
vice versa.
barrSka 1 flash'(lightning): Gz. barafra. Tna. barSxS; a
nominal derivative (Gz. mabrak. 
m a .  barki, Arg. bdrak, etc.) in the 
sense of 'lightning' occurs throughout Sem.Eth. Common
Semitic brq.
bar 'sea, lake' : Gz. bahr. Tna. bahri. Te.Har. bahar.
Ch. bar, etc. Semitic, cf. Ar. bahr. 
ESA. t)hr.
9d.£a (mud' : Tna. Sdxa, Arg.Ms. §d.ka, oaf. §dk3.
— •  2 ” *
Cohen and Cerulli both rightly
derive this from a cushitic source, 
cf. uil. daraq' a 'clay' , Quara daxWa . khm. roqVa , calla 
bokke, Som. dSqo 'turbid water', etc. A different version 
of the same root, som. hobo 'mud*, Sid. obba, occurs in 
Har. ciba 'mud for building houses'. Leslau^ suggests a 
connexion between this item and nar. $eka 'stink' 3 
Tna. $&yyaxa 'spoil *.
1. Cohen, op.clt.. no. 253.
2. Cerulli, studi etiopici I. p. 242 and studi etiopici II.
p. 184 under obba.
3. Leslau, An etymological dictionary of Harari. p. 51.
callcLma ’be dark' : Gz. salma, Tna. sallama, Te. salma,
» —i■ ■■imiw.  i •     •  % tmm, ■ . *  • 1 1 '»■■ 9
Har. Selama. Arg. Sellama. Gaf. sillama. 
etc. Common Semitic ^lm. 
car alia 'moon* : Har. Saraka 'moonlight', Arg. car aka
'moon', Gaf. sarakS . Z. tdrka. Ch. \anaka 
All the S.Ethiopian forms may be 
derived from *tar&/aka. The only convincing likely cognate 
is Beja ter£g 'moon' and a few Sudanic items such as 
Kunama tera. Reinisch cites a Quara item zarka 'moon', which 
looks, however, like a loan from Amharic; the usual Agaw 
term for'moon'is *arb-a. The Semitic item, wrh. survives in 
Amharic and other S.Ethiopian languages in the sense 'month 
cds 'smoke'
.i
d£b,a ' highlands
: Gz.Tna.Te. tis, Tna. also ti£, Har. cds.• ■■—■ 9 • ■ 9 • —  ■■
Agaw, cf. Bil. tedS, Khm. ti.ya.
Kern. tdza. S.Agaw. tiSa.
: Tna. dSga. Har. da;< 'elevated ground1,
Gaf. djUl _ dfigwj. ~ daga, etc.
Cushitic, probably Agaw, cf. Bil.Quara 
dag ~ dag 'above, up', Khm. dig; note also Galla da^ ;a 
'escarpment'.
dgrnmana Acloud' : Gz.Tna. dammana, Tna. also dabana,
Gaf. ciammgna. Har. dana. Ch. dakara. etc.
Cushitic, cf. Khm. dimena, S.Agaw damnini 
dan dya ~ ddngay 'stone': Tna. dangV'alla 'rock', Arg. din,,ay.
Gaf. aSnga, M. ddn./ala. etc. Agaw, 
cf. Bil. dan/-ura. Khm. du^ura. The 
N,Ethiopian languages and all the S.Ethiopian languages, 
with the exception of Amharic, Argobba and Gafat, preserve 
the common Semitic item 'bn.
1. See war, below, p. t63
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dur 'forest' : Gz. dabr 'mountain', Tna. dSbri, Te.
dabdr« Gaf. ddbra 'forest', Ch. ddbdr. 
End. ddr. etc. Note that all the N.Eth. 
forms derive from the pattern dabr and mean 'mountain', 
whereas all the S.Eth. forms derive from +ddbr and mean 
'forest'. Semitic dbr. cf. Ar. aubr 'back', Heb. midbar 
'desert'.
fassasa 'flow' : Gz. fasasa. tafas&sa 'pour out, gush
forth', Tna. fasSsM 'flow', Ch. tafasasam 
'be spilled'. From this root are 
derived several nominal forms such as Amh. fasaS 'stream',
Ch. fasas 'rainstorm'. Semitic, cf. Heb. pasa, pasa 'spread 
out', Ar. faSa. ESA. fs' 'aquae deductio'.
/■urn 'mist' : Ch. fiuna. Go. fium: note also N.Eth.,
Gz. fiime. Tna. fiima. Te. fiimat. 
Praetorius^ considered the Sem.Eth. 
forms to be a pseudocorrection from *Aya. cf. Ar. Aaym. Aayn. 
This is not, of course, impossible, but in the light of 
Cushitic forms like Beja film. Sid. fiOmiSSo. Kambatta fioma.
and Omotic, ;olarao ,,uma. it seems likely that we are dealing
2
with a Hamito-Semitic item , the Cushitic reflexes of which 
have almost certainly influenced the S.Ethiopian forms, at 
least,
ww w.. •
,, arf 'flood' : Arg.Sod. k arf. Semitic, cf. Heb. parap
'sweep away, clean'. 
kokSb 'star' : Gz.Te.Arg.Sod.Z. kokab, Tna. koxob,
Gaf. kokoba, Ch. x>‘axV ab. etc.
Common Semitic kbkb > kwkb.
1. iraetorius, Pie amharische Sprache. p. 67.
2. See Cohen, Essai comparatif sur le vocabulaire et la 
phonetique du chamito-semitique. no. 219.
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kdramt 'rainy season': Gz. kdramt, Tna. kdramti, Te. karaan,
Har. kirmi, Arg. kr^mt, Ch. xdram
'year', etc. Note that Amharic and
Argobba alone of the S.Eth. languages share the pattern
with suffixed -_t with N.Ethiopian; other S.Eth. forms can
all be derived from the patterns *kdrm. *karm. or +kSram.
Semitic, cf. Ar. karuma 'rain; be generous'.
kvalia 'lowlands' : Tna. kWalla, Te. k&lSkkdl. Gaf. k^ala.
Guidi related this to the verb root
k*lA 'roast', but one might also
w —
compare the Agaw terms for 'river, valley': Bil. q ala.
9  # 9  "  WKhm. aqual. Quara kura. Kem. k dra.
k&n 'day' : Arg. kgna, Gaf.Sod. k&nS, Ch. k£ra«
Enn. kErfi, etc. Praetorius2 derived 
this from the Sem.Eth. root knc 
'be straight', ie. 'Hochstehen der Sonne'. However, the 
Agaw items for 'sun': Bil.Quara kuara, Khm. kuara.
W
Kera. k ara. might tentatively be compared. N.Ethiopian 
and the other S.Ethiopian languages preserve an item of 
Semitic origin: Gz. macalt (/wcl )^.
let 'night' : Gz. lelit, Tna. la.yti. Te. lali.
Har. lSyli ~ leli. Gaf. lit&.
Common Semitic lyl(-t).
4 +
meda 'plain' : Praetorius derived this from raaheda
*Ort wo man geht' (/hEd), citing an 
Argobba form hed with the same meaning. 
This Argobba form does not appear to be recorded elsewhere.
On the other hand, one notices the formal resemblance between 
meda and the Harari term medan also meaning 'plain', which 
is, however, a loan from Ar. maydan 'square, open place'.
1. Guidi, Vocabolario araarico-italiano. col. 234.
2. .raetorius, Lie amharische Sprache. p. 142.
3. Amharic also uses Plat 'day', from Gz. c61at. and derived
from the same Semitic root.
4. -raetorius, op.cit.. p. 26.
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mdddr 'earth' : Gz. mdddr, Tna. mddri. Semitic, cf.
ESA. mdr, Akk. oiidru, Aram, medra 
'clod, turf'.
mo^a 'be warm, hot': Gz. aoka, Tna. moxa, Ie. moka, Ear. moka.
Ch. m^akam. etc. Dillmann^ tried to 
relatedcomraon Sem.Eth. mwk to several 
Arabic roots, wck 'vehemens fuit calor', *kk and ckk 
'fervidus fuit dies'. These Arabic items are plainly 
formally remote from the Semitic Ethiopian root. It is 
not, of course, impossible that mwk and wck are ultimately 
developments of the same primitive root, but as it is not 
possible to relate them with any decree of certainty, the 
Ethiopian item must remain 'unidentified'.
2
mdnc 'spring' : Gz. rnankd0 . Tna. mdnci '. Arg. mdnS,
Gaf. mdn^a. The root is nk£ (Gz. nakca 
'burst'), to which Ar. naqaca 'pour
out' may be compared.
massa 'become evening': Gz. m&s.-ya. Tna. masSyS. Te. raasa,
Har. maSa. etc. Many Sem.Eth. languages
also have a nominal form (Gz. mdset.
Amh. mdji&t, Arg. mused, etc.) in the sense of 'evening'.
Common Semitic, cf. Ar. masa*. Akk. musu 'night'.
3mata 'evening' : Gaf. mdbet. Leslau derives this from
the root byt (Gz. beta 'pass the night'). 
L
hraetorius , unaware of the Gafat item, 
suggested a derivation from the root *tw 'return'. In the 
light of the Gafat item the former of these two etymologies 
seems the more likely: *mdbeta > mata.
1. Lillmann, Lexicon linguae aethioplcae. col. 202.
2. A loan from Amharic, as the form shows.
3* Leslau, Gafat documents. Hew haven 19Zf3, p. 161.
h. Praetorius, Lie amharische Sprache. p. 139; see also 
Cohen, flouvelles etudes d'ethiopien meridional, p. h!3*
naddada 'burn' : Gz. n&dda ~ nSdSda, Tna. nadSdS,
Te* nadda. Har. nadada, etc. Some
other Sem.Eth. languages employ a
root related to Amh. takattala (Tna. tSxasala, Arg. dkkattala.
Gaf. takattala. etc.). Both roots, ndd and ksl, are
perfectly in accord with Semitic root patterns, but no
cognates can be found outside Semitic Ethiopian.
nafas ~ ndfas 'wind1: Gz. nafas, Tna. nafas ~ ndfas,
Arg.Gaf. ndfas. Ch. dmfas. etc.
_1
Common Semitic nps . 
na/>,a (vb) 'dawn' : Gz. nagha, Tna. nSghe. The nominal
derivative occurs widely throughout
Sem.Eth: Gz. nagh 'dawn, morning',
Amh. nSgS, nBg 'tomorrow', Gaf.Arg. nSt;. Ch. na^ .a: also 
nd/shat 'dawn', Amh. ndgat. Tna. nd^aho, and perhaps 
Ch. gat. Common Semitic n/;h.
ragga 'freeze, congeal': Gz. ragca. Tna. raf;*e. Te. rsL’a.
Har. r&ga*a. Ch. nakam. etc. Semitic, 
cf. Heb. ragac 'be benumbed, congealed'. 
sSmay 'sky' : Gz.Tna.Gaf. sSmay. Te. s&ma*. Arg,Har.
sSmi, Ch. sSme. Common Semitic Smy.
The Tigre item looks more like a
loan from Ar. sama* than an inherited Sem.Eth. item. 
tarara 'mountain' : There appear to be no formal cognates
of this item in the rest of Sem.Eth.,
where a variety of forms occur, most
probably of non-Semitic origin: Gz. dabr (cf. dur, above),
Tna. ’drnba (cf. amba. above), Har. sari, Gaf. si/^a.
w
k*1* k ato. Arg. gubba, etc. One wonders whether Amh. tSrara 
might be connected with Semitic til. cf. Ar. tall 'hill',
Aram. 'high', Heb. tel, talul, Akk. tillu.
I. e« nafs. above^ p.i/tS” .
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tabba (vb) ’dawn' : Gz. sabha, Tna. sSbhe, Gaf. sabba.• »■■■■ ■ - • ■ — - • — ' • ' ■■■ • “  • — — — —
The nominal derivative also occurs
throughout Sem.Eth: Gz. sdbah,W I ....... • •
Amh. £wat, Arg. frdwwah. Z. tdbbd. etc. Common Semitic sbh.
tal ~ tdl 'dew' : Gz. tall. Gaf. asdl, etc. Semitic,
cf. Heb. tal.• 1 ■—
tdla 'shade, shadow': Gz. sdlalot, Tna.Te. sdlal, Har.
ca.ya. Arg. tdla, Gaf. cdlaya. Ch. tdrar,
etc. The Sem.Eth. root is §11., of which
the final radical 1 is lost in Amharic and Argobba perhaps
through palatalization, 1 > % > 0. Common Semitic zll.
tay 'sun' : Gz. zahay. Tna. sahay. Arg. gdned,
Gy. ca.yat. Ch. etc. Amharic is
the only S.Eth. language with the
root form, as in N.Ethiopian; the other S.Eth. forms all
have a -t; suffix. Several S.Eth. languages use different
roots, cf. Gaf. aymdrS. Sod. yjmdr (cf. Gz. ’amir).
Har. Ir, H1.Y1. a.yr. Z. arit. Go. aret (cf. Gz. JLer1 ).
Sem.Eth. zhy is Semitic, cf. Ar. duha 'forenoon', dahwa,• • 9 • — • • *■■*■ 1 • —  • — —
dahlia.
wdha 'water' : Arg* ah;'a. Gaf. a,~a. Ch. dxa. End. dhd.
Sod. 1/sa. etc. The Amharic form may
f w
represent a metathesis of dh a .
n W
Agaw, cf. bil. cawq. Khm. awq. Kem. ax : note also 
Sid. waho ~ wuho, Kambatta wo'o. which could be the direct 
source of the Amharic item, unless the metathesis described 
above is admitted; the Sidamo forms may also have influenced 
the Amharic item. The N.Ethiopian languages and a few
S.Ethiopian ones preserve the Semitic term: Gz.Tna.Te. may, 
Har. mi ~ miy. Sl.V.l. may. Z. may.
1. See i lazikowsity-orauner, Ein athiopisch-amharisches
Glossar tSawasew). berlin 1913»P- 10.
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wanz 'river' : Gz.Tna.Te. wdhlz 'stream'."The root
pattern behind the Amharic item must
be +w|Lhaz, or *wahdz, in order to
result in +waz > wglnz^ -. The Eth. root whz is almost certainly
c 2Semitic and connected with the Eth. root wz 'sweat' . 
war 'month' : Gz. warh 'moon, month', Tna. wSrhi,
Te. wardh. Har. war hi ~ wghri 'month',
Sod. wara. etc. Common Semitic wrh. 
waSsa 'cave' : Gaf. wassa. Arg.Sod. wasSa. etc.
1 erhaps Agaw, cf. S.Agaw waisi. Quara 
wasa, but note also Gudella wassa. 
zannaba 'rain' : Gz. z&nmg. Tna. zSnama ~ zanaba,
Te. zglma, Har. zalama. Ch. zanabam. 
etc. The nominal derivative also 
occurs widely throughout Sem.Eth: Gz. zdnam, Tna. zdnam ~ zdnab. 
Amh. zdnam ~ zdnab. Te. zdlam. Har. zdnab. Ch. zdrab. etc.
Common Semitic, cf. ESA. flnm. Heb. zerem. Aram, zarmlt.
b) flora
ababa 'flower' : Tna. cdmbaba. Te. cdmboba. Gaf.Arg. ababa.
Z. amoaba. etc. Common Semitic, 
cf. Heb. 'abib 'ripening ears of grain, 
harvest time', ^eb 'bud', Jewish Aram, 'ibba ~ *inba 'fruit', 
Akk. inbu 'bud'.
ara£ 'climbing plant, vine': Gz. harsU 'vine', Tna.Har. harSg
'climbing plant'. One wonders whether 
this Eth. root hrg might be connected 
with Ar. nr£. Heb. hrg 'come out, spring up', or with Eth. crK
* climb'•
1. See ^raetorius, Die amharische Sprache. p. 28.
2. See wazza. above, p. 12.8 .
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Gz. cOff 'tree, wood1, Tna. cdns&yti ~ 
c0ncayti. Te. cdcgy, har. Inci 'wood', 
Arg. inced, Gaf. dnSa, etc. Common
Gz. sok, Tna. J_dsox, Te. sokat,
Har. usux, Arg. d&oh. Ch. sox, etc.
Common Semitic swk.
Gz.Tna.Te.Arg. fdre. har. fdri, etc. 
Common Semitic pry.
Gz. g*dnd. Tna. KWdndi. Te. ,,dnday.
Ch. ^dnd. etc. Uillmann1 related this 
to the Eth. root gmd 'cut, cut off', 
citing Ar. gmd 'be solid, hard' as a closer semantic 
cognate. There is, however, a regular qdtl pattern nominal
derivative from this root in ue'ez: gdmd 'pars abscissa,
wsegraentum'. Of course, g dnd could ultimately be from the
same root, but with medial m > n conditioned by the close
juncture with d regularized and levelled in other forms,
w
such as the participle pattern g dnnud.
>,0rar 'acacia* : Ch. gdrar. Ulbarag xOrardn. Perhaps
from som. galol. or a form similar 
to it.
koso 'anthelmintic plant': Tna.Te. koso. Perhaps from an
omotic source, cf. SinaSa kosbo,
Moca ho*5o. nSffa kaS6. 
kwalkwal ~ k^dlk^al 'euphorbia*: Tna. kw£lk^al. Te. kdldnkal.
yo* kulkwal. etc. Agaw, cf.
Gil. qftelaficuala. nem. quolquala ~
quoquSla.
One at 'wood'
Semitic cd.
Osoh ~ Soh 'thorn *:
fdre 'fruit'
gdnd 'log, trunk' :
1. lillmann, Lexicon lln;uae aethloplcae. col. 1160.
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kttrkaha ~ kdrkaha « kdrhaha 'bamboo': Tna. karkah,
Har. karkaha. Agaw, cf. S.Agaw qerqagi, 
Kem. krlxaxa.
kd tal 'leaf' : Gz. kj|sl, Tna. £Jisli, Har. kutti,
Arg. kdfral. Ch. kd tar. etc. Semitic, 
cf
qu'on donne aux chevaux
. Ar. qasala ’mow’, qasll * orge vert 
,1
1amiam 'green, fertile1: Gz.Tna. 15mlam. Gaf. ISmlam15 .
The Eth. root lmlm is probably fco be 
connected with lmc 'prosper', lrah 
Idem.. and at the same time to hml 'grow green1. These all 
appear to be extensions and developments of the Semitic 
root also seen in Ar. lamaha 'flash, sparkle' and haml 
'frue tus arboris'.
ldj 'bark* : Gz. ldh^. Tna. laftsj. Te. ldhd.§,
South Arg. lihlnto. Semitic, cf.
Ar. lahhasa 'squeeze', Heb. lahas.
sar 'grass' : Gz. sacr . Tna. safri, Te. s5car.
Har. sS’ar ~ sar. Arg. sir. Ch. s5r,
etc. Common Semitic scr .
2
sdr 'root' : (see under sdr 'nerve' ).
sola 'fig tree' : Har. sobla. Arg. Sola. Sod. sobla.
Ch. SSbra.etc: probably also to be 
compared here are Gz.Tna.Te. sagla;
origin unidentified.
tdd 'juniper' : Gz. ^dhd, ^ sdhd, Tna. sdhdi. Gaf. Sdda.
tdda. Ch. d5t. etc. Probably 
Semitic, cf. Ar. sucd 'height'*'*.
1. See lozy, Supplement aux dictionnaires arabes. Vol.2, 
Leyde 1681, p. 360.
2. See p. Vtf* .
3. See Leslau, Etude descriptive et comparative du Gafat. 
Paris 1956, p. 192.
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w&yrg. ~ wera ’olive': Te. wa. ;ret Har.Sl. l.Z. w^ar,
Ch. wagra. etc. Cushitic, cf.
Bil. wa *,ara. Kem. wfiyra. S.Agaw weri, 
Hadiya wera, Som. wa;,ar. The development £ > % is a 
particularly Agaw phenomenon1 and its presence in the 
Amharic item vis-a-vis Tigre, Harari, etc., suggests 
particular Agaw influence in the development of the 
Amharic item. On the other hand, Harari and E.Gurage 
w§U&r looks as if it has been directly influenced by 
Somali wagar.
zaf ’tree' : Har. zaf 'large tree', Arg. zaf,
wGaf. zaf a. Agaw, cf. Kem. zaf,
Khm. zaf, Quara gafa.
c) fauna
alafet ~ alOkt^  'leech': Gz. calakt^ Tna. cal£xti.
Te* cal&k* Har. ekti. Ch. ar&kdt. etc. 
Semitic clq-t.
amora 'bird of prey': Tna. 'amora. Arg. amora, Ch. amara,
Z. amara. etc. Unidentified. 
anb&sa 'lion' : Gz. canb&sa «. 1anbasa. Tna. 'anbSsa.
South Arg. hambassa. Semitic, 
cf. Ar. canbas ~ cabbas. The other 
Sem.Eth. languages use a variety of forms: Te. hayat. 
liar, wanag. Gaf. zibba, Ch. zap. etc.
anbata 'locust' : Gz.Tna. 'anbata. Te. cambata. Gaf,
dnbat. Arg. anbata. This is probably 
derived from the Semitic root nbt
'come out, emanate'.
1. See Reinisch, Die Chamirsprache in Abessinien. Vol.l,
Wien l88if, p. 36.
2. Shoan Amharic aikdt.
Kem. asa, S.Agaw asi; but note also 
Saho casa and Beja asa.
asama 'pig' : Tna. has&na. Te. hasaaa. This item
is probably to be related to the
Eth. root hsm (Gz. has&ma 'be hateful,
bad; displease'), to which Ar. haSima 'be angry', haSama 
'say unpleasant things' may be compared. The pig is, of 
course, a taboo animal in traditional Ethiopian culture, 
as amongst other Semitic speaking peoples.
awre 'wild animal’: Gz. *arwe. Tna. 'arawit1 . Te. 'arwe
'snake', Gaf.Arg. awre, Har. uri, etc. 
From the same root derives Amh. awra 
'male (animal), chief, main'. Common Semitic 'rw(-y).
The 6ame item, *arwe. etc., also occurs in the compound 
noun Amh. awraris 'rhinoceros' (Gz. 'arwe haril, lit. 
'rough-skinned beast*), recorded by Cosmas as arisi. 
ayt 'mouse' : Arg. hent, Old Amh. hays. Semitic,
c f. Akk. aiasu 'weasel'. The N .Eth. 
languages use an item of Agaw origin: 
Gz. 'ansewa, etc., whilst the rest of S.Eth. has an iteip 
of different Semitic origin: Har. fu'ur ~ fur, etc. 
azzo 'crocodile' : M.Ms.Go. azzo. Old Amh. hazzo, etc;
note also Har. has. Cushitic and 
probably Agaw, cf. Kem. azo, S.Agaw 
azzu: Har. has is probably from a different source, cf.
Som. yahas.
dbab 'snake' : Arg. hdwaw .. howaw, Har. hubab,
Gaf. dbab^S, Wl. dmbab. Old Amh. hdbab,
1. Formally a plural, cf. Gz. 'arawit.
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NSlaeke1 regarded this as derived from the root hbb 
•love’ as an instance of Ge. .ensinn. However, the root 
hbb occurs in Tigre with the meaning 'wind, curve*; 
cf. also Ar. frubab 'serpent*.
dffunit 'viper* : Har. hlffifi. SI. dffdhfla. W1 • umfafiRet,
Z. umfiflfii. One wonders whether this
S.Ethiopian item might be related 
to the N.Ethiopian and common Semitic root 'pc-t of the 
same meaning.
dnkurarit 'frog' : Gz. kw3rngnacat - kv'3rnanacat .
k"arnanacat. Tna. kwaj,co - kv,5rcpb _
1ankWdrcob ■ Te. kor3c ~ ’dnkord0 .
Har. ankurarahti« S1.W1.Z. dnkurarit. All these forms are 
ultimately various extensions and reduplications of a 
root ^kWrc - feVrh. Although this appears to be partly 
onomatopoeic, one can compare similar forms from elsewhere
in Semitic: cf. Ar. ourra - qirra * garra. Talmudic Heb.
-  -  2
gurgur 'the croaking of frogs' .
dnSdlaljt 'lizard': Ch. dn§dnet - dn§drdn5t. E. dnSdrdnnat;
maybe also Har. aShi.yya « aShiya.
aslyya. End. u£dfifl§, etc. The most 
interesting point to be made here is the wide occurrence 
of the pattern dn+C^dC^aC^+it here and in other animal 
names, like dnkurarit 'frog', or Arg. dnSdrarit 'spider* 
(Amh. Sargrit). or perhaps also wl. umfafiftet 'viper*
(Amh. dffufiit).
dr&db 'dove' : Gz. rd&b, Tna. rdkbi. Te. rdgdb.
Har. ergib. Semitic, cf. Akk. rigab/pu.
1. 1.5ldeke, i\eue Beitrage zur somltischen Sprachwissenschaft.
p. 89.
2. See Cohen, kssai compafcatif sur le vocabulaire et la
phone\,ique uu charaito-semltique. no. 126.
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dr.ya ‘pig1 : Gz. haraw.va ~ harawya, Te. harawyat
har. hariyya. SI. iraya. Old Amh. hdrya.
The S.Eth. forms may be derived from 
*ha/drdv/ya > * ha/Ordyya, with -wy- > -yy-. The root appears 
to be hrw ~ hrw (Gz. harSw& 'dig'). Common Semitic, cf.
Ar. hara. Heb. har.
barrSxa (vb) •fly's Gz. barrS. Tna. bjirjirs, Te. barra.
Har. bSrSra, Ch. banarain. etc.
The Sem.Eth. root brr is cognate with
prr in the rest of Semitic.
pdlat 'hawk1 : Har. tilli. Z. cululle. uushitic,
cf. Kambatta tiliilliSuta. Qabena tillluta. 
Sid- ^ululle. ualla Sululle: note also 
&em. tdlSy. which might, however, be an old loan from Amharic. 
dakdyye 'duck' : Har. daklya. Ms. dakkjyg.. etc.
From ualla, dakiya. 
f&lfgl fdlffil 'mole': Arg. fdlfgl. har. flfi. uaf. fdlfala.
etc. Probably from the root flfl 
(Gz- fSlfaia 'gush forth', Amh. falaffSla 
dehusk, bite (of insects)'), to which Semitic pll may be 
compared, cf. Ar. falla 'break', heb. palal 'cut, rend', and 
especially ESA fit (n) 'ditch, excavation'. Interestingly, 
the item falfal occurs in ue'ez with the meaning 'elephant*.
This is probably to be connected with Semitic nil- . etc. 
r.umare 'hippopotamus': Tna. gumare« Te. ffumare 'rhinoceros',
Har. Aumarre 'hippopotamus', Ch. ,,omana.
etc. Cushitic, cf. Afar gumarl.
hem.Quara gumarl. Khm. gumSri. Som. ger.
.;os 'buffalo' : Har. go§. Arg. goS. Ch. gaS. SI. ga§o.
etc. Exact formal cognates for this item 
occur in Cushitic, cf. Sid. gose.
Khm. gu§a. etc., but it is hard not to associate thfe Sem.Eth. 
item with Gz. gamus of the same meaning, which is a loan 
through Ar. gamus from Persian gavmiS. gamiS. gamus.
gab 'hyena* : Gz. zd *b, Tna. zd »bi. South Arg. gu.
Common Semitic d/b 'wolf, jackal'.
The other Sem.Eth. languages have 
a variety of terms, probably of hon-Semitic origin:
Te * karay. liar, waraba. Gaf. karcamS, Ch. g an5a. etc.
£d.,ra 'guinea fowl': Gz. zdKra. Tna. za ra. Har. zi,;ra ~
zikra, etc. Cushitic, cf. Bil. gagrina 
Kem. girana. S.Agaw zegrana.
Alaba Tx. rata. Saho zagra. Som. digfrin.
gbrat 'tail' : probably to be related to the item
5dra 'fly-whisk' - in Tna.Arg.Gaf.
Sdra has fche meaning 'tail', but 
elsewhere 'fly-whisk', as in Amharic. Both items are of 
Cushitic orioin, but ^drat is probably from a different 
source within Cushitic to 9dra: cf. Kem. g&rSy ~ &dray.
Khm. %era. but S.Agaw 5Sri, Galla cira, Qabena Sira.
The Semitic term for tail, dub. occurs in N.Eth: Gz.Te. 
and Hamasen Tna. z&n£b.
kdnf 'wing* ; Gz. kdnf. Tna. kdnfi. Ch. kSnfa, etc.
Common Semitic knp. 
k&rkarro 'wild pig': Har. karkarro. Arg. karkaro.
Gaf. karkar. Cushitic, cf. Galla,
Som. karkaro.
W  w  wkok 'partridge' : Tna. kokah, Arg.Ch. kok, Gaf. kuk a551
Sod. ^u&§, etc. The item is also 
recorded in Ge'ez as kokah. but it is 
not sure to what extent this is an original Ge'ez item or 
an introduction from some vernacular language. Cushitic, 
cf. Kem. kav/dya. Khm. qoqaya. Qabena k£ka.
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w •kdmal ’louse* : Gz.Tna. k drnal. Te. kdmal. Har. kumay.
Arg. kdmal, Ch. kdmar. etc. Common
Semitic Qml qlm.
kundcca ’flea1 : Gz. kvdn^ . Tna. k^'dnsi, Te. £a§ ~ k&s,
Har. kunaS, Arg. kundcca. Ch. kdraS .
w
etc. The root is Eth. k ns ^ kns
(Gz. kanasS, kannasa 'leap, jump'). Semitic, cf. Ar. qamasa.
The medial radical n of Sem.Ethiopian vis-a-vis Arabic m
could have arisen through assimilation to the following §
+ v
in some such environment as qums > k dn^.
kand ’horn' : Gz. karn. Tna. frarni. Te. kar (pi. 'akdrnat}.
Har. kar. Arg. kand. Ch. k£n. etc. 
common Semitic qrn. 
kura 'crow1 : Arg. kura, Gaf. kurS, war. kurra.
Ch. kv"ur5. etc. Praetorius tried to 
derive this from Sem.Arb^ . There are, 
however, widespread Cushitic items with better formal fit;
Bil. kua-qura. kem. xoray. uuara gura. Alaba frura. ^embaro 
kura. It is possible, of course, that some of these Cushitic 
items are taken from Semitic Ethiopian. 
ndb 'bee' ; Gz. ndhb, Tna. ndhbi. Te. ndhdb.
Arg.ch. ndb. Gaf. ndbWa . etc.
Other Semitic languages have the root 
nub-; perhaps the medial h in Sem.Eth. can be explained as 
due to contamination with a root nhb (Ar. nahaba 'plunder, 
move rapidly', also occurring in ESA.).
nSbdr 'leopard' ; Gz. narnr. rna, nabri, ch. nSkdr. etc.
Common Semitic nmr. 
sa;;on 'ostrich' ; Gz. s&gano. Tna.Te. sS,,an. Agaw, cf.
Bil. slUan. Khm. sag^na, Cuara sagana.
1. See Praetorius, Lie amharische Sprache. p. 67; see also 
Leslau, An etymological dictionary of Harari. p. 93.
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sak;/ana 'animal leg'; Gz. s£kV>ana 'heel, horse's hoof1,
wTna. sax ana. Har. sSxana 'shin',
Ch. sanxara. etc. Cushitic, cf.
W Y/ mm mm
bil. zak ana. Quara sukana, Afar, ddk acono. beja sdk ena. 
sararit 'spider' : Gz. saret. Tna.Te. saret, Arg. dnSOrarit.
Har. a§Sirarahti. Sod. sara.vit.
Ch. Set, etc. The underlying root of 
all the Sem.Eth. forms may be reconstructed as *sr(y). 
with reduplication in Amh.Arg.Har.Sod.Go.Wl.Enn. to srr(.y). 
Cerulli1 derives this from Cushitic: 'la voce signifies 
in cuscitico 'colui che veste' (probabilmente anche 'il 
tessitore')'. Similar forms occur throughout Cushitic, 
cf. bil. sarlro. Kem. sari, Galla sarariti, Saho saro- 
bahayta 'il portatore di veste'; the Cushitic root appears 
in its simple form in Bil. sar-. Kem. s&y- 'wear'.
'tapeworm' : Har. suti. Sod. so^a. Ch. sonSa.
VY1. seto 'anthelmintic', etc. 
irobably of E.Cushitic origin: cf.
Hadiya auto, Darasa he to. Galla he to.
w w «■tdh an 'bed bug' : Tna. tdx an, Te. tdkan, Har. tuxan.
Arg. tuhan. Ch. tdxar. etc. Cushitic,
W V/
cf. Bil. tdg ana. Saho tlk an.
Galla tukana.
tdl 'worm' : Har. tulu*. Arg. tuli1. Sod. tdlS.
Z. tul, Ch. Sdra. etc. Common Semitic 
t(w)lc—t .
tota 'Vervet monkey': Cushitic and specifically Agaw,
cf. Khm. ciSuwa. Kem. sdSSwa.
1. Cerulli, .,tudi etionici I . p. 237.
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v/af 'bird* : Gz.Tna.Te. cof, Har. uf, Arg. wof,
Gaf. ydf“a . Ch. £f, etc. Common 
Semitic cwp.
wala 'sp. of mountain antelope': Gz. wdcla ~ wgcalat
etc. Common Semitic wcl 'mountain 
goat'.
zahon ~ zohon 'elephant': Arg.Sod. zShon, M. zaxona,
Ch. zSx'&ra. etc; in Harari, Sdl^i 
and v.Slane the item occurs with 
initial d- instead of z-, cf. Har. doxon. Cushitic, cf.
Saho dakano, Som. da.:on. Bil.Kem.Quara £ana. Sid. danigSo. 
Cerulli'1' reconstructs the 'common Cushitic' item as
+ yj
zak an-, a form very close to and perhaps even influenced
•f w
in its reconstruction by zak an. from which all the 
Sem.Eth. forms in z- can be derived. It is not, however, 
clear to which Cushitic language or language group this 
form should be attributed. Certainly, it would seem 
reasonable to attribute the Harari and related forms to 
a different Cushitic source, perhaps Somali, or Saho?
The N.Ethiopian languages all use a form harmaz, and Ge'ez 
has a further form, na^e. seemingly of Indian origin. 
zdmb 'fly' : Tna.Har. zdmbi. Gaf. zdmba, Arg. zOmb.
etc. Common Semitic hbb. Ge'ez does
■ I m m b
not preserve this Semitic item, but 
has a form ^dnsdn.ya. which also appears in Tna. as ^Onsdya 
and Te. as 9dnSay; it is of Agaw origin, cf. Kem. Sinsa. etc. 
zdngaro 'baboon' : Har. zag&ru. Gaf. gdn^drS. SI. zangero.
etc. Agaw, cf. Bil. gOAAura. Cuara la^ira, 
Kem. r,aAdra. S.Agaw zagri; note also 
Som. da.yer ~ aafier ~ danger. Hadiya da^iera.
1. Cerulli, Studi etlopicl II. p. 198.
IV The semantic field Social organization1
The subdivisions under this heading are a) lav/ and 
government, b) economy, c) warfare, and d) religion.
The areas of the lexicon covering culturally sensitive 
categories like social organization, economy, religion, 
etc., are - as might be expected - more fluid in turn­
over, in acceptance of loan elements and influences, 
than some of the other semantic fields discussed so far 
moreover, perhaps in this field more than in any other, 
can extra-linguistic conclusions about history, ethnic 
contacts, and patterns of cultural influence of the 
speakers of the language be drawn. Thus, when we 
examine vocabulary from the sphere of trade and economy 
in Amharic, we find a large number of items taken from 
Arabic or from elsewhere through the medium of Arabic. 
The traditional role of outsiders, particularly the 
Arabs, in the commerce of Ethiopia is, of course, well 
known. Amongst these commercial terms we may include 
hisab ’account*, bdlas 'gratis, free', gumruk 'customs' 
&drs ~ kdrS 'small coin', kdray 'rent', tad skin 'poor', 
mizan 'scales', suk 'small shop', wgket 'ounce', and so 
on. -Similarly, a number of military terms is of Arabic 
origin, including items like ;orade 'scimitar', sSllafa 
'draw up in battle line*, harb 'army' and its Amharic 
extension arbanfia 'warrior', as well as the names of 
products of more recent military technology like maddf 
'cannon', tamfmga 'rifle', nSft 'rifle*, etc. On the 
other hand, most traditional military titles in Amharic 
appear to be indigenous, the only exception being baSa, 
taken from Arabic, though ultimately of Turkish origin,
as is fr&manga. cited above. The intermediary here is the 
Turkish occupation of kassawa.
The contribution of the non-Semitic languages of 
Ethiopia in these fields is much smaller. In economy 
tnere is ample 'salt bar currency', ddha 'poor'1 ; in 
military terminology, gas§a 'shield', lole 'soldier'
(also meaning 'servant', cf. aSkUr (of Arabic origin) 
with the same range of meaning in Amharic), and more 
specific terms like yaboo 'short spear', agre 'large 
shield', and dulla 'club'. Many of the basic terms, 
however, remain inherited Semitic: ddl 'victory', 
ggddSlS 'kill', saff&r& 'camp', sarawit 'army', sayf 
'sword', t&lat 'enemy', fror 'spear, army, war' (tordnnat). 
zSrr&fa 'plunder', and so on. The same is essentially 
true of the field of economy and trade: cf. ggbdya 
'market', kSffalS 'pay', t£l&kka 'borrow' and alakka 
'lend', n&kg&dB 'trade', etc.
Religious terminology includes a very high proportion
of long-established loanwords, which entered the Ethiopian
language area through Ge'ez during the early centuries
of the Christian era. A number of specifically Christian
terms are of Greek origin: fraflas 'metropolitan, bishop',
man£kuse (and variants) 'monk', d£bt&ra 'lay priest, cantor'
2
panna 'Christmas', etc. The majority of borrowed 
religious terms in Semitic Ethiopian is, however, of 
Hebrew or Aramaic origin^. This includes both specifically 
Christian and more general terms that may be characterized 
as 'Judeo-Christian'. Of course, it need hardly be said
1. Cf. also the item ze;<a 'subject', which appears to be 
from a connate Cushitic root.
2. A full list of reek loans has been given above, p. 62. .
3. See especially Rc5ldeke, Neue Beitrii.e zur semitischen 
Sprachwlssenscnaft. p. 32-^6; see also Ullendorff, Ethiopia 
and the Pible. p. 121-3*
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that a whole body of religious terminology was taken over
from Arabic by Islamic communities. As has been pointed
out1 , it is not always easy to be certain either about
the direction of the loan-motement or even about the
process of borrowing itself between closely related
Semitic languages. This is readily illustrated in the
field of religious terminology. Items such as nal'ak
'angel*, mSlSkot ’divinity*, hati'at *sin'^ are all
related to original common Ethiopian roots for which there
is no reason to suspect borrowing from other Semitic
languages, though the particular semantic value given
to these derivatives in the religious field may be
attributed to the theological colouring current in other
x
Semitic languages . Thus, the specific value of Dial'ak 
as 'angel' alongside the common Eth. root 1 'k 'send* is 
attributed to iieb. mal'ak; or hati 'at as 'sin' besides
Cl •
Eth. ht^ 'not find, not have', is owed to Aram, h tata.
However, a number of basic roots like feds 'be holy', 
kbr 'bury', rgm 'curse', brk (C-type) 'bless', mrk idem 
is most likely of inherited Semitic origin semantically 
as well as formally, there appearing to be no need to 
imply outside influence in their semantic development.
The component roots of the names of the Deity, mlk (amlak) 
and gz' + bhr(dgzi'abdher). are similarly of inherited 
Semitic origin. The common Semitic root Vl 'god', which 
occurs in all other branches of Semitic, is not found as 
an inherited item in Semitic Ethiopian.
1. Ullendorff, op.cit.. p. 120.
2. See Kdldeke, op.clt.. where a full list of items of
Hebrew and Aramaic origin is given. Ullendorff, op.cit.. 
gives a similar list.
3. Perhaps not ail the items listed by Kbldeke (op.clt.) 
need have received the influence of Hebrew or Aramaic;
I cannot see why kds, for example, should be so influenced 
when its semantics are perfectly in accord with the general
Semitic theme for this root, qd£.
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Two important terms from the field of magic and the 
supernatural are of non-Semitic origin, namely buda and 
zar. The latter is derived from the old name of the 
pagan Agaw sky-god, typically ’’demoted" to the position 
of a malevolent spirit in the new religion. The former 
has cognates throughout the Ethiopian language area, 
including Sudanic languages like Shilluk, 3ongo and Bari1 , 
to which its origin has been ascribed.
The list of items from the fields of law, government, 
and social organization presents a rather different 
picture from those of economy or religion, in that the 
overwhelming majority of items is of inherited Semitic 
origin, and obvious loanwords appear to be few in number. 
Out of the 30 terms studied here, 36 (72%) are of safe, 
directly inherited Semitic origin, whilst only five appear 
to be of non-Semitic, ie. Cushitic origin. Especially 
interesting among these five items are the two terms 
aee * ate ’emperor* and the (originally) vocative "an-hoy. 
The appearance of both terms in Amharic can be roughly 
dated, the first to the lAth century, to the reign of
p
c/'mda Sd.yon" . and the second possibly to the 16th century,
to the reign of Barsa uan,,dl. at least according to native
3
tradition . Both terms are of Agaw origin and appear 
originally to have been titles or appellatives of Agaw 
kings.
Amongst the items of inherited Semitic origin are 
several for which the closest semantic parallel occurs
L
in South Arabian . Of course, the roots of many of these
1. Cerulli,'Canti burleschi di student! delle scuole abissine',
RSO, XIII, p. 3^6.
2. See Conti Rossini, La lan,;ue des Kemant en Abysslnie. p. 171.
3. See Mittwoch, 'Dschanhoi - die amharische Bezeichnung flir 
’iiajestSt' ', ZA, XXV, p. 281-8; also Conti Rossini, op.cit.. p. 286. 
A. Bee Ullendorff, 'The Semitic languages of Ethiopia and their 
contribution to general Semitic studies', Africa. XXV, p. 156, 
where some S.Arabian lexical parallels are listed; see also 
HSfner, 'Ober . sprachliche und kulturelle Deziehungen
zwischen SUdarabien und Jtthiopien in Altertum 1 ,ACISE, p. E35.
items do occur elsewhere in Semitic, but the point of 
interest here lies in the close semantic correlation 
with S.Arabian. Thus, agar 'country* (ESA. h^r 'town, 
state*), abbar 'vassal', ,.abare 'farmer' (ESA. gbr-m 
'group of serfs', *;;br 'servants'), ^ult 'fief' (ESA. 
g(w) 1 ). n/,s 'be king' (ESA. n&S 'impose tribute'), 
sum 'chief' (ESA. 5.ya 'praefectus' ), w&s&n 'boundary'
(ESA. win). hd£K 'lav;' (ESA. h^), SSta 'sell' (ESA. S (.v )t 
'trade, carry on business'), and from the field of 
military terminology s&rawit 'army* (ESA srwt).
a) law and government
a,n.;&r 'country' s (iz. ha^&r 'town', Tna. hag&r ^country',
etc. Semitic, cf. ESA hgr 'town,state', 
and Yemeni Ar. hagar 'ruined town'. 
al&fra 'head, superior': Tna. hal&xa. Old Amh. hal&fra.
There is a number of formally compat­
ible roots in Sem.Eth., none of which,
however, is really suitable as a cognate on semantic
+ (w)ground*: hjLk 'be destroyed', h lk 'count', h^k 'be round*
Father, one wonders if this root £1£ 'chief' might not
be connected with Sem.Eth. lhk 'be more*, despite the
difference in laryngals and the different sequence of
radicals1.
ate. 'emperor' : Old Amh. hase ~ hate . This item
appears to be of Agaw origin, cf.
Kern, asena . The introduction of the 
term into Amharic has been dated to the reign of cAmd8 Sdyota
1. lor the Semitic connexions of lhk see Ullendorff, 
'Contribution of South Semitic to Hebrew lexicography', 
VT, VI, p. 19^ ff, where Heb. lahaqa 'senior ones' is
compared.
17$
One wonders whether the Agaw term asena might in turn be 
ultimately derived from something such as Gz. hazani, 
which appears on Axuraite inscriptions^ in the sense of 
'administrator'.
a wag 'proclamation': an agent noun (qatali) pattern from
the Sem.Eth* root cwd 'go around'. In 
Ge'ez cawadi has the meaning 'bandit, 
one who roams around the country', but the root has a wide 
range of meanings to which 'proclamation' can easily be 
related.
dngdda 'guest, stranger*: Gz.Te. ’dngdda. Kar. nugda.
Gaf. dngddS, Sod. nagda. etc. From 
the Sem.Eth. root ngd in the primary
2
sense of 'travel' .
bad - bada 'stranger': Gz. bacd . Tna. bacdi. Semitic,
cf. Ar. bacId 'distant, strange',
ESA. bcd 'remote'.
daRRS 'establish order', daflfla (n) 'judge': Gz. dayyanS (vb)
'judge', da.yyani (n), Tna. dayyana.
danfia, Har. daMa. The Tigrinya noun,
and maybe the Harari, too, are probably amharicisms and not
inherited items. The Amharic root seems to derive from
+dny with transposed radicals. Common Semitic dyn.
fSrrada 'judge' : Gz.Tna. farada, Har. farada. etc.
Semitic prd 'separate, distinguish'.
fatta 'release, divorce': Gz. fatha. Tna. fathe, Har. fataha,— — —  • ' — — . «■»* 1 1 ■ . “*
Ch. fatam, etc. Common Semitic pth. 
gabbara 'pay tax, tribute* (gSbare 'farmer', gabbar 'vassal',
gdbdr 'tax', etc.): Gz. 'a,.abbSra
'impose tribute', gSbr 'slave', gabar 
'worker', etc., Tna. gabbara 'pay tax',
1. See Littmann, Lie deutsche Axum-Expedition. Vol.if, Berlin 
1913, P. if3s if5> inscriptions no. 12, 13.
2. See below, p. 11*6.
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Har. ^ebara 'pay an amount of money or cloth to the bride 
at the conclusion of the engagement1, Sod. gabbaram ’tame', 
etc. The root gbr also means 'work, do1 in N.Ethiopian 
(Gz. gSbrS. etc.), which would appear to be the starting 
point of the various semantic developments in the rest of 
Sem.Ethiopian. Common Semitic gbr ’force, be strong1. 
gult ’fief' : Gz. ,;V’dlt. Tna. gWdlti. Te. gdlt«
Semitic, cf. ESA. g(w)l and perhaps 
also Ar. Rul 'the wall around a well
or grave'.
w “ w
geta 'master, lord': Tna. g Syta. Har. govta. Gaf. g 'ita.
w
Arg. , eta. Old Amh. g eta, etc.
Various attempts at the etymology of
this item have been made; Cerulli^ considers it to be of
Agaw origin, deriving it from a form analogous to Khm.
2qawata 'leader'. Leslau suggests a connexion with Galla 
,.ofta. which is, however, more likely to be a derivative
3
of gosa 'tribe'. Kather, the etymology proposed by Cohen
•f w
is the most probable, namely a derivative of g ay
(Amh. »Ae 'place'), which appears in older Amharic as an
independent item gay ~ gay ~ gey**. and elsewhere in
S.Ethiopian. This item is almost certainly Semitic and
is related to ESA. £w 'collegium', Heb. goy.
gazza 'rule, buy' : Tna. gSz'e 'possess, buy', Te. ;Sz,a .
Har. gaza’a 'govern', Arg. gazza.etc* 
The root appears in Ge'ez in the 
nominal form ’dgzi1 'lord, master'. Semitic, cf. Ar. 
*aza*a 'distribute, share' and perhaps also £aza 'reward'.
1. Cerulli, Studi etiopici I. p. 232.
2.-. Leslau, An etymological dictionary of Hararl. p. 76.
3. Cohen, Houvelles etudes d'ethiopien meridional, p. 88. 
See Littmann, 'Altamharisches Glossar. Der Wortschatz in
den "canzoni geez-amarinfia", RSQ. XX, p. if98. See also 
Cohen, 'Gy'. ge. etc. "vallee, pays"', GLECS. I, p. 34*
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gan (hoy) * emperor1 : composed of Jlan and the vocative part-
icle hoy. The element gan is from Agaw, 
Bil.Kem. gana 'elephant1, used as a 
royal epithet. The introduction of this term into Amharic 
is traditionally dated to the reign of SarsS Idngdl^. 
hag A' 'law' : Gz. hdgg. Tna. hdggi. Te. hag 'limit',
etc. The initial h- of the Amharic form 
indicates that this is a Ge'ez take­
over. Semitic, cf. especially ESA. h£. This South Semitic 
root may be a peculiar development of hqq. occurring in the 
rest of Semitic.
hdzb 'people' : Gz. hdzb, Tna. hdzbi. A take-over from
Ge'ez. Semitic, cf. Ar. hizb 'crowd, 
group of people', (vb) hazaba 'collect'. 
kabbSra 'be honoured': Gz. kfibra, Tna. kSbarS, Te. kabra,
Ch. akabaram. etc. Common Semitic kbr. 
kasa 'compensate' : Tna. kahasa. Te. kahasa. Har. kehasa.
Arg. kahasa, Ch. kasSm, etc. rraetorius^ 
related this to Heb. khs 'grow lean', 
but this is perhaps better connected with Eth. 'ksh of the 
same meaning.
kassSsa 'accuse' : Tna. kasasa. Te. kassa, Har. kasasa. etc.
Semitic, cf. Syr. kases 'blame, reprove', 
perhaps also Heb. kasas 'compute',
Akk. kasasu 'cut up', Ar. kassa 'pulverize'.
katama 'town' : Tna. katama. Har. katam- in katambSri
'entrance to a compound'. In Ge'ez 
kat5ma means 'end, edge, summit', but 
is also used later in the sense of 'royal camp', from which 
the meaning 'town' has developed. Probably Semitic, cf.
Ar. katama 'hold, hide, conceal' (Gz. katama 'seal, close’).
1. Mittwoch, 'Dschanhoi - die amharische Bezeichnung ftir 'Majestat' 
ZA, XXV, p. 2b6: 'die Abessinier glauben, dass das Wort gan(hoi ) 
erst seit dem 16. Jahrhundert im Gebrauch sei, wShrend man frliher 
daflir danzS gesagt habe'.
2. rraetorius, lie amharische Sprache. p. 7.
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: Gz. kasca 'humiliate’, Tna. kasce 'punish',
Te. kasfa, Har. kata *a . etc. Semitic, 
cf. Ar. gasaca 'grind, squash', Heb.
: Arg. leba, Gaf. liba, E. neba, etc.
Perhaps from Galla, cf. labobu 'steal*.
: Gz. m&hala. Te. m^hala, Gaf. mala, etc.
The root mljl occurs in other Semitic 
languages but with a range of meanings 
difficult to relate to Semitic Ethiopian 'swear': Ar. mahala 
'be barren', Heb. mahal 'renounce', ESA. mhl 'misfortune'. 
n&Kfl£s& 'be king' : Gz. nggsa. and hence modern Sem.Eth.
n^s. Semitic, cf. Ar. na^asa 'compel',
Heb. nafias 'urge, drive', ESA. n 
'impose tribute'. The development of the root ng£ in 
Ethiopian is described by Conti Rossini1 , 
nasa » nata 'free': Tna.Te. n&sa. If, as seems likely,
nS§a is to be derived from Sem.Eth. 
nsh 'be pure*, then the Tigrinya and 
Pigre forms must be loans from Amharic; the protoform would 
then be *n&§ah. For nsh cf. Ar. nasaha 'be pure', Heb. 
riasa.fr. ' sparkle'.
Another terra with the same meaning in Amharic is ara. 
occurring in Old Amharic as hara. and in Ge'ez as hara
'army, troops, officers', harav/i 'free, noble*; warrior',
2
an item which Praetorius sees in the military title awTari 
(ie. *awra hari 'der wilde, m&nnliche Krieger'). The root 
is +hrr» to which Heb. hor 'nobles', Ar. harra 'be of noble
• t 9 « •Q
stock', Aram, h rar 'liberate', etc., may be compared.
katta 'punish'
qasa° 'scrape'. 
leba 'thief*
mala 'swear*
1. Conti Rossini, 'Aethiopica', RSO, X, p. if8l-3.
2. Praetorius, Lie amharische Sprache. p. 199.
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ratta ’win a lawsuit1: Gz. ratca ’be straight, prosper',
Tna. ratce 'win', Te. ratca 'succeed',
Har. rata*a« etc. Semitic, cf.
Akk. retu 'be fortified'.
sarra (i) 'work', (ii) 'prescribe': (i) Gz.Te. sarha,
Tna. sSrhe; (ii) Gz. sarca , Tna. sarce.
Te. sSr°a. etc. For Sem.Eth. srh I 
cannot find a satisfactory cognate, but src can be compared 
with Ar. §araca . ESA. Src 'order'.
saffata 'revolt' : Tna. saffata. Arg. SeffSta, Sod. sifiatam.
etc., but note that in some Gurage 
languages the root appears as Sft% 
which brings to mind Gz. sft ('asfSta 'deceive, seduce1).
This root, sffr. may be compared, perhaps, with Ar. safuta 
'be liberal'.1
s&ll&ma 'award' : Tna. s&llama. liar. SelSma, Arg. Sellama.
etc. S.Ethiopian B-type pattern on the 
root slm 'peace*. Common Semitic slm. 
sum 'chief' : Gz. sdyum (p.p. of lemS 'put, appoint');
the item occurs throughout Sem.Eth.
The root sym is, of course, Semitic, 
but an especially close semantic parallel of the noun sum 
occurs in ESA. Sym 'praefectus, dominus'.
Sdmagdle 'elder' : Tna.Te. 5dma, die. Agaw, cf. bil. slm^ar
(pi. slmagal), Khm. SSmgel. Kern, simgar, 
etc. Amh. Sdma,;dle appears to be 
derived from the Agaw plural stem simagSl- plus the 
individualizing suffix -e.
v;arrasa 'inherit' : Gz.Tna. warasa. Te. warsa. etc.
Common Semitic wr£.
1. See Rundgren, 'The root sft in the modern Ethiopic 
languages', Orientalia suecana. II, p. 19-21, for a detailed 
discussion on this root; see also wajnberg 'Abessinische 
Etymologien', k O, XIII, p. 39.
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was guarantor1 : Gz.Tna. v/ahds, Te. wdhsa, Har. was,
Ch. was, etc. Semitic, cf. ESA whs 
in Qatabanian swhs 'gift, donation'.
: Gz.Tna.Te.Arg. wSsan, etc. Semitic,
cf. ESA. win. Another Amharic item 
meaning 'border', damb&r. is related 
to the root dbr 'mountain'.
: Gz. zega 'poor', Har. zega. etc.
This is of Agaw origin; a variant 
form of the Cushitic root also appears
p « •
in Amh. ddha 'poor' : cf. Bil. gjga. Khm. %e&a. Kem. gag- 
'be ruined'; note also Beja gehana 'begger'.
wasan 'border'
by Praetorius 
zega 'subject'
b) economy
amole 'salt bar currency's Tna. 'ample. Har. amole.
Arg. amole. etc. E.Cushitic, cf.
Galla amole. Sid. amole. 
bdrr 'silver, dollar's Tna. bdrrl. Gaf. bdrrS. etc; a
different root pattern occurs in 
Gz. bdrur. Semitic, cf. Ar. barra 
'be just', Heb. barar 'be pure', Akk. bararu 'shine', etc. 
bar.ya 'slave' : This item is traditionally connected
with the ethnic name Barya, though
these people do not use the term in
describing themselves^. It is not inconceivable that the 
ethnic name (of whatever origin) came to be used as the
common noun 'slave', since the so-called Nilotic peoples
of western Ethiopia have, of course, been the traditional
1. Praetorius, lie amnarlsche Bprache. p. 100.
2. ,.,ee below, p.tss.
3. See Conti Rossini, La storia d'Ltlopja. p. 72.
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source of slaves for highland Ethiopia. Praetorius1 
suggested a derivation from Sem. bcr 'cattle, herds', 
the same root as found in Amh, bare 'ok', but I do not 
think that this is likely.
cana 'load' : Gz.Tna. sacana, Te. *ascana, Har.• ■— ■ • ■    9 I" —■1 ♦ ■— ■■■*■ 9
ta’ana ~ tana ~ tena. Ch. 5ar£m, etc.• ■ ■■■■■■- « • mmmmmm *...... •..— ■■ ■ #
Semitic zcn 'travel, migrate', but
note also Heb. tacan 'load' beside sacan 'migrate'.
ddha 'poor' : Tna. ddxa, Gaf. ddha. From Cushitic,
cf. perhaps Galla dega 'poor'; similar
forms also occur in Kem. d£xa and
Khm. ddxa. but these look like loans from Amharic. See 
2
zega 'subject' .
g&bi£.ya ~ gSbdya 'market': Gaf. gSbdyS. Go. gebi. Ch. , abaya.
3
etc. Praetorius regarded this as a 
derivative of the root gb* and meaning, 
therefore, originally something like 'reunion' ,4-e. *,.abd * + ya. 
ganz&b 'money, property*: Gz. g&nzab 'treasure*,
Tna. g&nzab 'money'. The immediate 
origin of this is an Aramaic form such 
as k nuzba. also appearing as ,.lzz bar. besides gjnzak. etc. 
These are all ultimately of Old Persian origin: cf. ganza 
'treasure', .^anzabara 'treasury*.
tg-guaz& 'journey', gv,az 'caravan': Gz. Kdcz£ gjjcaz£
'change camp, migrate', Tna. K&caza.
Har. gaza. etc. Semitic, cf. perhaps 
Ar. gaza 'travel', Heb. gaz 'pass, change', etc., for a 
good semantic and acceptable formal fit, rather than gzc 
'cut' cited by Dillmann\
1. Praetorius, Pie amharische Sprache. p. 171.
2. See above, p.
3. .raetorius, op.cit.
A. Pillmann, Lexicon linguae aethioplcae. col. 1187.
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habt ’wealth* : this is a take-over from Gz. habt:
note, however, the Amharic development 
k£bt 'cattle' with false restitution 
of k for h and subsequent differentiation of meaning. 
kaff&la 'pay, divide’: Gz. kgfSlS 'divide, assign',
Tna. k&f&lS 'pay, divide', Te. kSfla, 
Har. kgf&la. etc. Sem.Eth. kfl is 
to be compared with Ar. kafala 'support, maintain' and 
Heb. kapal 'double, multiply'.
JfX'S^arS 'count' : Tna. frWa^&ra. Arg. kVgfrtSra.
Gaf. kWjfr^ arS. etc. This root k^sr
is almost certainly identical with
the root k'sr 'tie a knot' (Gz. kwas&r& - kWass£ra). If
this assumption is correct, it gives an interesting glimpse
into early methods of recording numbers. Semitic, cf.
6
perhaps Syr. q frar 'attach'.
ta-l&kka 'borrow', a-lakka 'lend': Gz. lSkkdha 'loan',
Tna. 'alakkdhe. Har. alek&ha. etc. 
Semitic, cf. Ar. laqiha 'conceive*,
Heb. lag all ' take'.
naggSd& 'trade' : Tna. n5p;SdS. Te. nSgda. Har. nigdi
a§a (lit. 'do trade'), SI. na.^Sda. etc. 
The Sem.Eth. root ngd originally seems 
to have meant something like 'travel', as suggested by the 
derivatives m&nAad 'road' and dn;:dda 'stranger'. Semitic, 
cf. Aram, ngd 'flow*.
M t l  'sell' :: Gz. sefa, Tna. 5ava^3 » ZSta.
Semitic, cf. ESA. 5(.v)t.
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c) warfare
aSkar 'servant, soldier': Tna.Te. ca£kar ~ caskSr.
Har. a|kar. From Ar. caskar. 
cldl 'victory' : Tna. ddl. Har. dil ~ ddl. Both the
Tigrinya and Harari items are probably 
loans from Amharic. The root is dhl 
(Gz. taddhla 'retreat, flee') and *ddhl > dal would originally 
have meant something like 'flight, rout', the apparent 
reversal of meaning coming from a phrase such as 
ddl adSrrS,-S 'make a rout' > 'be victorious*. Semitic, 
cf. Ar. dahala 'flee', Syr. dehel 'be afraid'.
;addSl& 'kill' : Har. g&dala. Arg. g&ddSla. etc.
This root is probably not formally 
connected with Sera, qtl. as Praetorius1 
suggested. Rather, it is derived from gdl: cf. Gz. ta,;ad&la 
'fight*, gadala 'carcass', Te. /^ adilla 'fight*. Semitic 
lidi, cf. esp. Ar. gadala 'quarrel', tagadala idem.
The Semitic root otl does not occur in Amharic, but is 
preserved elsewhere in Sem.Eth: cf. Gz.Tna. kStSla.
Ch. k^StSrSra, Enn. j^ MjbSra, etc.
w «
gorade 'scimitar' : Tna. g drade. Te. gdrade, Har. gurade.
w
R Srade. etc. Probably from Aden 
Ar. gurad.
gasSa 'shield' : Tna.Arg. gaSSa, Gaf. gaSa, etc,
Cushitic, cf. Kem. ga§a, S.Agaw ga£i. 
Khainfca g.Sysa. Galla RaSana ~ ga5ena.
Som. gasan.
marrakS 'take prisoners': Gz. mahrak£, Tna. maraxS,
Te. marSka. Har. maraxa. etc. This
1. iraetorius, Die amharische Sprache. p. 72.
looks like a denominative form from a noun in nw from a 
root *hrk.
saffSra 'set up camp*: Gz.Tna. safara. Te, safra,
Har. sMfSra, etc. This is probably 
the same root as Sem.Eth. sfr ’measure 
Semitic, cf. Ar. safara 'travel1, Heb. sapar ’count’,
ESA. sfr (n) 'measure*.
sgrawit 'army* : Gz.Tna, sarawit. Semitic, cf. ESA
srwt.
sayf 'sword' : Gz. sSyf, Tna. sayf!. Har. slf.
Semitic, cf. a t . sayf.
SaSSS 'flee' : Gz. s&kgya 'take refuge with',
Te. saka, Har. saka 'flee', Arg. sakka 
Sod* SaSS&m. Ch. s§kJ[Sm, etc. The 
initial S might be explained as due to the influence of 
the following S; the latter would seem to derive from k
through palatalization to £ and thence 5. An alternative
etymology was proposed by Praetorius^, who connected 
Amh. SaSsS with Gz. swsw ('ansos&wgt 'go, walk'). The former 
derivation from sky is, I think, preferable.
SotSl 'dagger' : Gz. sSwtal. Tna. sotal ~ Sutol.
Te. sotSl, Har. sotal. etc. Probably 
cushitic, cf. Som. Sotal. saho Sotal.
Kern. Sutal, etc.
talla 'hate', talat 'enemy': Gz.Te. sSVa, Tna. faVe,
iiar. tala'a. Gaf. tasala. etc.
Semitic, cf. Akk. selu 'be hostile'.
The common Semitic term for enemy, +$rr, occurs in h.Eth: 
cf. Gz. Tna. s&r (zar).
1. praetorius, Hie amharische Sprachea p. 132.
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tor * s p e a r : this might be connected with the
Sem.Eth. root swr (Gz. sora ‘carry1,
sor 'burden, load'). Alternatively,
it could be related to the root seen in Gaf. sSwwarS• -■■■■■ ""1" »' ■■■
'strong, rigid'* Sem.Eth. swr is of Semitic origin, 
cf. Soq. sor 'wear'.
tS-wa^a 'fight* : Gz. t&wag * a 'wound o.a.', wag9 a
'strike, wound*, Tna. wag * e .
Ch. w&kam 'crush1, etc. Semitic, 
cf. Ar. wa£a ' a 'hit', Soq. 'ege.
wattaadar 'soldier': Tna. w&ttahaddSr ~ wattahaddar.
2
Guidi suggested a derivation from 
the phrase watto addSrS 'che vive 
andando qua e la'; this is ingenious, but sounds a little 
like popular etymologizing.
zarrafg 'pillage, plunder': Tna. z&rrSfa. Te. zarfa.
Har. zgrgfa, etc. Semitic, cf. Ar.
0 mm mm
zarafa 'come upon s.o.', Aram, n zriputa 
'impetus, attack', ESA. zrft 'incursio bellica'.
d) religion
amlak 'God* : Gz. ,amlak. Tna. ^amlax. Formally a
plural of +mSlk 'king'. The same 
development of the common Semitic 
root ailk to express the 'divine ruler' as well as a 'secular 
ruler' occurs outside Ethiopic.
9 -ziabdher 'God' : Gz. ’d^zi^abaher''lord of the earth'.
buda 'one who has the power of casting the evil eye': this
term occurs throughout modern Semitic 
Ethiopian and in various Cushitic and
1. Also meaning 'army' and 'war', though 'spear' is
probably the primary sense.
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L.Sudanic languages, to which Cerulli1 ascribes its origin: 
'e interessante notare che buda e certamente voce di 
origine nilotica: Scilluc bodo fabbro-ferraio, artefice;
Jur e dari bodo (id); Bongo bodo: il che ricollega anche 
linguisticamente il buda alle note idee circa i fabbri- 
ferrai1.
barraka 'bless' : Gz. baraka. Tna. baraxS, Te. baraka.
Common Semitic brk.
dabtara 'lay priest': Tna. dSbtara: in Ge'ez dSbtara has
the meaning 'tent, tabernacle’ and
dSbtarawi 'one who lives in a tent',
of which hillmann says 'vulgo etiam sic vocatur Canonicus
Z...homo literatus' . The item is ultimately <bf Greek 
origin - djphtherai 'skins made into a tent' (pi. of 
diphthera 'skin, leather').
kabbara 'bury' : Gz.Tna. kabSrS, Te. kabra, Har. kabara.
etc; a nominal derivative occurs in 
most Sem.Eth. languages with the 
meaning 'grave, tomb' (Gz. m&kbart. kSb&r. Amh. makabdr,
Har. k&bri, etc.). Common Semitic qbr.
• 3
kSddgsS 'consecrate': Gz.Tna. k&dd&s&. NBldeke regarded
Sem.Eth. kds as influenced in its • —
semantics by Jewish-Christian usage.
Common Semitic qd§.
kes 'priest' : Gz. kas^s. Tna. kaSSi. Te, kas.
Har. kes. The modern Sem.Eth. forms 
may be derived from +kasds, *kass.
A loan from Syriac qaSeSa 'elder'.
1. Cerulli, 'Canti burleschi di student! delle scuole 
abissine', ESO, XIII, note on p. 346.
2. hillmann, Lexicon linguae aethiopjcae. col. 1106.
3. LBldeke, keue BeitrsUe zur semitischen Sprachwissenschaft.
P. 35.
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m&rraka 'bless1 : Tna. marraxa. Arg. merraka, >iaf. .oirraka.
etc. A denominative from mdrak1
’spittle1. Spitting as a mark of
benediction occurs widely in Ethiopia, cf. Galla tufa
'benedizione di augurio o di riconoscenza manifestata a
mezzo della saliva soffiata leggermente verso la faccia
2
o l ’oggetto che si vuol benedire1 .
ra.,;;ama ’curse* : Gz.Tna. rjlgama. Semitic, cf. Ar.
ra£ama ’stone*, Heb. ragam. Ug. rgm
’say', Akk. ragamu ’protest, cry'.
toma ’fast’ : Gz.Tna. soma. Te. soma. Arg. toma,
Gaf. sima. etc. The root swm also • * • ■■>■
occurs in Arabic and, like the Sem.
- 3Eth, root, is regarded as being a loan from Hebrew sam . 
zar ’evil spirit' : this item occurs throughout Semitic
Ethiopian. It is derived from the 
name of a pagan Cushitic sky god, 
probably Agaw: cf. Bil. gar, though similar forms occur
L
elsewhere in Cushitic and Omotic .
In this and the previous two subsections, only those 
loan items with a particular phonetic point to be 
discussed, or a wide scatter throughout Semitic Ethiopian 
have been listed.
1. See above, p.IZS .
2. da Thiene, Lizionario della lln/;ua ,";alla. Harar 1939, 
P. 323.
3 . NSldeke, op.cit.. p. 36.
A. Exx: baiso sere ’sky’, Kaffa »aro'
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V Grammatical items: pronouns» numerals ana particles
This final section covers what is, strictly speaking, 
not a semantic but a grammatical field, in so far as the 
referents of the items here are not definable objects, 
actions, or qualities, but are (in the case of pronouns) 
part of the relations of the speaker to his audience or 
(in the case of particles) the internal structurals of 
the language itself. These two categories, pronouns and 
particles, and numerals which in many ways lend themselves 
to grouping with the other two, are typically included 
under the 'basic* vocabulary pole of the lexicon. For 
example, the 1952 Swadesh 200-item 'basic' word-list^ 
includes the cardinal numerals from 'one' to 'five', the 
pronouns of the 1st, 2nd, and 3rd persons, singular and 
plural, as well as other pronominals like 'here', 'there', 
'when', 'how', and the particles 'and', 'at', 'if', 'in', 
'not'. The principle behind the inclusion of these items 
is partly that such elements tend to be among the most 
conservative areas of the lexicon because of their intimate 
connexion with morphology, Whether all the items listed 
here by Swadesh can be correctly classified as lexical 
universale or not does not immediately affect the discussion. 
Some of these items, especially 'not', 'if', 'and', cannot,
I feel, be thought of as universals nor included in a 
'basic' word-list, since they are so closely involved with 
the typology of the language. However, in most languages 
the lower numerals and the primary pronominal forms are, 
on the whole, derived from the inherited stock of the 
language. There are naturally exceptions; within the field
1. Swadesh, 'Lexicostatistic dating of prehistoric ethnic 
contacts', Proceedings of the American Philosophical Society.
XCVI, p. If52-63.
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of Hamito-Semitic alone note the use of Arabic numerals 
in many of the Berber dialects above 'two', ot 'ten'.
In the case of pronouns, one need go no further than 
English 'they' and 'them' to find borrowed elements.
However, the data from Amharic follow the expected trend 
in that all the morphemic elements (though not the actual 
forms) of the personal and other pronouns are inherited 
Semitic, as are all numerals except 'nine' and 'thousand'.
The personal pronouns of the End person, anta, anci. 
antu, the interrogatives, man, mdn~ . and the demonstratives, 
ydh ~ -zzih and ^a « -zzdya. present no problem in derivation 
from common Semitic forms . The 1st person pronouns, 
dne and dflfia. are clearly derived from inherited Semitic 
forms, but not directly. The final ^  of dne 'I' appears 
to be due to the influence of the corresponding possessive
suffix, ne; a similar confusion of independent and dependent
3
pronoun forms occurs throughout S.Ethiopian . The initial 
d-. on the other hand, instead of the expected a^ (cf.
Gz. 'ana. Har. an, Arg. a^, etc.), is probably taken over 
by analogy from the plural dHfta. a feature which, again, 
occurs in several other S.Ethiopian languages: Ch. dya. etc. 
The 1st person plural pronoun, djnfla, together with its 
cognates throughout S.Ethiopian and in Tigre in N.Ethiopian, 
lacks the initial n- found in Gz. ndhna and Tna. ndhna 
and generally reconstructed for the Proto-Semitic form.
The loss of tnis initial n- , whether it occurred at the 
common Semitic Ethiopian stage or independently in S.Ethiopian
and Tigre, can be attributed to a kind of haplology: ndhna >
+ 4 5
dpna ~ hdna . Hetzron derives the S.Eth. forms from
1. The element -ddr ~ -ddn in the interrogative mdnddr 'what'
is, however, of Agaw origin. See Tubiana, 'A propos de l'amharique 
"mdnddn" '. GLECS. IX, p. 15-7.
2. The reconstruetable protoforms of the demonstratives are
+ zikS and + zi' a . to which Gz. zdku 'that' and zi'a-. possessive 
pronoun base, may be formally compared.
3. See Hetzron, Ethiopian Semitic, p. 3^-3*
4. Cf. Egyptian Ar. ibna. Yemeni Ar. hinna, etc.
5. Hetzron, op.clt.. p. 33-4.
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ndhna > *nina > *ndfia > dH(n)a, etc., and regards S.Eth. 
forms like Arg. anna as having been depalatalized later. 
Whilst there is some evidence for the change -dhC- > -iC- 
in Amharic and more so in certain Garage languages , 
there would appear to be no other instance of palatalization 
caused by a preceeding element, as opposed to a following 
one, in Amharic. Might not all the S . Ethiopian forms, then, 
be derived from a common *dhna ~ hdna (as Te. hdna) and 
the palatalization n > H be secondary, Arg. anna, etc., 
preserving the original, non-palatalized form? However, 
be this as it may, the pronoun is still ultimately of 
inherited Semitic origin, which is the main point here.
The 3rd person pronoun base drs- ~ ass- derives, of 
course, from the noun rd's 'head' and probably originated 
in the use of a noun denoting a part of the body together 
with the appropriate pronominal suffix as a stressed 
pronoun, a construction which is still current in Amh. 
dne rase 'I myself’, and in Tna. *ana rd'say. Thus, drsu 
'he' derives from rd 's+u 'his head1 and similarly Tna. 
ndssu 'he' from ngfs+u 'his soul' and perhaps also 
Arg. kdssu 'he' from kars+u 'his belly'. The original 
independent pronouns of the 3rd person in Semitic Ethiopian 
(Gz. wd»dtu. .vd * a ti) survive in Gafat (wd t, yd t). Zway
(ut, it), whilst a variant form in h occurs in Tigre
“ 2
(hdtu, hdta) and apparently in many of the Gurage languages .
The old plural pronouns are mostly replaced in S.Ethiopian
3
by a compound of dnnS- and the singular pronoun .
The numerals in Amharic are of inherited Semitic origin, 
except for 'nine', whose origin is enigmatic, and 'thousand',
1. See p. 3If. .
2. See Hetzron, op.cit.. p. 30 If* 
3* ibid., p. 29.
which is of Agav; origin. Some of the Semitic numerals, 
whilst presenting no etymological problems, do exhibit 
interesting phonetic developments, especially and, hulat(t ) 
sost. arat(t . The numeral and 'one' (Old Amh, hand) 
derives from hadS (Tna. had& ~ hade, Te. fern, hatte,• ■ .  ■■■■“  ■ • i i . *
Arg. hand), an ellipsis of *ahad-t which occurs in Gz.
'ahadu and Har. ahad. The other S.Eth. forms could
derive from either the shortened or the longer form:
Gy. at, Ch. at, SI. ad, etc.
The Semitic Ethiopian languages all use the root kl*
for the numeral 'two': Gz. kdl*e(tu), Tna. kdldttS,
Te. kdl'ot. Amh. hulSt (t >. Arg. ket. Har. ko *ot « kot. 
wCh. x et. etc. The numeral 'twenty* is also formed from
this root in S.Ethiopian (Amh. haya. Har. kuya. Arg. kiya,
wch* x uya. etc.), whilst the original Inherited Semitic
term survives only in h.Eth. (Gz. cdsra, Tna.Te. c0sra).
The form of haya. etc., is analogous to the other tens,
being built on the root of the unit numeral plus the suffix 
+ (w ) ( )
-a : k dl * e + a, as sglasa 'thirty', arba 'forty', etc
The root jjiy. from which all other Semitic languages
2derive the numeral 'two' , survives in Semitic Ethiopian 
only in the day name Gz. sSnuy. Amh. saflRo 'Monday' and 
the verb 'accompany' (Tna. s&nna.vR. Amh. §aMS, Arg. SeRHa. 
Har. aSeSa, etc.), to which Ar. i.ana 'double* and Heb. 
sana 'repeat' may be compared.
Various attempts have been made at the etymology of the 
numeral 'nine', Amh. zataR, which has cognates throughout
S .Ethiopian, whilst N.Ethiopian preserves the inherited 
Semitic item (Gz. td/&scatu. Tna. tdscatte, Te. sdc).
hulSt(t): k > h (see p. A-1 ); sost: 1 > F_(see p. l+Z ); 
arat (t): b > 0 (see p. J\Z ).
2. occasionally in ESA kl*y and kl»ty are used as cardinal 
numerals beside £ny, Ji(n)ty.
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Praetorius^ tried to derive it from a compound of the
demonstrative za + hss 'be small' + adjectival -Sfi:— ■ # • • w 1 ■—
aaiid^^an 'the smaller', presumably referring to a kind
of subtraction method, like Lat. undeviginti 'nineteen'.
2Leslau , on the other hand, tries to relate to
tsc + by a rather tortuous combination of metathesis 
and irregular sound change. Neither is, to say the least, 
satisfactory, nor can any cognate be found outside the 
Semitic languages of Ethiopia, This item must, therefore, 
remain a puzzle for the present. The inherited Semitic
term, feowever, would appear to survive in Amh. t&sat
3
'midday', 'l'ora nona', cited by AfSwSrk .
The numeral Si(h) 'thousand' is taken from Agaw: cf.
Bil. Six, iChm. Sex. Kem. Si, S.Agaw Say, and is not from
ii
the Semitic root syft as suggested by Praetorius . The 
borrowing of this Agaw item here may be neatly explained 
as "filling a gap" in the inherited lexicon. The Semitic 
root 'Ip. which is used for 'thousand' in the other 
Semitic languages, has the meaning 'ten thousand' in 
Sem.Eth. (Gz. 'dlf. etc.), whilst 'thousand' is expressed 
by the phrase 'ten hundred' (Gz. casartu md't).
We must now turn to the slightly more complicated sphere 
of particles, which may be either separable or inseparable, 
and which include a wide range of items such as time and 
place adverbs, syntactic markers (conjunctions, etc.) and 
prepositions and postpositions. The majority of these 
particles is of inherited Semitic origin. Some of the 
more fundamental ones are common to all or most Semitic 
languages: bja-, la-. mS5e, ala. taS, etc. Most, however,
1. Praetorius, Lie amharische Sprache. p. 203.
2. Leslau, 'Notes de grammaire et d'etymologie ethiopienne', 
Word. V, p. 278-9.
3. Afevork, Grammatica della lingua amarica. Roma 1903, p. 62. 
Praetorius, op.clt.
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are peculiar to Semitic Ethiopian: sd-. dska, sbnt, zare, 
dndjt, dn£a, bdSca, etc. The number of items that may 
be attributed to a Cushitic source in this field is 
very small: ahun, Kdn. 5ngi. na, £ar^a), not all of 
which are incontestable.
1. Inseparable particles. ba-/bd-. la-/ld-. kS- ~
1 2 ha- and y§- are straightforward common Semitic . The
conjunctive suffix -m(m) and its widespread cognates in
Sem.Eth. (Gaf. -mma. Arg.Har. wn, and the particle of
insistance in Gaf. -m. Har. -m(o). Tna. -mmo. Gz.Te. -ma)
are related to the Semitic element m, which occurs as
an enclitic in various languages: Akk. -ma. ESA, nm, -mw.
The prefixed particle sd~. which also occurs in Argobba, 
is probahly to be identified with the first element in 
the free standing preposition dska  ^and is, perhaps, 
ultimately derived from another single element in Semitic. 
The enclitic particles -s(s) and -nd do not appear to 
have any cognates outside Sem.Eth. (Gz. -sa and -nu, resp.). 
The latter, however, occurs in Kernant as -ni with the same 
function of interrogative marker, but may equally well be 
a loan from Semitic Ethiopian. The conjunctive enclitic 
-nna (also in Argobba) is probably to be connected with 
Tna. of the same function. With most of these particles 
that are not straightforward common Semitic like b&-. -m(m). 
etc., one is on rather unsure ground in trying to 
establish etymologies for individual items; at best, only 
an indication of a likely origin can be given. A slightly 
more positive statement can, however, be made over the 
point that enclitic particles marking such syntactic
1. According to Praetorius (Die amharische Sprache. p. 267) 
the preposition is also ultimately from ka-: ka- > ha- > 
dj^ .
2. ya- derives from the demonstrative/telative za.
3. See below, p. 2.00.
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functions as coordination, emphasis, interrogation, etc., 
are a feature of the Cushitic languages in general and 
A^aw in particular, fthilst the actual forms of such 
particles in Amharic cannot be readily related to those 
in Agaw, the principle behind such particles is surely 
to be sought amongst the Cushitic languages rather than 
to be attributed to an inherent Semitic development.
2. Separable particles
ahun ’now* : Arg. ahafi, Har. axxa*. Gaf. ahufi,
w 1sod. ahu, Ch. ax a, etc. Praetorius
derived this from the root kwn :
+hajtun or *b&kun *im Zustand1. It would be a little
difficult, however, to relate all the S.Eth. forms to
such a derivation; a case could Just possibly be made
out for a development +bakun > ahun in Amharic, but not
2
so for the others. Cerulli , on the other hand, prefers 
a derivation from a Sidamo demonstrative element ak :
'lo credo si debba pensare anche all'elemento dimostrativo 
del Sidama ak, hak....'. The absence of the final n/fi 
in the Harari and Gurage forms leads one to suspect that 
it is an added element and not part of the root and, 
therefore, if this assumption is correct, the derivation 
from kwn can no longer be considered.
alS ~ yala ‘without’: Arg.Gaf. ala. Sod. yala. Z. bala.
etc. This is most likely to be 
connected with the element bala 
occurring in Gz. ’dnbala. Te. 9dmbgl. with the same 
meaning as Amh. ala. etc., rather than with the negative
1. Praetorius, Die amharische Sprache. p. 262.
2. Cerulli, Studi etiopjci I. p. 232 under aha.
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verb prefix al-^ « and to which Ar.Heb. bal may be compared.
In the Zv/ay item bala, therefore, the b- would be the 
preposition and not part of the root; similarly the %-
in Amh, yalS is the preposition ya-.
aona 'last year' : Arg.Har. amna, Gaf. yaymdn.
Ch. emra. etc. Composed of Sem.Eth.
cam 'year') and an element -na also
occurring in other time adverbs in S.Eth: Amh. tdnantdnna,
Har. taSdna. sestina. etc.
dkko emphatic particle: Tna. *dkko ~ -(k).k_Q* Gaf. -ko,
. 2also Gz. -ke. Te. ake. Leslau
connects this with Keb. *ak 'surely, 
indeed'; note also ESA. ^k severative particle. Like 
several particles discussed here, this consists of or 
contains a common Semitic element k. The various extensions 
on this theme, however, necessarily remain obscure;
Heb. *ak. ESA. and Sem.Eth. (*a/6 )ko/e could all be
derived from the same original element, but as always in 
the case of one-radical etymologies no definite statement 
can really be made.
dnda 'as, like', dndd- 'in order to': Arg.Gaf. dnda.
Iraetorius^ derived this from
Gz. *dnta 'as'. This etymology is
attractive on semantic grounds, but slightly irregular
on phonetic grounds, as the development nt > nd cannot
be established elsewhere in Amharic. Gz. *dnta has been
• 4connected with Heb. ._et 'with* and also, less succesfully 
I feel, with Ar. cinda 'at, near, by'. Heb. _^ et and Akk. itti«
1. Praetorius, lie amharische Sprache, p. 37.
2. Leslau, Hebrew cognates in Amharic, v.iesbaden 1969,
P • 23 •
3. Praetorius, op.cit.. p. 86.
i+. Praetorius, 'Zur Sthiopisch-arabischen Grammatik', 
Z1HIG. XXVII, p. 643; see also Barth.Et.ymolo;;ische Studien 
zum semitisxhen insbesondere zum hebraischen Lexicon. 
Leipzig 1893, P» 17*
which would appear to be cognate, may have developed from 
H 'int-. or conversely Gz. *dnta could have been dissimilated 
from 'itta.
dn^a ’I don’t know1: Gz. idnda^i, Tna. *dnddci . Amh. dnga
must derive from a form * *dndica to 
account for the palatalization d > £.
Gz. 'andacl is usually explained1 as deriving from
negative 'an + daci 'my knowledge' (Sem. ydc ).
2
dngi contrastive particle: Praetorius connected this
with the last, especially the Tigrinya 
form 'dndaci . which, it is true, 
could be expected to result in Amh. angi. The exact 
semantic equivalent of Amh, angi in Tigrinya is, however, 
no* ’dndaci but 'Ondo. Amh. angl is fundamentally an 
emphasizing, affirmative particle, added at the end of a 
clause, which may optionally be followed by a contrasting 
clause. Hence, the function of angj in sentences of the 
type tgb.abgz an£i 'do help yourself2' and taildk nSw an*i 
tdnnds aydoll&xn 'it's big, not small' is essentially the 
same and agrees semantically very v/ell with a particle 
occurring in other S.Eth. languages: Har. hange, Ch. Sgi,
Gy. a,J-ya. End. akkl.ya. etc., all meaning 'indeed' and 
apparently of Cushitic origin: Kambatta, Tembaro Skku.
The seeming formal convergence of 8nga and dngi may, 
therefore, be simply accidental and the two may not be 
related.
ask§. aska- 'up to, until*: Gz. 'aska. Te. 'asak. Arg. asta,
Gaf. a ska- ~ a5ka-, etc. This is 
probably composed of the same element 
as the conjunction sd- and the preposition ka-.
1. See Leslau, hexique soqotri (sudarablciue moderne). p. 33*
2. Praetorius, Lie amharische Sprache. p. 83*
2 0 1
Praetorius^ suggested a connexion between *ds*> and
Ar. ba.yj.u. An immediate connexion between the two,
however, seems unlikely on phonetic grounds alone. If
ha.yjji is to be analysed as composed of a separable
2element hay + £ + u , then perhaps the element £ and 
Sem.Eth.*ds- are ultimately related.
dyy§ (i) distributive particle, (ii) ’whilst': these
two formally identical but semantically 
separate particles are most likely 
to be distinguished from one another etymologically, too.
The distributive dyyd- is probably merely a reduplication 
of ya- from zS. The temporal conjunction dyya-. on the 
other hand, is probably to be connected with Gz. 'dnza. 
which is apparently cognate with Ar. 'ida. 
bdSSa 'alone, ally': Gz. bahtu 'only', bdhut 'alone',
Tna. bdhtl. Te. bdhdt. Arg. bdc£a.
Amh. and Arg. bdSSa derive from the
+ upattern bdht + ya. Praetorius explained this as a
contraction of Gz. bS'afratti 'in one'. This seems highly
unlikely both on phonetic and structural grounds. Rather,
Sem.Eth. b£t should be compared with Ar, baht 'pure' and
ESA. bht of the same meaning.
Adn 'but' : Tna. gdn ~ gd'an. Arg.Gaf. gdn. etc.
*“ 5
Praetorius connected this with the
root wgn (wSgan 'side'). However, a 
similar item occurs in Agaw, Kemant gan. which is, more- 
pver, often combined with the element d£r (dfira 'thing') 
as dargan. This appears in Amharic as daru gdn. or, with
1. xraetorius, Die amharische Sprache. p. 296.
2. See Fleisch, L'arabe classique: esquisse d'une structure 
linAuistiaue. Beyrouth 196§, p. 1^6.
3. See Praetorius, op.cit.. p. 
ibid., p. 1^0.
3* ibid., p. 149.
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Kemant daru translated into Amharic, as nsU&r .
/;ar (a) 'with' : Gaf, r-;ara. This postposition is
probably a loan from Galla gar a .
lay ’upon* : Gz, laclS. Tna. ldcli. Te, l&fal,
Har. lS’ay ~ lay, Gaf. la£ga. etc.
The common Sem.Eth. form 1C1 is
composed of the Semitic prepositional elements 1 and C1 .
mace 'when' : Har. m£5i_, Arg. mgcce. Gaf. ma5a.
Ch. mSSa. etc. All derive from mSte,
which Ludolf actually records for Old Amharic. Common
Semitic mt.y. The N.Ethiopian languages use a term of
different origin: Gz. ma*ze, Tna. ma * as. Te. ma’aze.
na-w 'is* : functionally this is a verb, but its
etymology clearly betrays its origin
as a declarative particle. The stem
na-, to which Various pronominal endings are added, is
3
common to S.Ethiopian in the function of copula . The 
same pattern, nS+ pronominal suffixes, occurs in Ge'ez 
as a declarative or deictic: nahu ’behold (him).1' (rarer 
nSyo). nS.yomu 'behold theraj', etc. Sem.Eth. nS- is, of 
course, related to the common Semitic declarative particle, 
cf. Ar. 'inna-t Heb. hinne-.
na 'cornel' : Gz.Te. n§£a, Tna. ndca , Har. na*.
An 'irregular' imperative of the verb 
'to come* occurs in most Cushitic 
languages as well as in other Hamito-Semitic languages.
The Sem.Eth. form nac- is most probably to be connected 
with the comparable 'irregular' imperative in most of the 
Agaw languages: Bil. laux. lafcSa. Kem. la£. la^a, etc.
1. See Tubiana,'A propos de l'amharique nag&r /;dn' . in 
Melanges Marcel Cohen, ed. b.Cohen, Paris 1970, p. 343-7*
2. Ludolf, Lexicon, p. 13.
3. See Hetzron, Ethiopian Semitic, p. 80.
It is not possible to say outright which has borrowed from 
which here, if, indeed, borrowing has taken place. However 
in the absence of any formal cognates of nac- in the rest 
of Semitic, an Agaw origin would not seem unlikely. 
sdnt 'how much' : Arg. sdnt is the only direct formal
cognate of the Amharic item. However, 
other Sem.Eth. forms with the same 
meaning are almost certainly ultimately related to sdnt:
Gz. ’dsfdntu. perhaps derived from interrogative *df (o) + 
sdnt-u^ : also Har. misti, Sl.Wl.Z. mdst, Gaf. dmmdsta,
Ms. dmmdst, perhaps composed of the interrogative md- and 
sd(n)t. The element sdnt itself would seem to be a 
primary nominal derivative from the root wsn 'limit'.
There is no need to assume that Amh. sdnt developed from
+ 2 
an earlier 'dsfdnt. as Praetorius proposed ; sdnt could
just be the noun without any prefixed interrogative.
tacp 'below' : Gz. tahtfi, Tna. tahti. Te. tahat.
Har, taha.y. Gaf. ta$5a. Ch. tate,
etc. Common Semitic tht.
tdnant(dnna) 'yesterday': Gz. tdmaldm. Tna. tdmali,
Arg. tdmay, Gaf. tdlam(dnna3 . etc.
Amh. tdnant is the only Sem.Eth. form
with a suffix -tj both tml and metathesized tlm occur
in Semitic Ethiopian. The suffix -dnna also occurs on
Amh. amna and on Har. ta5dna, etc. Common Semitic tml.
wad a 'towards' : Gz. wg’ddg ~ wd »dda 'next to, by the
side of', Arg. wada 'towards*. This
is composed of the conjunction
and an adverbial accusative of *dd 'hand'. Similar
constructions employing the noun 'hand' occur in other
1. Praetorius, i^ ie amharische Gprache. p. 129; also 
'beitrSge zur Sthiopischen Grammatik und ] tymologie', BA, I 
P. 371.
2. ibid. +
3. Also haS from kac, substitution of k for t by false 
analogy.
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Semitic languages, cf. especially Akk. ida 'by the side
of', Soq. 'id 'towards, into', Sheri id.
vvaydm(m) ~ w&yds(s) 'or': Tna. wSydm ~ wSy. Arg. wem.
Gaf.Ch. w&y, Sod. wayds. SI. we, etc. 
This is derived from something 
like Gz. wamimma used in alternate questions. The form 
wamimmg > w&.yamCm) could then have been analysed as 
way + enclitic ~m(m). hence the substitution of -s(s) 
and total dropping of -m(m) in some forms. 
yet 'v/here' : Gz. 'ayte. Tna. 'ayti. Te. 'aya.
Arg. yed. M, etta, Ch. ete. etc.
Amh. yet must derive from + 'ayt. 
and so too the Argobba and Tigrinya forms. The root 
of this item is the common Semitic interrogative 'y, 
to which various suffixes are added to form the interrogative 
adverb: Ar. 'a.vna. Heb. ~ '^ka. Aram. 'ayka. etc. 
zare 'today' : this appears to have no cognates
elsewhere in Semitic Ethiopian, or 
in Semitic in general. Praetorius1 
ingeniously suggested a derivation from a compound of 
za + 'abreCt) (Gz. 'dbret 'alternation, turn, period of 
office' from the root bry) and compared Ar. al-mutabari.yanj 
'day and night' as a derivative of the same Semitic root 
with a specialized temporal sense. A form like ^zS'dbre 
could, indeed, develop into Amh. zare. The N.Ethiopian 
languages preserve the common Semitic term for 'day' here: 
Gz.Te. yom. Tna. lomi ~ lorn. Most of the S.Eth. languages 
use items connate with Amh. ahun 'now', except for 
Har. hQAi. S1.W1. aw7;e. Z. awgi. which may be cognate with 
Tna. hdzi ~ hd£5i 'now'.
1. Praetorius, ^ie amharische Sprache, p. 57, 169*
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